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Abstract 
Video compression technology is very important to many video applications 
particularly those involving the storage and transmission of video data. To achieve good 
compression, lossy compression techniques should be applied. However, lossy compression 
will introduce distortion to the restored images or video frames. Therefore a challenging 
problem in video compression is to design a codec which gives good video quality and 
achieves a high compression ratio. Moreover, some applications such as video conferencing 
and live video broadcasting require a real time codec, which should be symmetric and 
computationally efficient. 
This thesis proposes a codec which removes the asymmetric problem, caused by the 
time consuming motion estimation, inherent in MPEG and H.261. The proposed codec is 
symmetric and 3D-DCT. It does not involve motion estimation during encoding stage. The 
codec also involves the development of a pair of fast, purely recursive and direct 3D-DCT 
algorithms. The algorithms exploit the regularity and the periodicity of the DCT to reduce a 
good number of multiplications and additions. Both encoding and decoding algorithms 
process an 8x8x8 data cube within about 1 millisecond. The 3D-DCT can be performed 
directly by treating the data as a volume of data or a cube. A signal flow graph is also 
introduced to represent the steps for both forward and backward 3D-DCT. 
A novel approach is also proposed for designing the quantization volume by using a 
hyperboloid function and two exponential functions with five experimentally determined 
parameters. The quantization volume is first partitioned into two regions for the dominant 
and non-dominant coefficients respectively by using the hyperboloid function. By adjusting 
five parameters of the exponential functions, the values of the quantization volume can be 
generated. 
The thesis also proposes a new reordering method, which is based on the hyperboloid 
function and the values generated by the exponential functions as mentioned above, for the 
quantized coefficients. This method provides two sets of reordering indices for the dominant 
coefficients and the non-dominant coefficients respectively. The proposed reordering method 
can pack more consecutive zeros together for zero run-length coding. When compared with a 
3-D zigzag method, it gives a better result in terms of compression ratio. 
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Some implementation issues on the codec are discussed in the thesis. Although the 
fast algorithms are purely recursive, the software implementation should not use recursion 
since executing recursive programs require more time for most programming languages. 
Other programming techniques such as using register variables, performing less assignments, 
using a predefined table instead of calling the cosine function and etc. are also exploited. We 
use a union data structure for an integer and four unsigned characters in the bit-wise 
operation of the bit-stream reading and writing routines. As a result, many program steps can 
be simplified. 
Experimental results based on video-conferencing type videos show that a pure 
software implementation of the proposed codec can achieve a compression ratio of around 




1.1 An Introduction to Video Compression 
Digital cameras, Photo CD, digital negatives, digital television broadcast and movies 
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Stored on CD-ROM that can be played back on reasonably priced multimedia PCs, are 
already a reality. Due to the huge amounts of data associated with digital images and video, 
efficient storage and transmission pose a challenging problem. Consequently, image and 
video compression play an enabling role for almost all consumer, commercial and scientific 
applications. 
Recently, video compression has become more and more important in the areas of 
computer based video applications, communications, and consumer electronics. It is due to 
the rapid development of the hardware and software in video technology. Video compression 
is classified as a specific type of data compression which is concerned in many hot research 
areas such as information theory, communication, networking, multimedia, signal processing, 
image processing [Jain81, Jain84, Jain89] and etc. 
Many researchers and international standardization committees are currently 
focusing on both digital image and video compression. The development of standards by 
Litemational Organization for Standardization (ISO), the Memational Telecommunications 
Union (ITU) former called bitemational Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee 
(CCITT), and the Litemational Electrotechnical Commission (EEC), for audio, image and 
video, for both transmission and storage, has led to worldwide activity in developing the 
products or systems applicable to a number of diverse disciplines. The recently developed 
standards such as JPEG [Wallace91], JBIG, H.261[ITU93], H.263 [rTU95], MPEG-
l[LeGall91], and MPEG-2 reflect the state-of-the-art algorithms and are important in 
facilitating interoperability among various imaging systems as well as wide-spread, cost-
effective deployment of the technology. 
Video signal is regarded as a three-dimensional signal [Roese77] which comprises 
two spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension, ln the early 60s, video was described by 
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an analog signal, but nowadays, video can be in both digital or analog form. However, digital 
videos [Lim77, Watkinson90,Watkinson95] are easier to enhance, to store and to transmit. 
1.2 Overview of Problems 
Video compression involves many technologies and which arises many problems to 
be solved. Li this section, an overview of the problems will be discussed. For example, the 
problem of using analog video and the advantages of using digital video will be mentioned. 
Low bit rate [Ngan94,Wang94b,Wiegand96] requirement for video transmission and real 
time [Frederick94, Monro94, Sriskanthan95] requirements for codecs are the problems of 
video compression. Video compression also copes with the problems of both source coding 
and channel coding. The problem of designing a codec with good bit-rate and good quality is 
also a challenging problem in the scope of video compression. 
1.2.1 Analog Video and Digital Video problems 
Images and videos do exist in our daily life for a long time. However, in the past, 
most of them are stored and manipulated in analog form because the cost of digital image or 
video is much higher than that in analog. Photographs, drawings and paintings are examples 
of analog images while videos stored in magnetic tapes such as video cassettes is an example 
of analog video. 
However, storing, searching and transmission of images in form or analog video 
tapes becomes a problem if there are plenty of photographs or video tapes. Large amount of 
physical space is needed when images and videos are stored in analog form. Besides, editing 
or modifying video and images in analog fprm are not easy since there are lack of analog 
signal processing techniques. Analog transmission for images and videos is more sensitive to 
noise than that of digital images and videos. However, more robust coding or compression 
techniques such as error correction schemes and digital signal processing (DSP) can be 
applied on digital signals. 
1.2.2 Low Bit Rate Application Problems 
Uncompressed images and videos require much space for storage and larger 
bandwidth for transmission. For example, a digital picture or image with size 512x512 pixels 
and 256 colors requires 256 kilobytes memory space. By using a modem to download the 
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image from WWW, about 1 minute is required. The time required for downloading video 
files is even worse than that for images. For instance, a movie with frame size equal to 
352x240 with 24-bit true color in 30 frames per second (fps) corresponds to 7.5 mega-byte 
per second in bit rate. Therefore bandwidth reduction is a must for storing and transmitting 
such video data. 
Table 1.1 shows different types of video applications with their bandwidth 
requirement, standard involved, typical size or resolution of each frame, frame rate 
requirement as well as the compression ratio expected. It can be noted that the minimum 
compression ratio required for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 is below 10. Nowadays, codecs for 
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 can achieve this requirement. However, the existing implementation 
cannot achieve the desired compression ratio for some low bandwidth applications such as 
video telephony. Our goal is aimed at low bit-rate applications. 
Table 1.1: The Bandwidth and compression ratio analysis for different type of 
video applications 
Application Bandwidth Standard Size Frame Compression 
Rate Ratio required 
Analog 5-lOKbps proprietary 170x128 2-5 35-170 
Videophone 
Low Bit-rate Video 26-64Kbps~~H.263 128x96~~ 15-30 23-115 
Conferencing 176x144 47-233 
Basic Video 64-128Kbps H.261 176x144 10-20 15-64 
Telephony (CIF,QCIF) 352x288 60-256 
Video >384Kbps H.261 (CEF) 352x288 15-30 32-64 
Conferencing ^ 
Interactive l-2Mbps MPEG-1 352x240 15-30 5-20 
Multimedia (SJF) 
Digital TV- 3-lOMbps MPEG-2 720x480 25-30 6-27 
NTSC/PAL 
High Definition 15-80Mbps MPEG-2 1200x800 30-60 3-30 
Television 
1.2.3 Real Time Video Compression Problems 
The other important issue is real time constraint of video compression system. As 
described in the last section, the rate of data generation is very high for video. For example, a 
video capture board can produce 7 Mega-bytes or 56 Mega-bits per second for 30 frames of 
true color video with resolution 352x240 pixels. It is difficult for a compression system to 
compress such huge amount of data in real time without hardware assist. 
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There are already some software only solutions [Bahl96, Frederick94, Huitema93, 
Nicholls96, Patel93, Pitts94, Rodriguez94, Smith95, Wilson94] exist for some applications 
such as software MPEG decoder, the quality of reconstructed video from the software 
decoder is not good enough for full screen playback. Moreover, the time for compressing and 
decompressing the video data of such systems is not symmetric. Usually, the time for 
compression is ten times the time for decompression. So it is impossible to compress the 
video data in real time by software only. We try to solve this problem because some of the 
applications such as video conferencing [Noore93] and live video broadcasting need a 
symmetric codec for both compression and decompression in real time. Jn fact, the most time 
consuming step in the compressor is on motion estimation. Our proposed compression 
scheme tries to eliminate motion estimation [Bamett94, Chan93, Kwatra87, Sawhney95] 
which avoid time consuming motion search. 
1.2.4 Source Coding and Channel Coding Problems 
A video compression/decompression system involves two kinds of coding, the source 
coding [Gray90] and the channel coding. Video compression is a kind of source coding 
which reduces the bandwidth of the source produced by the producer such as a video capture 
board. Video decompression concerns how to restore the compressed data to its original 
format. In source coding, how to compress/decompress the video in a efficient way is 
concerned. Besides, the quality of the reconstructed video should be considered when the 
compression scheme removes some redundancy of the video data. To achieve good 
compression, lossy compression techniques are employed that some of the major information 
may be removed. This removal of information makes imperfect reconstruction and led to 
distortions. 
On contrary, the major concern of channel coding is to deal with how the compressed 
or uncompressed data to be transferred from one entity to another in an efficient way without 
noise or error. Usually, some redundancy is added for the transferring data in channel coding. 
For example, parity bits or cyclic redundancy code (CRC) is added for this purpose to ensure 
the delivery of data is error free. A channel can be a physical media such as a harddisk/CD-
ROM or a network for storage or transferring of data respectively. Some of the channel 
coding techniques involve networking technologies. h\ this thesis, only source coding is 
considered. 
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1.2.5 Bit-rate and Quality Problems 
Bit rate is defined as the number of bits produced in a system per unit time. The unit 
is usually the same as the unit used in describing the bandwidth of a channel. If the bit-rate of 
a source is greater than the capacity of the a channel, data compression is needed. To reduce 
bit-rate, redundancies of the signal should be removed as much as possible. However, the bit-
rate reduction may cause quality deterioration. Such degrade is called distortion and usually 
measured in mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and etc. 
ln information theory, we know that the more bits to represent information, the more 
exact information we have. The well-known rate-distortion theory [Davisson72] is to relate 
the data-rate and distortion by a rate-distortion function. The rate-distortion function can be 
found by both theoretical derivations or by experiments. The upper bound of a given 
compression system can be found from a plot of rate-distortion function. We try to find a 
compression system that gives a good rate-distortion characteristic which means a high 
compression ratio or low bit- rate but with high quality of the reconstructed video or low 
distortion. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized into two major parts. Chapters 1 to 3 are the introductory 
chapters. Chapters 4 to 6 are the major work of this thesis. Contributions, conclusions and 
future work will be presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to video 
compression. An overview of the problems to be addressed is presented. 
Chapter 2 presents some background knowledge on both analog and digital videos. 
Color space conversion is needed for pre-compression of the digital video. Then, the relating 
methods such as predictive coding, vector quantization, subband coding, transform coding 
and hybrid coding will be mentioned. We focus on the transform coding which is widely 
adopted for many compression standards or schemes. The transform coding involves 
transformation, quantization and entropy coding. 
Chapter 3 introduces the deficiency of existing solutions of the video compression, hi 
this chapter, Motion JPEG, H.261 and MPEG will be described. Some other non standard 
techniques such as wavelet and fractals video compression techniques will also be addressed 
here. Finally, after discussing with the problems of the existing methods, a new method 
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which is based on 3D-DCT video compression, will be proposed. The details of the proposed 
method will be discussed in Chapters 4 to 6. 
In Chapter 4, fast 3D-DCT algorithms will be proposed and the derivations of tHe 
algorithms will be presented. The fast algorithms consist of forward transform and inverse 
transform. The video data is treated as a�volume’ or a cube of data that uses block transform 
coding technique to reduce memory usage. In this chapter, a signal flow graph for both 
forward and inverse transform will be developed. Moreover, the complexity in terms of the 
number of multiplications and additions will be presented. 
Chapter 5 presents a novel quantizer design by dividing the transformed coefficient 
cubes into two regions according to a hyperboloid function. This chapter starts with finding 
the statistics of the magnitude of the coefficients. Then, the quantization values can be 
derived by some exponential functions. In this chapter also proposes a method to adjust some 
parameters of the exponential functions in order to obtain different quality of the 
reconstructed video with different bit rates experimentally. 
Chapter 6 will deal with the entropy coding of the quantized coefficients. Before 
Huffman coding, we also proposed a new method to reorder the coefficients which is closely 
related to the hyperboloid function and the exponential functions in Chapter 5. This method 
can produce more consecutive zeros that can improve the compression ratio. The DC and the 
AC coefficients are coded separately where the DC is differentially coded and the AC 
coefficients are first encode by zero run-length encoding (RLE) then followed by variable 
length Huffman coding (VLC). This chapter also suggests to modify the Huffman table of 
JPEG for adopting new ranges of the run-length pairs. Some implementation issues on the 
entropy encoding and decoding will also be addressed in this chapter. 
Chapter 7, the last chapter presents the conclusion of the thesis. Some major 
contributions of the proposed 3D-DCT based video compression system will be concluded. 
Future work including adaptive quantization, integer implementation of the fast DCT 
algorithms and rate-distortion consideration of the Huffman table design can further improve 
the proposed 3D- DCT based video compression system. 
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Chapter 2 
Background and Related Work 
2.1 Introduction 
Li this chapter some contemporary video compression techniques will be presented. 
Current video format [Jack96] for both analog and digital video will be mentioned first and 
then color theory will be presented. Some related work in video coding techniques such as 
predictive coding [Musmann79], vector quantization [Gray84, Linde80, Nasrabadi88, 
Ramam86], subband coding [Bimey95, Chen96, Ngan94, Woods86], transform coding 
[Clarke85, Chan94, Malvar89, Natarajan77, Yonekawa89] as well as hybrid coding 
[Abousleman95, Habibi74, Liu94, Wang94b] will be introduced. The most popular technique 
which can be found in most of video compression standards is transform coding. The detailed 
related work for transform coding will be presented in the later sections of this chapter. 
2.1.1 Analog Video 
There are several methods for recording analog video [Watkinson88, Jack96]. Two 
major standards, known as NTSC and PAL, can be found from the view point of video signal. 
NTSC and PAL signals consist of the three color components (which will be discussed in the 
next section) into one signal by combining the two chroma signals (C) by using quadrature 
modulation, and then combines the three color components to a luma by using frequency 
interleaving. They are commonly delivered through phone connectors or BNC (Bayonet Non-
Continuous) connectors. However, the separate signals, Y/C, can be delivered separately by 
using S-Video connectors. 
The NTSC (National Television Standards Committee) video format is used in 
America and Japan. This standard was approved in 1953 by the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) for commercial broadcasting. NTSC format has a resolution of 525 lines 
per frame and 59.94 interlaced frames per second (60Hz). With interlacing, two fields make 
up a complete frame. Consecutive fields contain even and odd lines of the frame, resulting in 
30 frames per second. However, not all 525 lines are visible. Only 483 lines contain the video 
information. 
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The PAL (Phase Alteration Line) format is used in Western Europe and Australia. 
The PAL format has a resolution of 625 lines per frame and 50 interlaced frames per second, 
resulting in 25 frames per second. Both of them use composite signal through phono or BNC 
connector for connection in contrast to the formerly mentioned luma, chroma signal which 
uses a separate S-Video (Separate Video) connector for the (Y/C) channels. 
There exists a third video format used in France, Russia and Eastem Europe called 
SECAM (Sequential Couleur Avec Memoire, means sequential color with memory). It has 
the same resolution as PAL, but the video information is encoded differently. However this 
format does not appear in the desktop video conferencing. 
2.1.2 Digital Video 
Most of digital videos use quantization according to C C R Recommendation 601， 
which is widely considered as the specification for "broadcast quality" when the analog video 
comes to digital video. The most common C C ^ 601 sub-format is 4:2:2 quantized with 720 
active samples per line. 4:2:2 means Y/Cr/Cb (YUV) format video, where the sampling rate 
for both of the color difference signals is half the sampling frequency of the luminance. The 
other popular formats are Digital Betacam，Digital S, Ampex DCT, DVCPRO and Betacam 
SX. Table 2.1 summarizes the specifications of some uncompressed digital video formats. 
Table 2.1 Uncompressed digital recording formats 
Format D-1 D-2 D-3 D-5 D-5 D-6 
Type Component Composite Composite Component Component Component 
HDTV 
Sampling freq. 5F^^ Y: 13.5M~~~Y: 18M 
17.7 MHz C: 6.75M C: 6.75M 
Quantization 4:2:2,8 bits sTks 8 ^ CCIR601, 4:2:2， 
10 bits 8 bits 
Bandwidth +- 6.0 MHz Y: 5.75M Y: 7.67M 
0.5dB Luma C: 2.75M C: 3.67M 
Chroma 
S/N ratio 一 54 dB > 60 dB > 56 dB 
Data rate 270 Mbps 
Audio 4 X 48k, digital 4x48k """4x48k @20 bits +1 
@16 bits analog 
Tape/speed W p ^ TJr, 1/2"，16cm/s 
8.4cm/s 
2.1.3 Color Theory 
The human eye has three types of color photoreceptor cells called cone cell. Because 
of these, three numerical components are necessary and sufficient to represent a color. Color 
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spaces are three dimensional coordinate systems whose axes correspond to three color 
components. Different color spaces are useful for different purposes and some transformation 
methods convert data from one color space to another. 
The color space used in video are usually converted from the RGB color space for 
many color encoding systems. RGB is an additive space which uses combinations of Red, 
Green, and Blue primaries. The RGB system is transformed to other systems that allow video 
encoding techniques to exploit the characteristics of human color perception. 
Brightness and color information are treated differently by the human visual system. 
Humans are more sensitive to changes in brightness than changes in color. Because of this, a 
special component is used to represent brightness information. This component is called 
luminance and is denoted by the symbol Y. Jn video encoding, the nonlinear version of 
luminance termed luma is used and denoted by the symbol Y' (the prime symbol meaning 
nonlinear). The remaining two components are used to represent color and are called 
chrominance. These chrominace components are called color differences and can be 
transformed to Y', (B'-Y-), (R'-Y') space. The matrix version of this transformation is shown 
in Equation 2.1. The values of R,，G，，and B' all range from 0 to 1. 
_ Y' 1 r 0.299 0.587 0.1 14] f i ? ' ! ( 2 i \ 
B'-Y' = -0 .299 -0.587 0.886 G' ‘ 
R'-Y' 0.701 -0.587 0.1 14 B' 
• � L � L � 
With the color separated in this way, the color differences (B'-Y') and (R'-Y') can 
be sub-sampled with little effect on the visual quality. This allows the same visual 
information to be encoded with a smaller bandwidth. 
Various color systems have been defined: Y'PbPr, Y'CbCr, PhotoYCC. All these 
systems are derivatives of Equation 2.1 with different scaling factors. Y'PbPr is used for 
component analog video. Y'CbCr is used for component digital video and in digital 
encoding/compression schemes such as JPEG and MPEG. PhotoYCC is used in Kodak's 
Photo CD format. The notation YUV is often used generically to refer to a color space 
represented by a luminance and two color differences. 
There are two color models: Y'UV and YIQ, which are used in analog video. 
Besides, HSB (Hue, Saturation and Brightness) and HLS (Hue, Lightness, Saturation); 
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present color by numbers, which have become obsolete. Pantone number system is based on 
HSB or HLS. Li printing or publishing, the CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, blacK) model is 
adopted since it is a subtractive color model. 
2.2 Video Coding 
Five major techniques used in video compression will be discussed here. They are 
predictive coding, vector quantization, subband coding, transform coding and hybrid coding. 
Predictive coding is the earliest video coding method for encoding video sequences losslessly 
with vector quantization. Subband Coding can be found in some progressive video coding or 
wavelet coding. Transform coding is the most popular technique for video coding. Usually 
transform coding is incorporated with other techniques to give hybrid coding. 
2.2.1 Predictive Coding 
Predictive coding is based on the following assumption: If the present sampled 
signal, say a current pixel, can be predicted reasonably well based on the previous 
neighborhood samples, then the prediction error has a smaller entropy than the original 
sampled signal. Hence the prediction error can be quantized with fewer quantization levels 
than the sampled signal. The prediction can be based on the statistical distribution of the 
signal. The most common predictive coding is called differential pulse code modulation 
(DPCM) [0'Neal76, Sharma77]. 
However, DPCM is generally used for one dimensional signals. A video signal 
contains sequences of frames. The most basic form of predictive coding is to check if a nxn 
block in the current frame is the same as the block at the same place in the previous frame. If 
there is no change, the data of this block is not encoded. Jn most implementations, prediction 
is combined with motion-compensated interpolation [Bamett94, Corbera92, Kwatra87, 
Lee94, Liu94, Weiner]. If a block of data is not identical to a block of data in a previous 
frame, the best matching block is found and the difference is used for further stages in the 
compression. The resulting block is encoded in less bandwidth than the original block of 
data. 
2.2.2 Vector Quantization 
Shannon has shown that vector quantization (VQ), that is, quantization of groups of 
samples or vectors, is much more efficient than predictive coding. Even though VQ had been 
developed much earlier, an empirical approach outlined by Linde, Buzo, and Gray [Linde80], 
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commonly called the LBG algorithm, has activated researches into applying VQ in 
video/audio coding. Codebook design involves applying the LBG algorithm for a large 
representative training sequences. The codebook consists of code-vectors which represent 
the significant component of different sets of data.. The major objective of VQ is to represent 
the input vector with a member of the codebook based on some matching or distortion 
criteria. 
A set of codebook can be use in conjunction with a matrix of vectors to represent an 
image. Lnstead of referring to elements directly, elements are referenced via the codebook. To 
transmit an image, only the references to the codebook have to be sent. 
There are a lot of different VQ methods available. For example, one method is to 
convert each vector point to an RGB-triplet that represents one pixel, another method may 
use each vector points to an nxn image block that represents the vector. The way the 
contents of the codebook are determined also varies. A common way to generate a codebook 
is by using a training set to find the "best" codes, the codes that occur most frequently. A 
codebook can also be calculated based on the data that are quantized, hi this case the 
codebook itself is transmitted together with the vectors. Known practical examples of video 
compression based on VQ are Cinepak from Radius and Indeo 3.23 from Intel. 
2.2.3 Subband Coding 
Subband coding (SBC) is another form of frequency decomposition which shares 
some properties with transform coding that will be described in next section, ln SBC, a signal 
(either lD or 2D) is decomposed into a number of equal- or unequal- frequency bands using 
filter banks that have been developed recently. Li fact, by using perfect reconstruction filter 
banks, the original signal going through the frequency decomposition-subsampling-
interpolation-synthesis process can be fully recovered. The philosophy behind SBC is that 
coding techniques compatible with the frequency bands can be applied. Signal components in 
high-frequency band can be either dropped out or coarsely quantized. This approach is used 
in MPEG-1 and 2 audio coding as well as subband image coding. 
A popular approach to subband image coding is to map the image into four equal 
subbands in the 2D frequency domain which are known as LL, LH, HL and HH which 
correspond to Low-Low, Low-High, High-Low and High-High frequency bands respectively. 
Recently, subband coding has been extended to both spatio and temporal domains. The 3D 
spatio-temporal subband [Chan96, Ngan94] decomposition is followed by an appropriate 
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redundancy reduction technique such as ADPCM and variations of VQ applied to the 
subbands. 
2.2.4 Transform Coding 
A general transform coding scheme involves subdividing an NxN image into smaller 
nxn blocks and performing a unitary transform on each sub-image. A unitary transform is a 
reversible linear transform whose kemel describes a set of complete, orthonormal discrete 
basic functions. The goal of the transform is to decorrelate the original signal, and this 
decorrelation generally results in the signal energy being redistributed among only a small set 
of transform coefficients. In this way, many coefficients may be discarded after quantization 
and prior to encoding. Also, visually lossless compression can often be achieved by 
incorporating the Human Visual System (HVS) contrast sensitivity function in the 
quantization of the coefficients. 
Transform coding can be generalized into four stages: subdivision, transformation, 
quantization and Huffman encoding. 
For a transform coding scheme, logical modeling is done in two steps: a 
segmentation one, in which the image is subdivided in bi-dimensional vectors (possibly of 
different sizes) and a transformation step, in which the chosen transform (e.g. KLT, DCT, 
Hadamard) is applied. 
Quantization can be performed in several ways. Most classical approaches use 'zonal 
coding' [Palau94], consisting in the scalar quantization of the coefficients belonging to a 
predefined area (with a fixed bit allocation), and 'threshold coding' [Crouse97], involving 
choosing some coefficients from each block characterized by an absolute value exceeding a 
predefined threshold. Another possibility, that leads to higher compression factors, is to apply 
a vector quantization scheme to the transformed coefficients. 
The same type of encoding is used for each coding method. Li most cases a classical 
Huffman code [Huffman52] can be used successfully. The JPEG and MPEG standards are 
examples of standards based on transform coding. 
2.2.5 Hybrid Coding 
Jn the archetypal hybrid coder, an estimate of the next frame to be processed is 
formed from the current frame and the difference is then encoded by some purely intraframe 
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mechanism. In recent years, the most attention has been paid to the motion-compensated 
DCT coder where the estimate is formed by a two-dimensional warp of the previous frame 
and the difference is encoded using a block transform (the Discrete Cosine Transform 
[Ahmed74, Rao90]). ‘ 
This system is the basis for international standards for videotelephony [rTU93, 
Lin95, Sriskanthan95] and is used for some HDTV demonstrations and also the prototype 
from which MPEG was designed. Its utility has been demonstrated for video sequence, and 
the DCT concentrates the remaining energy into a small number of transform coefficients that 
can be quantized and compacted. 
The key feature of this coder is the presence of a complete decoder within it. The 
differences between the current frame as represented as the receiver and the incoming frame 
are processed. Li the basis design, therefore, the receiver must track the transmitter precisely, 
the decoder at the receiver and the decoder at the transmitter must match. The system is 
sensitive to channel errors and does not permit random access. However, it is on the order of 
three to four times as efficient as one that uses no prediction. 
^1 practice, this coder is modified to suit specific application. The standard telephony 
model uses a forced update of the decoded frame so that channel errors do not propagate. 
When a participant enters the conversation late or alternates between image sources, residual 
errors die out and a clear image is obtained after a few frames. Similar techniques are used in 
versions of this coder being developed for direct satellite television broadcasting. 
2.3 Transform Coding 
As described in the previous section, transform coding is the most popular technique 
used in both image and video compression systems. Besides, it is also adopted by many 
compression standards. Jn this section, the related works of the building blocks in the 
transform coding will be presented here. There are several transform techniques such as 
discrete sine transform (DST) [Cvetkovic92], discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) [Chan93, Hao87, Knudsen93, Wang94a], Hartly transform, slant 
transform, Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT), discrete wavelet transform and etc. Among 
these, the most popular technique used in transform coding is DCT and which will be 
discussed lengthy in the following sections. 
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2.3.1 Discrete Cosine Transform 
KLT was known as the best transform among all the techniques in the transform 
coding. However, due to its irregularity methods in finding eigen-vectors, it is hard to find a 
fast algorithm although it is best in energy packing. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) was 
known to be as good as KLT if the signal is Markov-l[Rao90, Hamidi76]. DCT have more 
periodic regularity and recursive structure so that it can have fast algorithms in any 
dimension because it is orthogonal and separable. Besides, it involved only real arithmetic 
that is better than DFT. 
V 
The basic equations for N data point with both forward and inverse Discrete Cosine 
Transform are shown in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 respectively: 
| T ^^1 f{2m + l)u7C^ 
Y =J-C y y cos (2.1) 
“ l N " ^ / - [ 2N J 
, r^5^Vv f ( 2 m + l)u7T) 
and y . - y ^ l Q y „ c o s ^ - ^ ^ J (2.2) 
where y^ is the data vector with m=Q,".,N-l and F„ is the transformed domain vector with 
u=Q”"N-L Cu is the coefficient where Q = 1 if u=0 and Q 二 ^J^ otherwise. 
2.3.1.11-D Fast Algorithms 
The origin of the fast algorithms development was initiated by the discrete Fourier 
transform [Chan93, Villasenor93, Wang84, Wang94a] in which exploit the periodicity of the 
Fourier functions. One dimensional fast DCT algorithm [Christ95, Cvetkovic92, Elliott82, 
Lee84, Wang84, Hou86, Lo96, Loeffier89, Li91, Makhoul80, Skodras94, Sherlock95, Yip80] 
,was first developed by Chen and Smith[Chen77]. The computation is one-sixth of the 
complexity compared with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Later, Narasimha and Peterson 
[Narasimha78] use some special rearrangements to double the signal sequences to 2N and 
make fast algorithm for DCT via DFT. Lee [Lee78] used even-odd decomposition to reduce 
the computation of Chen and Smith's algorithm to get one-half complexity. Wang [Wang84] 
generalizes the DCT into four categories by some sparse matrix factorization. DCT-E is 
widely used in many compression standards. Hou [Hou86] used a recursive method to make 
the DCT fast algorithm. The smallest number of multiplications among all fast algorithms 
was reported by Loeffier and Ligtenberg [Loeffier89] which required only 11 multiplications 
for 8 point DCT while most of the fast algorithms required 12-13 multiplications. Pruning of 
DCT was introduced by Wang and Skodras [Skodras94] in early 90's. 
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2.3.1.2 2-D Fast Algorithms 
Two dimensional DCT was widely used since digital image compression became 
popular in the early 80's. Fast algorithms for 2-D DCT became important because digital 
image compression is very computational expensive in that time. Even now, the 
developments of image and video compression standards such as JPEG and MPEG relied 
solely on 2-D DCT fast algorithms. 
Kamangar and Rao [Kamangar82] developed fast algorithms for 8x8 DCT in 1982 
that required 128 multiplication and 430 additions. Many of the fast algorithms in 2D DCT 
used row-column approach which exploits the separable property of the 2D DCT [Cho91a, 
Chan91, Cho91b, Cho92, Cho93, Christ94a, Christ94b, Christ94c, Duhamel90, Feig92, 
Haque85, Hung94, McMillan92, Vetterli85, Wang96c, Yip88]. On contrary, Haque 
[Haque85] uses 2-D decomposition of the transform matrices which the DCT can be 
calculate directly. Vetterli [Vetterli85] developed DCT fast algorithms via DFT with only 
104 multiplications and 474 additions. It reduces the number of multiplications but slightly 
increases the number of additions. Duhamel and Guilemot [Duhamel90] uses direct 
polynomial approach that only 96 multiplications and 484 additions. Scaled DCT was 
reported by Linzer and Feig [Linzer91] that embed the quantization factor in calculating DCT 
coefficients. Vector-Radix pruning and other pruning method were reported by Christopolous 
[Christ94c] and others. 
2.3.1.3 Multidimensional DCT Algorithms 
For the DCT with dimension higher than two was seldom used in image and video 
compression because it is quite computational intensive and required more memory to 
handle. This hinders the development of higher dimension DCT regardless its advantages. 
Fast algorithms should be developed in order to meet real-time applications. 
The multidimensional DCT, usually talking about 3D DCT [Abousleman95, 
Baskurt88, Chan90, Chan96, Chan97a, Chan97b, Chan97c, Onishi91], can be found in some 
literatures in the field of medical imaging and remote sensing. They use 3D DCT because the 
origin of the data is actually a ‘volume，of data. Those people used 3D Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT)[Baskurt93, Goh93, Lewis90, Muraki93], Discrete Hartley Transform 
(DHT)[Meher92] and DFT[Hao87] as well as 3D DCT in compression. They used row-
column-frame approach by employing fast lD DCT in each direction. However this approach 
cannot exploit the regularity of the structure of 3D-DCT. Chan and Siu [Chan90] used 3D 
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DCT in medical imaging extensive while Bauer and Sayood[Bauer95] used 3D DCT in video 
coding. 
]n chapter 4，we present the developed direct, fast, recursive 3D-DCT algorithms 
which are different from the row-column-frame approach. The computation can be reduced 
so that real time 3D DCT can be done in both software and hardware. 
2.3.2 Quantization 
The design of the quantization table can be done in two ways: one based on human 
perception and psychovisual experiments, and the other based on rate-distortion theory 
[Davisson72, Sakrison77, Wiegand96] and bit-rate control. 
Their sheer number notwithstanding, the 2-D quantization methods cannot be applied 
directly for the quantization of 3D-DCT coefficients since 3D-DCT and 2D-DCT coefficients 
have different properties. Because of the homogeneous nature of consecutive frames, 
multidimensional image coding for medical images [Baskurt88, Chameroy92, Lee93], remote 
sensing [Abousleman95] and other applications such as video compression often employs an 
encoding method based on 3D DCT. Lee et al. [Lee93] proposed a quantizer design for 3D-
DCT coefficients based on the optimization of the coefficient distortions by using quantized 
distortion functions with iterative Newton method. This contrasts with the usual method 
which typically uses some uniform Lloyd-Max[Lloyd82, Max60] quantizers, already known 
to be optimal for a fixed number of quantization levels. Abousleman et al. proposed in 
[Abousleman95] a trellis coded quantization (TCQ) employed for 3D-DCT. By modeling the 
3D-DCT coefficients distribution with the generalized Gaussian and the Laplacian 
distributions, the TCQ adopted the generalized Lloyd algorithm for the codebook design and 
quantization table generation. Some coding strategies were proposed by using a threshold to 
cut off some low frequency components. However, such a method cannot exploit the 
statistical properties of the 3D-DCT coefficients. 
2.3.3 Entropy Coding 
Entropy, the average amount of information represented by a symbol in a message, is 
a function of the model used to produce that message and can be reduced by increasing the 
complexity of the model so that it better reflects the actual distribution of source symbols in 
the original message. Entropy is a measure of the information contained in message, it's the 
lower bound for compression. 
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2.3.3.1 Huffman Coding 
For a given character distribution, by assigning short codes to frequently occurring 
characters and longer codes to infrequently occurring characters, Huffman's minimum 
redundancy encoding minimizes the average number of bytes required to represent the 
characters in a text. 
Static Huffman encoding uses a fixed set of codes, based on a representative sample 
of data, for processing texts. Although encoding is achieved in a single pass, the data on 
which the compression is based may bear little resemblance to the actual text being 
compressed. 
Dynamic Huffman encoding, on the other hand, reads each text twice; once to 
determine the frequency distribution of the characters in the text and once to encode the data. 
The codes used for compression are computed on the basis of the statistics gathered during 
the first pass with compressed texts being prefixed by a copy of the Huffman encoding table 
for use with the decoding process. 
By using a single-pass technique, where each character is encoded on the basis of the 
preceding characters in a text, Gallager's adaptive Huffman encoding avoids many of the 
problems associated with either the static or dynamic method. 
2.3.3.2 Arithmetic Coding 
Perhaps the major drawback to each of the Huffman encoding techniques is their 
poor performance when processing texts where one symbol has a probability of occurrence 
approaching unity. Although the entropy associated with such symbols is extremely low, each 
symbol must still be encoded as a discrete value. 
Arithmetic coding removes this restriction by representing messages as intervals of 
the real numbers between 0 and 1. Liitially, the range of values for coding a text is the entire 
interval [0，1]. As encoding proceeds, this range narrows while the number of bits required to 
represent it expands. Frequently occurring characters reduce the range less than characters 
occurring infrequently, and thus add fewer bits to the length of an encoded message. 
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Chapter 3 
Existing Compression Scheme 
3.1 Introduction 
In digital video, the signals are usually inputted and encoded in the RGB color space. 
Jn this color model each pixel of the video screen is represented by a triple (r,g,b). If each 
component uses 8 bits to represent, it requires 240 x 352 x 8 x 3 = 2M bits to represent one 
video frame. This implies 60M bits per second (bps) of data flow if there is 30 frames per 
second without flicking. It is almost impossible to transmit such a huge volume of data 
through typical communication channel. Thus compression is very important in the 
transmission of video information. The following are some popular methods for video 
compression. 
3.2 Motion JPEG 
JPEG is an encoding standard for still images developed by the Joint Photographic 
Experts Group. Although designed for still images, with special hardware it is possible to 
encode and decode a series of JPEG images in real-time to achieve motion video. This use of 
JPEG for encoding video is usually referred to Motion JPEG. 
There are four modes of operation for JPEG: sequential, progressive, lossless, and 
hierarchical. JPEG involves Discrete Cosine Transform and utilizes an intraframe spatial 
compression technique. This technique is also used by other encoding methods such as 
H.261. It assumes the encoding of a single color component image. For multiple component 
color images, the component information is interleaved. JPEG encoding method is color 
space independent, though systems may choose to convert images to YUV space and sub-
sample the chrominance components. 
However, this method gives the compression ratio ranging only from 10:1 to 20:1 for 
some trade-off between the quality and the compression. From Table 1.1, this compression 
ratio is not enough for low-bit rate video compression applications. 
3.3 MPEG 
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The MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group) committee began to look at its standard 
in late 1988 by the hand of Leonardo Chairiglione and Hiroshi Yasuda with the immediate 
goal of standardizing video and audio for compact disc. Over the next few years, 
participation amassed from international technical experts in the areas of Video, Audio, and' 
Systems, reaching over 200 participants by 1992. By the end of the third year (1990), a 
syntax emerged. It applied to code SJF (Source Liput Format) which complies with CCD^601 
decimated by 2:1 in horizontal direction (352x240). The standard is of a sample rate at a 
combined code bitrate of video and audio in 1.5Mbit/sec. The perceptual quality of the 
MPEG-1 is close to that of consumer video tape (VHS). 
The second phase (MPEG-2) was initiated within the committee to define a syntax 
for efficient representation of broadcast video. Efficient representation of interlaced 
(broadcast) video signal was more challenging than the progressive (non-interlaced) signals 
coded by MPEG-1. Similarly, MPEG-1 audio, defined with 3 layers, was capable of only 
directly representing two channels of sound. MPEG-2 would introduce a scheme to de-
correlate the multichannel discrete surround sound audio. 
The third phase (MPEG-3) was anticipated in 1991 for High Definition Television 
(HDTV), although it was later discovered by late 1992 and early 1993 that it simply extended 
the syntax of MPEG-2 by scaling with the bit rate. MPEG-2 then fulfils the requirements of 
MPEG-3. MPEG-4 was launched in late 1992 to explore the requirements of a more diverse 
set of applications, while finding a more efficient means of coding low bit rate/low sample 
rate video and audio signal. 
There are three types of code frames in MPEG: intra frames (I), predicted frames (P) 
and bidirectional frames (B). I frames are coded as a still image, P frames will be 
reconstructed in the decompressor by the motion vectors. Then the B frame is discarded in 
compressor and reconstructed using the I and P frames. The sequence of decoded frames 
usually goes like: 
IBBPBBPBBPBBIBBPBBPB... 
There are seven steps for MPEG compression 
1. Preliminary Scaling and Color Conversion : Transform NTSC (704x480) or PAL to SJF 
which is from RGB color model to YUV color model. 
2. Color Subsampling : 3/4 of chrominance values are discarded. 
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3. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) : pack the energy to lower frequencies. 
4. Quantization : To quantize the coefficients to other small set of values. 
5. Run-Length Encoding (RLE) : It replaces each string of identical values with a small 
token that simply lists the value and the number of times it repeats. 
6. Huffman Coding : The tokens are converted to variable-length symbols called Huffman 
codes. By assigning the shortest symbols to the most common tokens, more compression 
is achieved. 
7. biterframe Compression : For interframe compression, MPEG stores a pointer rather 
than the whole I frame if two frames are exactly the same, titraframe compression in 
JPEG is like that in MPEG. Besides, it performs motion estimation and motion 
compensation to obtain motion vectors. 
Nevertheless, the most time consuming part is to find the motion vectors that it 
makes the MPEG standard become an asymmetric codec scheme. Thus, MPEG is not suitable for 
some real time video compression applications such as video conferencing. 
3.4 H.261 
Recognizing the need for providing ubiquitous video services using the Litegrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN), ITU (Telecommunication Standardization Sector) formerly 
called CCrrX (Litemational Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee) Study Group 
XV, established a Specialist Group on Coding for transmission at m x 384 kbity^ s (m = 
l，2”..，5). Later in the study period after new discoveries in video coding techniques, it 
became clear that a single standard, p x 64k bit/s (p = l,2”"，30), can cover the entire ISDN 
channel capacity. After more than five years of intensive deliberation, CCFTT 
Recommendation H.261, Video Codec for Audiovisual Services at p x 64kbit/s, was 
completed and approved in December 1990. A slightly modified version of this 
Recommendation was also adopted for use in North America. 
The intended applications of this international standard are for videophone and 
videoconferencing. Therefore, the recommended video coding algorithm has to be able to 
operate in real time with minimum delay. For p = 1 or 2, due to severely limited available bit 
rate, only desktop face-to-face visual communication (often referred to as videophone) is 
appropriate. For p > 6, due to the additional available bit rate, more complex pictures can be 
transmitted with better quality. This is therefore, more suitable for videoconferencing. 
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This scheme can achieve low compression ratio and therefore limited to use ISDN 
communication channel which has higher bandwidth. It is not widely available 
3.5 Other Techniques 
3.5.1 Fractals 
Other video compression techniques such as fractals and wavelets can be also found 
in some proprietary video compression systems which are not using DCT as the kemel 
component. Fractal compression[Barthel95, Cochran95, Hurtgen93] is one of the latest 
techniques in lossy image compression. Fractals are images that recursively contain 
themselves. They are defined by a number of translations that include re-scales, rotations and 
dimensional flips. These are also known as affine transform. If you zoom into a fractal image, 
it appears that the image has an infinite resolution, but it is actually a part of the same image 
that reappears in itself. The idea behind fractal compression is to automatically find a fractal 
that resembles the image that must be compressed. A major advantage of fractal compression 
is the ability to decompress the image to any given resolution. The first implementation of 
such an algorithm was implemented by Amaud Jacquild [Jacquild92] and was capable of 
compression from 8:1 to 50:1 while remaining reasonable quality. This implementation 
searches a combination of transformations that represent the image the best. Unfortunately, 
the search to find those transformations is very computationally intensive, which makes it 
unattractive for real-time image compression. 
3.5.2 Wavelets 
A relative new and promising development in the area of lossy compression is the 
use of wavelet transformation [Hilton94, Orchard94, Sengupta94, Shapiro93]. An important 
characteristic of this transform is that if it is applied on a time-domain signal, it results in a 
representation that is localized in time domain as well as in frequency domain. Compared to 
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) that is of an order of N x log(N) for N elements, a fast 
wavelet transform has an order of N for the same number of elements. 
The wavelet transformation converts a sample of 1】values into 2^ '^  approximation 
wavelet transform coefficients and 2^ '^  detail wavelet transform coefficients. This transformation 
can be repeated over the generated approximation wavelet transform coefficients a number of 
times, until the minimum number of 2 approximation transform coefficients and 2^-2 detail 
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transform coefficients remain. The number of transformations is called the number of levels 
of the wavelet transformation. The wavelet transformation is inversive, so applying this 
inverse wavelet transform a number of times (equal to the number of levels) on the generated 
wavelet coefficients, the original sample is recomposed. 
Wavelet compression is obtained by only storing the coefficients of the wavelet 
transformation that have an amplitude above a certain threshold together with the place of 
those coefficients in the transformed domain. Because the coefficients are also time-domain, 
high contrast edges are maintained at the cost of low contrast areas. By using quantization 
and entropy encoding in combination with wavelet transform the number of bits needed to 
store the wavelet coefficients are further reduced. 
3.1 Proposed Solution 
The goal of the video compression is to reduce the spatial and temporal 
redundancies. Jn the previous section, we have discussed various techniques on video 
compression, t i MPEG, the most time consuming part is the motion estimation. It is required 
to search the blocks which are matched with the previous frame. Many methods have been 
proposed [Chan93] to improve the performance of the block matching algorithms. However, 
MPEG still cannot handle motions which are not translational. For instance, zooming, 
rotating and shearing of objects cannot be determined by any simple block matching 
algorithm. Thus, the motion estimation becomes complicated problem which is not easy to 
perform. So the compression ratio cannot be further be reduced because we cannot convert 
the pixel elements into motion vectors. 
A novel method to eliminate the problem of motion estimation is to use the 3-D 
Discrete Cosine Transform [Roese77, Chan97a, Chan97b, Chan97c] by treating the temporal 
dimension as the third dimension. The sequences of image can be treated as a volume ofdata 
as shown in Figure 3.1. This method takes a full-motion digital video stream and divides it 
into groups of 8 frames. Each group of 8 frames is considered as a three-dimensional image, 
where jc and y are the spatial components, and t is the temporal component. Each frame in the 
image is divided into 8x8 blocks (like JPEG), forming 8x8x8 cubes. Each 8x8x8 cube is then 
independently encoded using the three building blocks of the 3D-DCT video encoder: 3D-
DCT, Quantizer, and Entropy encoder. The block diagram of the proposed 3D-DCT based 
video coder is shown in Figure 3.2. The decoder is simply inverse the direction of data flow 
in Figure 3.2 
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It can be shown that the 3D-DCT based video compression system is quite simple 
and symmetric. It can be implement on both software and hardware with simple data flow. 
Since the codec is symmetric in complexity for both encoder and decoder, it is suitable for ‘ 
some real time applications such as video phone, video conferencing. In the following 
chapters, each of the building blocks will be individually discussed with details. 
Figure 3.1: A cube of 3D DCT coefficients from video sequences 
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the 3D DCT based Video Compression System 
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3.7 Summary 
Li this chapter, we have examined several existing solution to the video compression 
problem including MPEG, Motion-JPEG, H.261 standard. Those systems have a common 
ground as they are employing DCT as the major component in their system since DCT can 
achieve high energy compaction as close as KLT. Some other proprietary compression 
systems use fractal or wavelets as the core component. However, the standards use motion 
estimation to code the interframes of the video. This technique is very time consuming and 
leads to asymmetric codec. Real time video compression cannot be achieved for this reason. 
Therefore we proposed a 3D-DCT based video compression system which is 
symmetric for coder and decoder. Relatively simple building block of the system which make 
use of the advantages from transform coding. It will reduce the cost of the building such 
video compression system in both hardware and software. However, three major problems for 
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each block should be solved in order to get a better compression system. They are known as: 
Fast algorithms for transformation, quantizer design, Huffman table design for entropy 
coding. In the following chapters, we try to tackle with each problem separately. 
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Chapter 4 
Fast Three Dimensional Discrete Cosine 
Transform (3D-DCT) Algorithms 
Part of the materials in this Chapter can be found: 
1.K.W. Chan, M.C. Lee, "A Fast Three Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform", DCC ‘97，pp. 429, 1997. 
2. K.W. Chan, M.C. Lee, "A Fast 3-D Discrete Cosine Transform Algorithm", To appear in the Proceedings 
ofIntemational Conference on Signal and Image Processing, IASTED, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA, 
December 4-6, 1997. 
4.1 Introduction 
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is generally considered a favorable technique for 
encoding digital images and video in the compressed form as it is nearly optimal since it 
compacts the energy as high as the KLT does for Markov-1 signals [Rao90]. It has been 
incorporated into various widely used compression schemes such as JPEG [Wallace91], M-JPEG 
[Smith95], MPEG [LeGall91], and H.261 [ITU93] or H.263. Recently, many fast algorithms have 
been developed for both 1-D and 2-D DCT, which exploit the periodicity of the discrete cosine 
function by eliminating any recomputation of the function. There are hardly any fast algorithms 
based on direct 3-D DCT; existing algorithms employ mainly 2-D DCT. This chapter attempts to 
develop fast 3-D DCT algorithms for a data volume with 2'"x2" x2^points. 
4.1.1 Motivation 
The motivation to develop fast 3-D DCT originated from the fact that existing video 
compression schemes use mainly 2-D DCT for intra-frame coding, which can substantially 
remove the spatial redundancy within a frame. However, in MPEG and H.263, the reduction of 
the temporal redundancy comes from the inter-frame coding, which is achieved by using motion 
vectors to replace some frames within a video scene; such motion vectors enable the skipped 
frames to be re-generated through interpolation during the decoding process. However, motion 
vector estimation is computationally intensive. This makes the codec asymmetric since the coder 
requires much more computation time than the decoder. With the current state-of-the-art 
technology, it is still difficult to perform, even with hardware support, the coding in real time. 
Thus, MPEG is not suitable for video conferencing applications which require coding and 
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decoding be performed in real time. Li order to remove the burden of motion vector estimation, 
some non-motion estimation algorithms making use of frame difference technique[Frederick94, 
Chan95] were introduced. For instance, M-JPEG is not based on motion estimation. However, 
such algorithms cannot exploit the correlation of the temporal information. 
4.1.2 Potentials of 3D DCT 
It is apparent that coders supporting both inter-frame and intra-frame coding perform 
better than conventional intra-frame coders[Wallace91, Fung95, Wu93]. 3-D DCT can exploit 
both spatial and temporal redundancies; a codec based on 3-D DCT is quite symmetric. This 
means that the coder and the decoder take almost the same processing time. So, 3-D DCT based 
codec is suitable for video conferencing applications. However, 3-D DCT was previously 
considered not practical [Bhaskaran95] because it requires a large computation overhead, and a 
huge memory space to hold a number of consecutive video frames for processing. Nowadays, 
even personal computers can run very fast and may be equipped with a large memory capacity. 
The proposed algorithms process a data volume cube by cube, of the size of, say, 8x8x8 pixels, 
which can easily be handled by today's computers. Moreover the algorithms are quite efficient; 
they can run on a Pentium PC (133MHz) to process one 8x8x8 data cube with only 1 millisecond, 
which corresponds to a speed of 15 frames per second with a resolution of 144x120 pixels. So, 
they can be used in some software based video compression system such as video conferencing. 
Furthermore, the 3-D DCT technique can be employed in other areas such as medical image 
compression[Chan90], geographic information compression[Abousleman95], remote sensing data 
compression, etc. 
The following sections present the derivation of the 3-D FCT and JFCT algorithms. It 
includes many steps, starting from the respective basic equations for 3-D DCT and inverse DCT, 
and ending in a signal flow graph. The idea is to rearrange both the input and output data points. 
The original data cubes are recursively partitioned into 8 sub-cubes. Then a bit-reverse-order 
operation is applied to reorder each sub-cube according to its orientation. For the transform 
domain, each data cube is partitioned into 8 sub-cubes by sub-sampling alternate pixels. The final 
results of the derivation are presented in the form of a signal flow graph, which captures the 
respective computations of the two algorithms. The computations involve a number of matrices, 
including a Hadamard matrix. The complexity of the algorithms can be estimated by analyzing the 
signal flow graph. 
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4.2 Three Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (3D-DCT) 
The derivation of the fast 3D-DCT algorithms is from the basic 3D-DCT equations 
[Roese77, Natarajan77] which is regarded as a natural extension of those lD-DCT. ]n this 
section, both the forward and inverse transform are formulated. We rewrite the basic equations in 
matrices representation which can be used for the further steps in derivation. Liverse 3D-DCT is 
introduce first since the steps can be followed easier than the derivation in forward 3D-DCT. 
Assuming the transformed domain coefficient matrix, Y，exists in the following discussion. 
V 
4.2.1 Inverse 3D-DCT 
The objective in this subsection is to convert the basic equation (4.1) to a matrix 
representation. The derivations are as follows: 
The 3-D inverse DCT (IDCT) for spatio-temporal data points can be represented by: 
~ Q M -\N-\ P-\ 
L ’ " ’ ^ J ^ Z 5 : Z E " E A . y « ’ v � # 2 r ) " c 4 " + ” ^ ; 2 , + ” > � . (4.1) 
V M/vr “=0 v=0it.=0 
^ r for m,n, p =0 , ^ ； , i7T. . . . . 
where £ „ , £ , , £ , = \ ^ . . and Cs\ = c o s ( - ) (4.1a) 
[1 otherwise J 
y^ ” p is the 3D spatio-temporal data element of the m^ row, n^ column and p^ frame 
Y is the 3D transform domain data element at position u,v,w in the 3-D transform space. 
M,V ,W 
After normalizing of 7„,,^ ,,，we have f" ” ， = y f ^ E “ E A J ^ � . (4.2) 
M -\N-\ P-\ 
Thus equation (4.1) becomes y„„„,, = ^ : ^ > : ’ " . � “ ” ) " � “ ” ) � . � “ ” ” " . （《) 
u =0 V =0 w, ==0 
- B ' Y o ( C ' / -
In matrix notation : )’ = A ^ ® ： (4.4) 
_ 5 " : - i ( C V _ 
where , : A^^ = C^r'^"；^^ 二 < v = c i i r ' ' ' ^ c ' 二 C；,^  =〔^？户州)… (4.5) 
and where y, Y are of dimension MxNxP. But we can make a matrix representation by tiling 
along the z (temporal) axis in a column so that the matrix representation of y becomes (MN)xP in 
dimension. A,B,Care coefficient matrices and are of dimension MxM, NxN, PxP respectively. 
The operation ® represents a three dimensional multiplication of a cube such that 
M-1 
W 二 u ® V ^ W,xw+L, 二 I u ,/,x^ +j.k 
p=0 
and W,U,V are of dimensions (MN)xP, MxM and (MN)xP respectively. 
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4.2.2 Forward 3D-DCT 
The forward 3D-DCT basic equations can also be converted in the form of matrix 
representation as shown below: 
The 3-D forward discrete cosine transform (3-D DCT) is given as 
I~~Q~ M-liV-lP-1 
& - = J i w XI ^  y.”’,42r)“c42r)^-
V MJVr 爪=0 n=0p:0 
We normalize 7„,,,^  as ?„,,,^ = ^ f ^ ^ X ^ »^,v,w ； 
M - l i V - l P - l 1 � 
Then ?„,,. = I 1 1 \ „ ， , 4 2 r ) “ c 4 r ) ^ - ) w (4.6) 
m=0n=0p=0 
In matrix notation: 
- E ' y o ( F P f -
Y = D <^S> ； (4.7) 
ENy“FP�T_ 
where D^ ,E^ andF^ are the coefficient matrices which are the transposed forms for 
A^, B^, C? respectively; or they can be expressed as: 
D : = C5,-r" , Kn = � 4 广 1 ) , F:p = 〔 《 州 ） （4.8) 
4.3 3D FCT (3D Fast Cosine Transform) Algorithm 
]n this section, both forward 3D Fast Cosine Transform (FCT) and inverse 3D FCT will 
be presented. There are three kinds of data cubes involved in the transform known as: the spatio-
temporal data cube, the transformed domain data cube and the cosine coefficient data cube. We 
first partition and rearrange the data cubes and then relate the data cubes by the equations 4.4 
and 4.7. Detailed steps in the derivation of inverse 3D FCT will be presented in the section 4.3.2. 
A signal flow graph is then constructed after the derivation steps. The forward 3D FCT can be 
derived easily from the reverse direction of the signal flow graph so that many derivation steps 
are skipped. 
4.3.1 Partitioning and Rearrangement of Data Cube 
The spatio-temporal data cube and the transformed domain data cube are partitioned into 
eight sub-cubes. The spatio-temporal data cube is rearranged in bit-reversal order while the 
transformed domain data cube is rearranged by sub-sampling. 
4.3.1.1 Spatio-temporal Data Cube: 
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The spatio-temporal MxNxP data cube y is partitioned and rearranged to form a set of eight 
( 年 ) X ( 寻 ) X ( 4 ) sub-cubes named as p,q,r,s,t,u,v and w in the following manner: 
丄 Z^ L 
. o = R ' 1 and y i=p : ! l (4.9) 
r s V w 
such that: 
Pm,n,p 二 ym,n,p ； ^m,n,p — >'w,n,P-l-p， 
八 A • 
^m,n,p ~ ym,N-l-n,p ‘ ^m,n,p 一 >'m,A -^l-n,P-l-p， 
yv A • 
^m]n,p ~ yM-l-m,n,p ’ ^m,n,p = yM-l-m,n,P-l-p , 
A A 
^m,n,p 二 yM-l-m,N-l-n,p ‘ ^m,n,p ~ yM-l-m,N-l-n,P-l-p 
where m = 0 , . . . , ^ - l ; " = 0，...，|一1;尸=0,...，号-1 (4.10) 
4.3.1.2 Spatio-temporal Transform Domain Cube 
This MxNxP cube Yis also partitioned and reordered to form another set of eight 
( f ) X (号)X (号)sub-cubes named P, Q, R,S, f,U,V and W in this manner: 
i > = R 司 and i>i=pf ^1 (4.11) 
G R S V W 
_ � ^ � 
such that 
A A 六 • 
Pu,v,w ~ ^2u,2v,2w， Qu,v,w 一 2^u,2v,2w+l， 
/v /v ^ • 
^u,v,w - ^2u,2v+l,2w ‘ ^u,v,w 二 ,2(/,^+1,2^+1 
A A A A 
Tu,v,w - ^2u+l,2v,2w ； ^u,v,w 二 ^ u+l,2v,2w+l ’ 
A 八 /V A 
^u,v,w - ^u+l ,2v+l ,2w ； ^u,v,w - ^M+l,2v+l,2w+l 
where w = 0 , . . . , ^ - l ; v = 0 , . . . , f - l ; w = 0 , . . . , | - l (4.12) 
4.3.1.3 Coefficient Matrices 
The M X M coefficient matrix A^ is partitioned and regrouped into a set of four ( f ) x ( | ) sub-
^ �A1 A2 , , 
matrices Al,A2,A3,A4. i.e., A^ = ^^  “ such that 
A3 A4 
^K,u = ^m,2u ； ^^m,u 二 ^m,lu+X ‘ 
^^m,u = ^M-X-m,2u ； ^^m,u = ^M-l-m,2u+l 
where m = 0，...，|-l; w = 0 , . . . , ^ - l (4.13) 
From (4.1a) and (4.5) it can be shown thatA3^ „ = A1^  „ and A4^ „ = -A2^ „ 
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or A ^ = P ^ 1 (4.14) 
[A1 -A2_ 
Similarly, the coefficient matrices B and C can be respectively reorganized into a set of four sub-
matrices. 
^ �B1 B2 1 � np � a C2 1 � 
B^ = and C^ = _ 广� (4.15) 
B1 -B2 C1 -C2 
_ � L � 
where 51„,, = <2v； ^ 2 „ , , = < 2 v + i . f o r n = 0,...,f-l; v = 0,...,f-l 
and Clp,w = C:2w; C 2 p ’ ^ C ^ , f o r p = 0”..’f — l; w=:0”..， f - l (4.15a) 
4.3.2 3-D Inverse Fast Cosine Transform (3-D IFCT) 
We try to relate the above data cubes by some matrix multiplication and some of the 
steps in the calculation can be simplified. The basic idea for the fast algorithm is to reduce the 
number of multiplications. It is due to the periodicity and regularity structure of the cosine 
function. By using product-and-sum property of the cosine function, multiplications can be 
converted in to additions. Besides, some results from the previous intermediate steps can be 
reused in the later steps. Therefore some calculation steps can be simplified. 
4.3.2.1 Matrix Representations 
From (4.4) ,(4.9), (4.11), (4.14) and (4.15), we have 
r r A ^ni 
p q 
r 1 A A 0^ ^ [ V 一 — Jr ^ y 一 r 1 一 r A A n 
bi] t “ _ L ""j 
A A V w _L � -
1 �B1 B2 1 �p el �C1 C2 Y 
h=[Al A 2 ] @ B i - ^ 2 良云 c i - C 2 旧 6 、 
where � ] � . ^ 叫」�匕 _ ：^ (4.16) 
r , � 5 1 B2 1 T U � c i C2 ] 
h=[Al -A2]® 机-召2 y # C1 -C2 
L J L J 匕 J 
Equation (4.16) can be rearranged as follows: 
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厂 Al®fm P C1^ 1 
「乡1 � / I I I I I I I 1 八 r\ 
1 I -I I -I I —I I -I 斗 ^ C2] 
r I I -I —I I I -I -I M®^2 R Cl^J 
^ — I - I - / I I - I ] 1 腳 [ 召 2 左 C2^  (4.16a) 
t I I I I -I -I -I -I A2®[51 f Cf 
“ / -/ I -I -I I -I I A2® Bl U C2^| 
V I I -I -I -I -I I I - T^ 
^ A2<S) Bl V Cf 
w I -I -I I -I I I -I . i 
^ � L �A2® B2 W C2i 
>• 
Let us define 
gl = A1 ® [51 P Cf ] ； gl = A1 ® [Bl Q Cf ]； 
g3 = Al^[B2RCf]-, g4 = Al(S)[B2SC2^]； 
g5 = A2 0 [51 f Cf ] ； g6 = A2 ® [Bl U C2^]； 
gl = A2<S)lB2VCf]-, 8^ = A2@[S2^C7r] (4.17) 
T j^* 
Thus [p q f 5 t u V w] =["8][<^1 容2 g3 g4 g5 g6 gl g8j (4.1¾ 
where [Hs] is an 8x8 Hadamard matrix 
Equation (4.18) shows that y，the resulting M x N x P data cube of the E X T can be partitioned 
into a set of eight ( | ) x ( | ) x ( | ) s u b - c u b e s p,q,r,s,t,u,vmdw, each of which is a linear 
combination (Hadamard operation) of { ^ ) x ( f ) x ( ^ ) sub-cubes gl,g2, g3,g4,g5,g6,gl,g^. 
The next step is to prove that each of these later sub-cubes is a scaled version of the 
corresponding transform domain sub-cube (that is P, Q, R, S, T, U,V,W ) 
4.3.2.2 Simplification of the calculation steps 
Some steps can be simplified by using the product-and-sum property of the cosine 
function. The eight sub-cubes can be treated separately in the following steps. 
Step 1: Let us consider (4.17) gl = A\®[BlPCf]. From (13) with m = 0，...，|-l; 
M = 0’...，|-1, we have 
41 _ r�(2m+i)2" _ ( ― 叫 
^^m,u - ^^2M — COS( 2M j 
一 ../l2m±nu£) _ ^ {2m+l)u 
-COS|^  M j - ^^2(M/2) 
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or l^m,M = ^m,u^ 
Similarly, from (4.15)，we have 51,,, = Csg'''^'' = c o s ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ) or B1 = B^， 
with n = 0,...,Y-l;v = 0,...,Y-l ； ‘ 
and a = C^^^with/7 = 0 , . . . , f - l ;w = 0 , . . . ,y- l 
Let §1 = gl 
Then gl = A^"^[B^'^Gl(C'^ ' )^] (4.19) 
which i sa3-D {f j x ( f ) x f | j I D C T where Gl=P or G1„,,,, = ^^ ,2v,2H- (4.20) 
Step 2: From (4.17) we have g2 = Am[BlQC2^]; g3=Al<S>[B2RCf]-, g5 = A2^[Blfcf 
The Appendix A shows the derivation for g8. By using a similar derivation method and step 1, it 
can be shown that 
2^ = g2(d>3)-i=A^2@[5A//262(CP"/: 
g3 = i^2r'g3 = A^''<^[B'"G3(C'''V 
g5 = (mr'0g5=A^'' (S>[B'"G5(C'"'f] (4.21) 
where g2, g3, g5 are three ( f ) x ( f ) x ( f ) 3-D IDCT' s 
Cr2 -Y +Y (4.22) 
^^ »,v,w - 2^M,2v,2H+l 卞 2^M,2v,2vv-l ^ , 
Q^ - y +Y (4 .23) 
^^u,v,w - ^2u,2v+l,2w 卞 ^w,2v-l,2>v. ^ ‘ 
^^ u,v,w = ^ 2M+l,2v,2w + 2^M-l,2v,2w (4.24) 
M = 0,...,^ -l,v = 0,...,f-l,w; = 0,...,|-l 
step 3: From (4.17) we have g4 = Al^[B2SC2^]-, g6=A2®[BlUC2^]; gl = A2(S)[B2VCV 
g4 = (02)-'g4(03)-^ = A^ ^[B^'^GA{C"^y 
g6 = {my'®[g6my'] = A^'^®[B^'^G6{c"^Y' 
gl : (¢1)-1 ® [(¢2)-1 ^ 7] = A^2 @[B^|^G1{C"'Y] (4.25) 
where gA, g6, gl are three ( | ) x ( \ ) x ( f ) 3-D IDCT's 
^^ u,v,w 二 y2",2v+l,2w+l + 2^M,2v+l,2vv-l + 2^u,2v-l,2H'+l + 2^w,2v-l,2vv-l (4.26) 
^^ u,v,w - 2^«+l,2v,2w+l + 2^M+l,2v,2vv-l + 2^w-l,2v,2w+l + 2^u-l,2v,2>v-l (4.27) 
^^u,v,w - 2^w+l,2v+l,2w + 2^u+l,2v-l,2vv + 2^w-l,2v+l,2w + 2^M-l,2v-l,2H' (4 .28) 
w = 0，...，^-l’v = 0’...，"f-l，w = 0,...，f-l 
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step 4: Again from (4.17)，we have gS = A2<S>[B2W(C2f]. From (A-13) and (A-14 ) in the 
Appendix A, it is shown that | 8 = (01)"^ ®[(02)-^g8(03)-^] = A^^' ^ [ B ^ " G ^ ( C " ' f ] (4.29) 
is a 3-D ( I ) X ( f ) X ( { ) IDCT cube. 
^ ^ u , v , w ~ ^2«+l,2v+l,2K-+l + ^2w+l,2v+l ,2w-l + ^2«+l ,2v- l ,2w+l + ^2M+l,2v-l ,2w-l ( 4 3 � ) 
+ ^2»- l ,2v+l ,2w+l + ^2u-l ,2v+l ,2vv-l + ^2M-l,2v-l ,2w+l + ^2u-l,2v-l,2w-l 
M = 0 ” " ’ | - l ’ v = 0， . . . ’ f - l , w = 0，...，|-l 
Thus an M x N x P 3-D EDCT cube is decomposed into a set of eight ( | ) x ( f ) x ( f ) sub-cube 
scaled by the three diagonal matrices ¢1, ¢ 2 and ¢ 3 as shown above. By recursively 
decomposing the original M x N x P data cube, the scaling can be carried out on the smaller sub-
cubes. By extracting the results from the above steps, we can construct a signal flow graph 
(Figure 4.1 at the end of the this chapter), which is a representation of the 3-D IFCT algorithm. 
4.3.3 3-D Forward Fast Cosine Transform (3-D FCT) 
The 3-D FCT is a transposed form of the 3-D JFCT, thus the signal flow graph for the 3-D 
FCT will be in the reverse direction to that for the 3-D ffCT. From the signal flow graph as 
shown in Figure 4.1, it is observed that the <l> 's are related to the C's. 
We present the algorithm in two phases : 
4.3.3.1 Decomposition 
Let us form the ( ^ j x f f j x ( f j s u b - c u b e s ( ^ / = l”..，8)and (狀/ = 1”..，8). After 
substitution of Equation (4.7) and Using the sub-cubes p, q, r, s, t, u, v and w of (4.9) and (4.10), 
we have 
" | l l � / I I I I I I I l [ p 
g2 I -I I -I I -I I -I q 
| 3 I I -I -I I I -I —I f 
14 - I -I -I I I -I -I I \ (4.31) 
g5 I I I I -I -I -I -I t 
g6 I -I I -I -/ I -I I u 
gl I I -1 -1 — I -1 I I V 
|8J [/ -I -I I -I I I - / J [w 
Now these sub-cubes are scaled by the ( ^ ) x ( f ) x ( ^ ) diagonal matrices 01 ,02 and03, of 
(A-4) to form a new set of ( ^ j x ( f j x f f j s u b - c u b e s gl,g2,g3,g4,g5,g6,g7,g8 as follows: 
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gl=gV, g2=g2m; 
g3 = 02 |3; g4 = 02g4 ¢3; 
g5 = ¢1 ® g5 ； g6 = m ®(g6 03)； 
gl = ¢1 ® (¢2 gl) ； 8^ = 01 ® (¢2 g8 ¢3) (4.32) 
4.3.3.2 Reconstruction 
Let Gl,G2,G3,G4,G5,G6,G7,G8 be the ( ^ ) x ( f ) x ( ^ ) 3 - D DCT of 
gl,g2,g3,g4,g5,g6,gl,g^ respectively. By using (4.32), we construct the following 
r J ^ ) x ( ^ ) x ( i ) sub-cubes P,Q,R,S,f,U,V,Wof(4Al) and (4.12) as follows : 
z 2 z 
P = Gl ； Q = G2 + G2l ; 
R = G3 + G31 ； S = G4 + G41 + G42 + G43 ； 
f = G5 + G51; U = G6 + G61+G62 + G63; 
y = Gl + Gl 1 + G72 + G73 ； 
W = G8 + G81 + G82 + G83 + G84 + G85 + G86 + G87 (4.33) 
A A A A A A 
G21„，v，w = <^ 2y,v,w+l ； G3 l„.，v’w = ^^ u,v+l,w ‘ G5 lj,^ v,W = ^^ U+l,V,W ’ 
G41„,,,, = 64„’v’w+i ； G42„,,,^  = 64„，科1，, ； G43„,,,, = (54„+1，^，沐； 
661„’,,. = 66„’v，,.+i ； G62„ ^ ,,. = 66„+i，v’,. ； G63„ ^ ,,. = G6„,,, , , . , i 
G71„, ,. = 67„’^ i，w ； d72" ,v,w = d7„+i，v’w ； 673„，v’v、’ =。？“+丄’乂+!’、、. 
八 八 八 /^  o 
G81„，v’„. =G8„’>’，、M; G82„,v.’„’ =G8„),+i，„.; 
G�3„，” i .=d8—，、、’+ i ; GA84„’M�.=G\+i’". 
G85„,,, = 68„+i，,w686„，v’w = 68„+i，v+i，>v;&7„’v’w 二 68„+i，v+i,- (4.34) 
M = 0 , . . . , ^ - l , v = 0 , . . . , f - l , w = 0 , . . . , f - l 
We have assumed data points outside the ( | ) x ( f ) x ( | ) cube to be zero. 
The sub-cubes of (4.33) are actually constitute the transformed domain data cube by using (4.7). 
4.4 The Fast Algorithm 
Below we summarize the steps for the forward transform algorithm. With the symmetric 
nature of the proposed 3-D FCT, the 3-D inverse FCT can easily be derived from the forward 3-D 
FCT. 
1. Decomposition and Partitioning. The original data cube is recursively partitioned into 8 sub-
cubes denoted by odd-odd-odd, odd-odd-even, etc. Then a bit-reverse-order (BRO) operation 
is applied to reorder each sub-cube according to its orientation. For example, 
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‘，p = y^^n,p-i-p is the even-even-odd (eeo) sub-cube where y _ p is the original data cube 
with dimension MxNxP, m=l,...，M; n=h...,N;p=h.,.,P and the original data cube is partition 
in the following manner: 
, = M where y , = l ' ^1 and y , = P "1 (4.35) y, r S V w -L*^ lJ_| L. � L — 
5m，n,p is the sub-cube after the BRO operation. The eight sub-cubes can be related by: 
(eee)台雜’口 = ym,n,p ； (oee)�n，p = yM-l-m,n,p ； 
( e e o ) 4n，《,p = ym,n,P-l-p ； ( O e O ) i^rn,n,p = yM-l-m,n,P-l-p •‘ 
(eoe) f^^n,p = ym,N-l-n,p •， (OOe) V„,p = yM-l-m,N-l-n,p ‘ 
(eoo)、， ,^p = y^，yv-i-„，P-i-p ； (000) w^,„,p = yM-i-m,N-i-n,p-i-p ； (4-36) 
2. Hadamard Operation. We construct 8 sub-cubes (gl to g8) as a linear combination 
(Hadamard operation) of the sub-cubes described in step 1 and treated as a vector. That is, 
gl g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 gl gSf =[Hg]x[p q r s t u v w]^  (4.37) 
3. Scaling with Cosine Matrices. The sub-cubes obtained in step 2 are then scaled by some 
cosine coefficient matrices, 01,02 and ¢3 . For example, for the odd-odd-odd (ooo) sub-cube 
g8，we have ^8 二 01®(02 g8 ¢3) where g8 is the resulting sub-cube. The operation ® is a 
three dimensional multiplication operator similar to the Kronecker product. 
The other sub-cubes are scaled by a combination of <E>l,02 and ¢3 according to its index. 
That is : 
gl = gl ； g2=g2 03 ; g3 = 02 g3; g4 = 02 g4 03; 
g5 = m 0 g5; g6 = 01 ®(g603)； g7 = 010(02 g7)； g8 = 0W(02g8 03) (4.38) 
'l/(2Cs^M) ‘ 
where , , 1/(2<¾) ； 
Q>1 = . 
_ l/(2C^y)_ 
_l/(2C4) 1 [l/(2C^) -
¢2= l/(2C.L) ;o3= lWC4>) 
• . 
i / ( 2 c o j L l/(2C5,V). 
and w = 0，...，(f)-l;v=:0,...,(+) — l;w = 0, . . . , ( f)- l (4.39) 
4. Recursive step. The above steps are performed recursively until the unit cube is obtained. The 
resulting sub-cubes are renamed as G-s which will be used in step 5. 
5. Computation of transform-domain sub-cubes. Then the transform domain sub-cubes are 
obtained by adding two neighboring sub-cubes. For example, for the (eeo) sub-cube, (52„ ^ ��., 
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it is added to its neighboring sub-cube ^„,�>^+i to form the sub-cube 
Y =G2 +G2 1， with dimension { f ) x ( f ) x ( ^ ) for u=l，...，M; 
^2u,2v,2w+l ^ ^ u , v , w T ^ ^ u , v , w + \， ^ 2 z 2 2 
v=l,...,N;w=l,...,P. 
The other sub-cubes can be formed as follows: 
(eee) "^,2v,2w = Gl,vw- (eeo) A„,2v，2w+i = &2^ ,v,w + &«，v，w+i; 
(eoe) A„，2v+i’2w = 63„’v’w + 63„’^i，^;(eoo) A„，2v+i’2w+i = ^斗“，乂，拟 + 64„，〜料1 + 64*v+i,w + A,v+i,w+i; 
(oee) „^+i’2v，2w 二 65„’v’w + 65"+i,v>(oeo) g„+i，2v,2w+i = ^6^ , ,, + 66„，,，料1 + 66„+1’,’州 + 66„+1，,,树+1; 
>A A A A A 
(OOe) >2M+l,2v+l,2w = ^^u,v,w + ^ u^,v+l,w + ^ u^+l,v,w + ^^ M+l,v+l,w' 
A A A A A 
( 0 0 0 ) 2M+l,2v+l,2w+l - ^^u,v,w + ^^u,v,w+l + ^^u,v+l,w + ^^u,v+l,w+l ( 4 ^Q^ 
+ G^u+l,v,w + ^ ^u+l,v,w+l + ^^ M+l,v+l,w + G^u+l,v+l,w+U 
6. Reconstruction of data cubes. Reconstruct the transform domain data-cubes from the sub-
cubes by subsampling alternate data points. For example, i^2„2v，2w+i is renamed as 4,v,w 如 the 
(eeo) sub-cube, where ?„’^，沙 is the transform domain cube and 4,v,wis the sub-cube with 
subsampling. 
The other sub-cubes can be related as follows: 
A 八 A A A A p ) • 
^U,V,W 二 ^2u,2v,2w ； Qu,v,w = ^ M,2v,2w+l ； K,v,w 二 &M,2v+Uw^  ； ^u,v,w = 2^u,2v+l,2w+l， 
A /v 八 A 
r^ v,w 二 ^2u+l,2v,2w ； ^u,v,w = hu+l,2v,2w+l ‘ K,v,w = ^2u+l,2v+l,2w ‘ ^u,v,w = ^2u+l,2v+l,2w+l， (4-41) 
Such sub-cubes are then rearranged to form the transformed domain sub-cubes by 
f J ^ « l where i > = R ?1 and Y,=\l ^^ (4.42) 
K R S V W 
_ 1 � L � 
4.5 Example using 4x4x4 IFCT 
Let Y be a 4x4x4 3-D IDCT input cube such that: 
� A /V -
y _ k 1^ 
1 一 A A 
k2 ^3. 
厂 A /v A A ~| 「 A A A A _ 
5^0,0,0 0^,0.1 0^,0,2 0^,0,3 l^,0,0 1^,(),1 1^.0,2 l^,0,3 
A A. A A. A A A A 
^ 0^,l,0 ^1,1 0^,l,2 ^l,3 y — 1^,1,0 1^,1,1 l^,l,2 ^U,3 
0^ = - ^ y y 1^ - y Y Y Y 
0^,2,0 0^,2,1 0^,2,2 0^,2.3 ^^1.2,0 ),2,1 ^^1,2,2 U^2,3 
/o,3,0 ^3,1 4,3,2 &3,3� L^，(） 1^'3,1 l^,3,2 ^,3_ 
,^(),0 ,^0,1 2^,0,2 {2,O,3 4o.O 3^,0,1 3^,0,2 3^,0,3 
^ ,^1.0 ^,U %X2 2^,U y _ 3^,l,0 3^,1,1 3^,1,2 3^,l,3 
/2 = N /V 八 ^ ^2, — • ^ y y 
Y2,2,O ^ , 2 , 1 ^ , 2 , 2 ^2,2,3 ^3.2,0 ^3.2,1 ^3,2,2 ^3,2,3 
/V 八 /V A • ^ ^ y 
/2,3,0 2^,3,1 2^,3,2 2^，3’3� L�3’(） 3^.3,1 3^,3,2 ^3,3_ 
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We partition Y into eight 2x2x2 sub-cubes P,Q,R,S,f,U,V,W according to (4.11) and (4.12): 
r r /^  A"in 
P R 
A A ^ Q S L y= L> ^^ where 




-/K /K n � ^ ^ “ 
D _ %,(>.() )^.(),2 A — ,^(),1 )^.().3 
/^> — A A Wn — ^ ^ 
Y Y Y Y 
^0.2.0 0^.2.2 0^.2.1 0^.2.3 
匕 J . L_ J • 
-/V /^  "I ‘ 厂 ~ ^ "]， 
D — 2^.0,0 2^.0.2 A _ 2^,().1 2^.().3 
尸1 — A A >c\ 一 ^ 八 
. _^ 2.2,0 2^,2.2 _ _^ 2.2,1 2^,2,3_ 
-/s /^  n � ^ ^ _ 
A )^.1.() )^.1.2 c _ )^.1.1 y().1.3 
()=y y (> — Y Y 
/().3.0 ^^ ().3.2j . L�3,1 3^.3_ . 
「 A A n ， 厂 A A n， 
A ^2.1.0 ^2.1.2 c 一 ^2.1.1 ^2,1.3 K, = - - 1^ - ^ ^ 
L^ 2.3.0 2^.3,2� [^ 2.3.1 2^.3.3_ 
-^ 八 1 r ^ ^ 一 
^ 1^.().() l^.().2 ,7 一 1^.0.1 1^.0.3 
T0= - ^ ^0- - y 
^1.2.0 ^1.2.2 / l , 2 . 1 ^1.2.3_ . 
L "J • 
� ^ A n， 厂 A A n， 
^ 3^.().() 3^.().2 rJ _ 3^.().1 3^.().3 
/j — A /S U 丨 一 A A 
[^ 3.2.0 3^.2.2J L^ 3.2.1 3^.2.3_ 
�A /S ~\ �A 八 -
V _ l^,1.0 1^.1.2 W 一 1^.1.1 l^-l-3 V(, 二 - - 0^ 一 ,^ “ u V V Y Y /l.3.0 厂.3,2�. Ll,3.1 丨.3.3� (4.43) 
r 八 A n ‘ � ^ A ~| 
,； _ 3^.1,0 3^,1.2 ^ — 3^.1.1 3^.1.3 
^1 - y y %— Y Y 
/3,3,0 ,3,3.2� L,3.3,1 b’3� 
Now from (4.35), the following 2x2x2 cubes Gl,G2,G3,G4,G5,G6,G7 and G8 are obtained by 
using (4.20),(4.22),(4.23),(4.24),(4.27),(4.28),(4.29) and (4.31) respectively 
-A A -
二 )^.().0 )^.0.2 
G1(' = y Y rrri 1 1 
_'().2.0 � .2,2� A Crl() � “ - n ； G1 = r “ 1 ； -, 2^,0,0 2^.().2 Gllj G � = y y i 1 ^ n ^ 0 0 , 
• M …，、' —«—…_ 
_ 八 A A -
-. (.0.1 )^.0.3 + )^.0,1 
G2() 二 Y Y + Y r[r9 11 �,2,1 �.2,3 T 化2,丨 A UZ^ 
^ . ^ . ^;G2= L 
�i^ Y +Y 1 G2, ；。 2^.0.1 2^.0.3 ^ 2^.0.1 LL 1 � � CrZy — ^ ^ ^ 
Y^，1 K)，1 + Y^，1 
二，丄，1 .^—. -^  —一，1 • 
- A A -
A^ — ^o.i.o 0^.1.2 
0 JQ — f- ^ ^ ^ ^ 
y(),3.0 + 0^.1.0 0^.3.2 + 0^.1.2 工。 G3o 
^ ^ ; G 3 = . 
^o _ 2^.1.0 2^.1.2 L1- lJ_ 
C_/ 31 — A A A A 
_^ 2.3.0 + 2^.1.0 2^.3.2 + 2^.1.2_ 
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-/V A -
A:r — l^>(),0 l^,0,2 
0"^ Q 一 ^ ^ r A. 1 
_^ i,2,o ^’2� ；< [G5oj 
_, CrJ = A 
-A A A A Cj5 
A c _ ^3,0,0 + ^l,0,0 ^3,{),2 + ^l,(),2 U lJ_ 
C_7"3| A A /V 八 
_^3,2,0 + ^l ,2,0 ^3,2,2 + ^l ,2,2 _ ‘ 
- /V A A -
Ay, _ 0^,1,1 0^,l,3 + 0^,1,1 � _, 
Lr^Q — ^ 八 ^ ^ ^ “ r ^ 0^,3.1 + 1^.1 3^,3 + 0^,l,3 + 0^,3,1 + )^,1.1 /；. G4o "~ ^ ^ G4 = /K 
Y Y + Y G4, 
A A _ ^2,1,1 ^2,l ,3 ^ ^2,1,1 LL 上�_ Cj^  1 — A 八 A A A A 
_^ 2,3,1 + 2^,1,1 2^,3,3 + 2^,l,3 + 2^,3,1 + 2^,1,1 _ 
- A A A -
A^  — 1^,0,1 l^,0,3 + 1^,0,1 • ^ _i 
LrDQ — /^  一 ^ r ^ 
1^,2,1 l^,2,3 + 1^,2,1 -^ L^ "oJ 
LrO = ^ 
_ A A A A /V A G 6 
f^ r _ 3^,0,1 + 1^,0,1 3^,0,3 + l^,0,3 + 3^,0,1 + 1^,0,1 LL 1�_ 
L/D| — A A /V A 八 八 
[^ 3,2,1 + 1^,2,1 ,^2,3 + l^,2,3 + 2^,1 + 1^,2,1 _ 
- A A -
/;^ 1^.1,0 l^.l,2 
Cr / () = ^ ^ ^ ^ � � / v 1 
L^ l,3,0 + 1^,1,0 l^,3,2 + l^,l,2� -一 G7� 
A A n ^ ‘ = r A 1 
- 八 /N 八 八 Cj^ 
(57 一 3^,1,0+^ 1,1,0 氏 ^ 3^,l,2 + l^,l,2 ^ LL lJ-
1 [ ^ 3 , 3 , 0 + ^3,l ,0 + ^l,3,0 + ^1,1,0 ^3,3,2 + ^3,l,2 + ^l,3,2 + ^l , l ,2 _ 
^, =[ U^,1 ^u,3+ i^,u 1 (58 =「[叫 
0 - [ r , 3 , + t ’ i F , 3 , 3 + ? u , 3 + L ’ 1 + ^ l , u J L M J J ( 4 . 4 4 ) 
^. 一[ ,^1,1+¾,! ^ u + f l , u + 4 u + ^ u 1 
1 - L 3^,3,I + ^ ,U + 瓦3’1 + ^lu ^,3,3 + ^,3,1 + ^,l,3 + b ’ l + ^U,3 + 1 ’ 1 + ^U,3 + ^ , 1 . 
Let us consider G1 cube only, which again can be split into 8 1x1x1 sub-cubes 
m M M M M M M l a n d ^ s using (4.11),(4.12),(4.20),(4.22),(4.23),(4.24),(4.27),(4.28), 
(4.29) and (4.31) respectively as follows: 
l^o,0,0 二 l^(),0,0 = ^ o,o,o ^^ 0,0,0 = Gli o,o = 5^ 2,0,0 
A A A A A 八 
2^o_o,o = Glo,o,i = ^ o,o,2 ^^ 0,0,0 = Gli,o,i = !"2,0,2 (4A5) 
八 A A A A A � • 》 
3^o_o,o = Glo,i,o = i'o,2,o H7o’o’o = <^ li,i,o = 2^,2,0 
八 A A A A A 
^4ooo = Glo,u = Y^aa ^Ko,o = G\u = 2^,2.2 
For the 1x1x1 case, the coefficient matrix A^  = Ao,o,o = l B ' = 5^ (, (, = 1 and C' = Qoo = 1 • From 
(4.37) we obtain the eight transform domain 1x1x1 cubes k,h2,h3M,h5,M,hl and ^8 by using 
(19),(4.21),(4.25) and (4.29): 
l^(),o,o = "1(),()，(）= ^^ 0,0,0 - o^,o,o (4.46a) 
/V 1 A A 
2^()，()’(）= 2^()0 0 (2C^ 4)=丑2()0’(）= o^.o,2 
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or h 2 , , , , = y J ^ ] (4.46b) 
{^Cs^J 
y\ 1 A A 
3^o，o’o — (2C、）/z3o，o’G = ^^ QQQ = ^2,o 
f \ 
or ^ 3 o , o , o = [ ^ J V o (4.46c) 
Mo,o,o = (2C^)Mo,o,o(2C5i) = ^o,o,o = %xi 
( 1 ) ( 1 ) Y or hA - ~ ^ f - A - = o’2’2_ (4.46d) 
or M�’�’() -^2C. : f'''\2Cs\ J (4C.iC.：) 
* 
"\’o’o 二（2Cy】）®/i5o’o’�= 5^o,o,o = ^ ,o,o 
( 1 � 
or ^5o,o,o=[^J^^,o,o (4.46e) 
Mo,o,o = (2Cr!) ® ["6_(2Cs:)] = H6o,o.o = ^o,2 
( 1 � f 1 � y 
or h6 - U i - Y " ^ 二 2’o’2_ (4.46f) 
or "6。，。’。- ^2c,; p ' ' \ 2 C s \ J (4C.lC.l) 
"\o’o = (2C^i)® [(2C i^)"7o,o,o] = ^7o,o,o = 2^,2,0 
。 - _ 秘 跡 。 = 為 （ 夠 
^Xoo=(2C5i)®[(2C^i)/z8o,o,o(2C5i)] = H8o,o,o=?2,2.2 
f 1 Y 1 � f 1 � Y 
� r /;8 — __L_ Y - ^ =——尸’；, (4.46h) � r �’�-^20： ]{2Cs\ P''\2Cs\ J ( 8 咏 树 
Now, reconstruct the 2x2x2 gl cube from k,h,h%hA,h5M,hl and h% according to 
(4.9)(4.10)(4.18): 
Vo,o,o] [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] [叫 r � o _ 
glo,o,i 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 h2 "2o’o’o/(2Cy!) 
glo,i,o 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 h3 /i3o^o,o/(2C i^) 
^ 一 glon _ 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 M Mo,o,o/(4C^) 
和 l^i’o’o = 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 h5 =L 8_l /z5o,o,o/(2C.i) 
glio,i 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 h6 h6^,^J(4CslCsl) 
gli'io 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 —1 1 1 hl hl,^,J{ACs\Cs\) 
g l i i i j [1 - 1 - 1 1 —1 1 1 - l J [h^\ [h\oJ(^CslCslCsl)_ 
.e ^lo,o,o 二 ^o,o,o + f0,0,2/(2c5!) + %,J(2Csl) + i^,J(4CslCsl) + %^,,|{2Csl) 
Le' + to,,/(4C5iC.i)+^,2,o/(4C^4C^i)+^.2,2/(8C4c.ioi) 
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i2o,o,o = ?0,0,0 - %,oa/(^Csl) + ^,J(2Csl)- i,,J{4CslCsD + %,,|{2Csl) 
-^’�’2/(4C^C^)+A’2’�/(4CsiC^)-g，2’2/(8C9;Cr!C:4) 
|8o,o,o = 4 , 0 - V 2 / ( 2 c 4 ) - ^ ,o/(2C.i) + %,2,J{^Cs\Cs\) - %^,J(2Csl) (4.47) 
+ 4o，2/(4C^�ai) + g，2，o/(4C^C:�-g’2，2/(8C^Cs")CO • 
In a similar way we can form the remaining 2x2x2 cubes | l , | 2 , | 3 , | 4 , | 5 , | 6 , | 7 , | 8 from the sub-
cubes of Gl,G2, G3, G4, G5,G6,G7 and G8 respectively. 
From (4.19),(4.21),(4.25) and (4.26) we have 
1 — <§lo’o，o l^o’o，i 
<?丄(）=^ 1 1^ 厂「 . nn 
l^o,i,o <^Vu 1 glo 
gl = 
_�iii’。，o ^ii,o,il LU^iJ. 
容1 — ^1 二1 
l8Ki,0 8hi,i_ 
||2o,o,o |2o,o,il h/2csl 0 T 
， � c b % 级’1’0 级 从 - 0 V2C.s^J g2 = g2(03) = � a 1�i/，rV n 1 
g^U),o S^i,o,i y2Cs^ 0 
[g^u,o g^i,uj[ 0 l/2<^J_ 
�l/ZCygi 0 1 p3oo,o 8 \ o A 
0 l / 2 C ( [ A u , o S \ u \ 
炉 陶 3 = L � � ] L 叫 」 
[ 0 l/2Cslj [g\i,o S\i,i\_ 
'h/2Csl 0 ] p 4 _ i4ooj1 h/2Csl 0 1 
, , 小 。 、 . " 小 , 、 0 l/2C4 i V o ^4o,i,i- 0 l/2csl 
, 4 = (02),4(03)= L � i4i’。，i]l/2C i^ � 
L 0 l/2C^3ji_Ki,o S^ixi\[ 0 l/2Csll _ 
- 八 _— 
i^ 0,0,0 ^^ 0,0,1 
州 - f f i ; c J�S; : g:: 
|5i,i,o g\i,i 
—L J J 
p6o’o’o |6o,o,iTl/2C58 0 
_ ^ _ . �l/2C^i 0 1 ^ |6o,i,o g K u 0 YjlCsl 
, 6 = _ ^ [ ^ 0 3 ) ] = _ / o 8 , / , , , 3 _ ^ ^6,0,0 I6 , , . l/2C^ 0 
[g^ ixo g^ui[ 0 l/2c4J_ 
�l/2Cy; 0 T|7o,o,o g^ o,o,i 
. � l /2C^ 0 1 0 l/2Csl glo,ifi g^oxi 
〜 攀 — ] = _ ? i /2C.^® \ll2Csl 0 p 7 i ’ � ’ � 叫 」 
|_ 0 l|2Csll_glu,^ g^ixi]_ 
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g8 = (Ol)0[(O2)g8(<D3y 
'h|2Csl 0 ] p 8 ( _ g \ , A l / 2 C s l 0 11 
:\llCs\ 0 1^ 0 l/2C4l8Kxo i8(),ui 0 l/2Csl\ (4.48) 
二 0 l/2C&3jx ri|2Csl 0 | p 8 i ’ � ’ � g \ , J l / 2 C s l � ] 
[L 0 l /2Csll8^, , , lV i JL 0 l/2Csll_ ‘ 
Finally from (4.48), we can get the 4x4x4 IDCT data cube using (4.9)(4.10)(4.18) 
「厂 A ^n" 
p q 
_r nH A. A. 
:^ 0 _ J [ J = 1 = � A A] Jj t u 
一 L J � 
/V A 
> V w 
_L � -
/v T^ nr ~\T 
or [p q r s t u V wJ =[Hglgl g2 g3 g4- g5 g6 gl g8 
4.6 Complexity Comparison 
Table 1 presents a complexity comparison of the proposed fast algorithms and other 
algorithms for discrete cosine transform of 3-D data points. The comparison is based on the 
number of real multiplications and additions involved, which represent a major contribution to the 
overall computation time for each of the algorithms. 
4.6.1 Complexity ofMultiplications 
From the signal flow graph, we can see that there are 7 multiplications out of 8 flow lines 
from each block. In the recursive steps, there are also 7 out of 8 blocks having to perform 
multiplication. On the whole, we can define the complexity based purely on the number of 
multiplications "„, where n=N in this context, and assuming an A^xNxA^data cube. 
The complexity can be expressed recursively as follows : 
Q for n = 1 
^" _ 1 8 subcube multiplications + 7 multiplications out of 8 subcubes for n > 2 
(4.49) 
0 ioxn = 1 
二<8"!+7(号）foxn > 2 
、 了 
4.6.2 The Complexity of Additions 
For the complexity based on purely the number of additions ( a J , it is difficult to derive 
it from the signal graph. However, from the actual implementation program, we can see that the 
additions come from three parts. The first part involves 19 additions from the neighbouring 
subcubes. It corresponds to the addition arrows in the signal flow graph. The second part 
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corresponds to the eight recursive subcubes. The third part comes from the Hadamard operations 
for the subcubes. There are totally 24 (=8log28) additions/subtractions for each 8x8 Hadamard 
operations. 
The recursion definition is : 
'24 for n = 2 
^ n = | i 9 ( | ) V 8 c x ^ + 2 4 ( i f f o r n > 2 
(4.50) 
After simplification, the complexity of the proposed fast algorithm is 
";^=^(iv3)iog2(#3) (4.51) 
and 
a ^ = § i N ' ) \ o g , ( N ' ) - f N ' (4.52) 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show that the proposed algorithms involve much less multiplication 
and addition for data volumes larger than 8x8x8，meaning that they run faster than other 
algorithms. The respective expressions, representing the number of real multiplications, for each 
of the algorithms being compared are listed below: 
Proposed fast algorithms: ^(iV^)l0g2(iV^) Conventional algorithm [Natarajan77] : [{3Nff 
Recursive algorithm[Rao90] : 3N'[j{N \og, N )] DIT [Rao90] : 3N'[j{N l0g2 N + f ) ] 
Sparse Factors [Rao90] : 3N^ [N l0g2 N —乎+4] Vector Processing [Roese77] : (iV^)l0g2(iV^) 
Table 1 : Comparison of algorithms based on the number of multiplications 
M=N=P 2| 4| 8| 16| 32| ~6^ 
F a s t A l g o r i t h m s ~ ~ 7 112 1344 14336 1 4 3 3 6 0 1 3 7 6 2 5 6 
R e c u r s i v e F F T l2 1 ^ 2 3 ^ 24576 2 4 5 7 6 0 2 3 5 9 2 9 6 
5 ^ “ l8 ^ 2 6 ^ 2 7 6 4 8 2 7 0 3 3 6 2 5 5 5 9 0 4 
S p a r s e F a c t o r s ^ 288 3072 33792 3 5 6 3 5 2 3 5 8 8 0 9 6 
V e c t o r P r o c e s s i n g I I 384 4608 4 9 1 ^ 4 9 1 5 2 0 4 7 1 8 " ^ 
C o n v e n t i o n a l ^ 36864 2 3 5 9 2 9 6 ~ ~ 1 . 5 1 E + 0 8 9 . 6 6 E + 0 9 6 . 1 8 E + 1 1 
Algorithm 
Table 2 : Comparison of algorithms based on the number of additions 
M=N=P 1^ ~ ~ 4| 8| 16| 32 
F a s t A l g o r i t h m s 2 I 536" 7040 ~ 78336 " 802816 
^ 3 . 3 7 5 ~ ~ I M 0 39304 857375 ~ 1 . 4 E + Q 7 
S p a r s e F a c t o r s 8 5 1 2 ~ 17576 4 0 5 2 2 4 " 7 3 0 1 3 8 4 
C o n v e n t i o n a l 1 ^ 12288 ~ ~ 7 8 6 4 3 2 5E+07 ~ ~ 3 . 2 E + 0 9 
Algorithm \_ 
4.7 Implementation Issues 
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The major issues in implementing the fast algorithm by software only are the speed and 
memory usage. High speed can not be achieved without special consideration in programming 
technique. In our implementation, we use C language to simulate the fast algorithms. Some of the 
techniques in structural programming cannot be applied since this will slow down the speed of 
executing the codes. However, some techniques proposed here, which are not recommended by 
formal training of writing programs, should be used in order to speed up the programs. The 
techniques are listed as follows: 
• Do not use recursion. 
• Use more global variables, avoid local variables for memory allocation. 
• Use pointer arithmetic. 
• Use pre-defined index tables to address the array indices. 
• Use constant integer and register variable. 
• Combine steps in the algorithms to reduce memory assignments. 
• Use optimization options to compile programs 
Recursion is recommended for structural programming. However, it suffers from slow 
execution of codes since all the current status of the routine should be pushed into a stack. K there 
are many local variables or many arguments passing in a recursion, such local variables or 
arguments should be pushed into a stack which greatly reduce the speed. Jf the memory is not a 
matter, it is recommended to use more global variables and use non-recursion routines to speed 
up. 
jf the algorithms are implemented by hardware, that is VLSI or ASIC, the algorithms 
would be better implemented in recursion since less memory and logical gates are needed for 
simplicity without loss in speed. 
It is also recommended to pass pointers to sub-routines instead of passing the whole 
structure or array. Passing a large array to a sub-routine is very time consuming. The other issue is 
to use pointer arithmetic instead of using array index for three dimensional addressing. Besides, 
the offset of pointer addresses should be pre-calculated into an array before the pointer arithmetic. 
For example, to access a value in a three dimensional array, d a t a [ i ] [ j ] [k] where 
i,j,k are from 0 to 7, it would be better to use * (&data [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] + i n d e x [u] ) where u is 
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from 0 to 511 if i,j,k are calculated by some complex formulas. The array i n d e x [ u ] is a 
predefined index table which contains the address mapping indices. 
Furthermore, using more constant type variables and register variables can also improve 
the performance since they are placed on a fixed memory location. Jf the memory reference of 
variables is in the cache, the time for retrieving the values of the variables from physical memory 
can be reduced. This happened when there are more constant type variables. Variables declared 
with register type for some frequently used integer variables can reduce the fetch time of the 
value of Variables from physical memory to register for calculation. 
On the other hand, if there are no operation from one stage to next stage in the signal flow 
diagram, it is better to skip the assignment of variables to the next stage and directly assign to the 
stage after next stage. It can be explained by the Figure 4.2: The variable x have no operation on 
stage 2. The speed can be improved by not performing assignment from stage 1 to stage 2 and 
from stage 2 to stage 3 if we use the same set of variables in stage 1 and stage 3. The technique of 
using same set variables in alternate stages can also reduce the memory usage. 
Figure 4.2 : A sample signal flow diagram of no operation in a stage 
x \ + Z + 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
Finally, using compiler optimization to optimize the resulting code for further speed 
improvement. An example list of the fast algorithms shows in Appendix B. 
4.8 Summary 
This chapter presents the derivation of the 3-D FCT and ffCT algorithms. Such 
algorithms perform discrete cosine transform directly on 3-D sampled data points. Many 
contemporary algorithms for 3-D data points are based on either 1-D cosine transform or 2-D and 
1-D cosine transforms. The derivation of the 3-D FCT and ffCT algorithms includes many steps, 
starting from the basic equations for 3-D DCT and 3-D JDCT, and ending in a signal flow graph 
which captures the computations, involving an 8x8 Hadamard matrix , of the respective 
algorithms being developed. Through a careful analysis of the signal flow graph presented in this 
chapter, it can be shown that the number of multiplications involved is ^{MNP)log2(MNP). A 
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complexity comparison of various algorithms shows that the derived 3-D algorithms require 
fewer multiplications, meaning that they can run faster than other algorithms. 
A codec based on 3-D FCT and JFCT is symmetric in term of coding and decoding. The 
3-D FCT algorithm implemented on a Pentium PC (133Mhz) can process one data cube, size 
8x8x8，with only lmsec. This corresponds to a speed of 15 frames per second, with a resolution 
of 144 X 120 pixels, implying that the fast algorithms can be used in various video or image based 
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3. M.C. Lee, K.W. Chan, "Quantization for 3D-DCT Based Video Sequence Compression", To appear 
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5.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the quantization of the 3D-DCT coefficients. The objectives 
of the quantization step are two-fold: i) To cut down the bit rate by reducing the magnitudes 
of the coefficients. Less bits are required for each coefficient as it is divided by a constant 
relating to the location of the coefficient concerned, ii) To devise a method to discard the 
high frequency components. Such high-frequency DCT coefficients do not usually affect the 
visual quality of the reconstructed video sequences. For the 2D-DCT, we have the 
quantization matrix (or table), and various methods for designing the quantization table have 
been proposed [Fung95, Ramchan94,Ratnakar95]. However, so far little effort has been made 
on constructing a similar table for the 3D-DCT coefficients. For 3D-DCT, the quantization 
matrix for 2D DCT can be extended to a quantization volume. This chapter proposes a 
method to design a quantizer for constructing a quantization volume for 3D-DCT 
coefficients, and presents how a scan order for the quantized coefficients can be determined. 
In this Chapter, we first study the statistical properties of the DC and AC coefficients 
of 3D-DCT. Based on these statistics, a function for generating the values in a quantization 
volume can be derived. Through some perceptual experiments, a set of parameters for the 
function can be determined. 
5.2 Dynamic Ranges of 3D-DCT Coefficients 
In the most general case, the transform operation consists of point-wise 
multiplication of a set of sample data values by a set of weighting coefficients, and a 
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summation of the products so formed. The sample data values may take on any value between 
zero and the maximum allowable within the system. After selecting the data cube size, the 
maximum possible value of the transformed coefficients can easily be calculated, ]n our 3D-
DCT compression scheme, the theoretical range of the coefficients, which we call the 
dynamic range of the coefficients, can be derived as follows: 
Consider the basic equations of a 3D-DCT: 
The forward 3-D discrete cosine transform (3-D DCT) is given by 
I ~ n M-lN-1 P-1 
� ” v = J ^ E " E A . S S � " “ " ’ " � ; ” “ c 4 — c e - . 
� M M m=0 n=0 p=0 
f ^ for m, n, p = 0 iji 
where £„,£„,£„. =<^"2 and Cs, =cos(—) (5.1) 
U ‘ V 7 n 1 ,1 • J \ 7 , \ z 
1 otherwise J 
y^ n p is the 3D spatio-temporal data element of the m^ row, n^ column and p^ frame 
y^  ^ ^ is the 3D transform domain data element at position u,v,w in the 3-D transform space 
M,N,P are the dimensions of the data cube. 
We normalize 7,,,^, as?„，w. = ^ f ^ J ± ^ Y u ’ v y ’ 
M -1 N -1 P-\ 
Thus equation (5.1) becomes ?„,�„. =；^^ ^，„’,〔42广)“（：#+”力?/命 （5.2) 
m =0 «=0 p=0 
The inverse 3-D DCT (IDCT) for the spatio-temporal data points can be represented by : 
"""Q M -\N-\ P-\ 
L ， 、 r j ^ m � E A . y „ ， v , c 4 2 M _ c 4 r ) v c 4 ” i ) > t , (5.3) 
* 卿尸 u = 0 v = 0 u . = 0 
We normalize 7„，、沙 as f„,’„. 二^f^EJ人Y“，”’ (5.4) 
M -1 N -1 P-1 
Then 7_厂5：2：2>:’"乂«+1)"〔斤广)',〔收命 （5.5) 
H =0 V —0 u'=0 
For each cosine term, the range is from-1 to +1. Combining the range of these cosine 
terms with the range of values for ？爪”尸(the intensity levels in the video), the theoretical 
dynamic range of the transform coefficients can be computed. Let DRj^ c be the dynamic 
range for the DC coefficients and DR c^ the dynamic range for the AC coefficients. Then 
DR c^ is given by : 
M-1 N-l P-1 
DR,c =}。1〔42广)。1〔“2广。1〔收+”。=y,(MNP) (5.6) 
m=0 n=0 p=0 
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where y^ =(ynux +l)/(ymin +”，>^maxand y^^ n correspond to the maximum and minimum 
value of y respectively. 
The dynamic range of the AC coefficients is: 
M-\ N-\ P-\ / 
n p _ „ Y r c ( 2 ^ + l ) " Y r c ( 2 " + l ) ^ Y r r ( 2 / ^ + l ) w pAlm+X)u nAln+X)v - (2p+l)H' 
^ ^ A C „ , ^ , — / D Z ^ ^ ^ 2 M ^ ^ ^ 2 N ^ ^ ^ 2 P / ^ ^ 2 M ( m i n ) ^^2iV(min) ^ ^ 2 P ( m i n ) 
m=0 n=0 p=0 / 
(5.7) 
where | c “ 2 j ( + m i ^ C 4 / ( = | a n d | c 4 y = ’ | a r e the absolute minimum values of 
c42j+i)",c42/+i)' and C&:/+”" respectively and u=0，."，M; v=0,...,N; w=0,...,P. 
We have conducted experiments to examine the dynamic range of the 3D-DCT 
coefficients for some typical video sequences. Six raw video sequences were used; it is 
observed that the DC coefficients range from several hundreds to several thousands. For 
instance, the minimum and maximum DC values for the Tennis video sequence were found to 
be 633.66 and 5374.88 respectively. Figure 5.1 presents the range of the DC coefficients. 
Note that each group of frames contains 8 frames which constitute a number of 8x8x8 3D-
DCT cubes. It shows two levels of DC values. For the upper level, there are DC coefficients 
with lower values from groups 0-4 and 8，and higher DC values from the remaining groups. A 
lower value corresponds to a group of frames with high activity, complex motion such as 
zooming, or video scene change. Li Tennis test video, there is a scene change at frames 65-
72, which correspond to group number 8 and zooming at frames 0-32 which correspond to 
group number 0-4. Such lower DC values are caused by the spread of energy in the AC 
coefficients. This implies that high activity frames have larger AC values. Based on the 
foregoing observations, we can use (6) to calculate the dynamic range of the DC coefficients. 
To encode a DC value with no more than 8 bits, a quantization value (DCmax/255)=25 can be 
used, without significant loss in accuracy. 
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Figure 5.1: The Range of the DC coefficients for Tennis 
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the ranges of the coefficients from different test video 
sequences. The distributions of DC values from the test sequences are similar in some way; 
the DC coefficients vary between 400 and 6000. That is, the DC coefficients are bounded by 
two values for the test sequences. The two values may vary, depending on the nature of the 
video. However, irrespective of the type of video, it is expected that the DC coefficients 
would still be bounded. Such bounds could be found through some statistical techniques or 
extensive experiments. 
Table 5.1: The minimum values for DC coefficients for different video 
sequences. 
Frame No. 1-8 9-16 17-24 25-32 33-40 41-48 49-56 57-64 65-72 73-80 
Miss A. 450— 450 ~49 446 “ 450 4 4 9 ~ 446 "448 446 443 
Tennis 830 一 768 809 727 _807 816 “ 740 ~m~ 1517 1078 
Football "954 1040 1001 887 — 956 " ^ 9 902 924 
Garden 1342 1163 1169 1205— 1201 1183 1205 
"M^i le 423 461 487 468 467 433 450 454 459 459 
Table 5.2: The maximum values for DC coefficients for different video 
sequences. 
T ^ e N o . 1-8 9-16 17-24 25-32 33-40 41-48 49-56 57-64 65-72 73-80 
l ^ s A . 4390" 4395 4435 4396 4303 4405 “ 4319 4400 4345 4309 
~ f ^ s 4098 3957 4067 3993 7 o ^ 5210 5350 5346 4267 5022 
Football "4898 4561 5049 4980 4733 5192 5084 4991 
Garden "5525 5514 5510 5497 5480 " 5 3 ^ 5394 
l ^ i l e 4803 4779 4784 4873 4841 4560 4824 4859 4883 4871~ 
We also analyzed the values of the AC coefficients and these are presented in the 
form of graphs for different video sequences (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Figure 5.2 shows a plot of 
the AC coefficient values versus the coefficient numbers for some "Football" video frames. 
Note that the coefficient numbers are defined by wx64+vx8+w {u,v,w = 0,...,7) for an 8x8x8 
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cube. The AC coefficients range between -1000 and +1000; most of them assume a small 
value, less than 100，and have a mean value of zero. Li fact many of the AC coefficients are 
close to zero. Thus compared with DC coefficients, AC coefficients contain little energy for 
the whole 3D-DCT cube. There are periodic peaks from the 511 coefficients for an 8x8x8 
cube. The major period is 64 which corresponds to the position u = 0 and v = 0 for each plane 
of the cube. The minor period is 8，which corresponds to the dimension of the 3D-DCT cube 
in each axis. 
Both Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that more energy is concentrated on the major axes of the cube 
and the strength decreases as the locations concerned are further away from the location 
(0,0,0) along the u, v and w directions of the cube. Such decrease in energy or coefficient 
values in the u, v and w directions can be modeled by the respective exponential decay 
functions A e^~^ " ’ k ^ e - � � , k^e'^^' where A^ and A^  Qc = 1,2,3) are some positive constants. 
For a scene change or higher activity taking place within a frame sequence, the AC values are 
much higher and are spread in the high frequency region, i.e. those locations far from the 
origin (0,0,0). Figure 5.3 shows the AC values distribution for a video sequence involving a 
scene change. It is noted that AC peak values are higher for lower coefficient numbers, that 
is, for locations on the first plane of coefficients, or all (w,v,0) coordinates. Thus, if the ranges 
of most AC coefficients are from -500 to 500 (see Figure 5.2), and we want to limit the bit 
allocation to 4 bits, then the quantization values for the AC coefficients should range from 20 
to 80. 
Figure 5.2: AC Values Distribution from Football Video 
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Figure 3: AC Values Distribution from Tennis Video Frames 
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5.3 Distribution of 3D-DCT AC Coefficients 
It is generally believed [Reininger83, Smoot96] that the distribution of the AC 
coefficients from 2D DCT for an image block is Laplacian (double sided exponential). The 
Laplacian distribution 
Mx) = | . - ' W (5.8) 
is symmetrical about zero (x=0). A sample AC coefficients distribution can easily be modeled 
by such a Laplacian distribution by finding an appropriate value for the parameter X. Before 
using the said distribution to model 3D-DCT AC coefficient distribution, we have to first 
check if the Laplacian distribution is equally suitable for the 3D-DCT AC coefficients. From 
Figures 5.4 and 4.5，we note that the plots of Laplacian have shapes similar to the actual 
distributions of AC coefficients with A=0.31 and A=0.17 respectively for different video 
sequences. The actual coefficients distribution is about three times the magnitude of the 
Laplacian distribution in both sequences. The plots of Laplacian distributions in Figures 5.4 
and 5.5 have been amplified by a factor of 3 in order to match the peaks of the empirical data 
distributions. 
The Laplacian distribution thus provides a method to model the AC coefficients 
distribution, which can be used to estimate the number of non-zero coefficients after 
quantization. 
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Figure 5.4: The pdf of the AC Coefficients from the Tennis 
Video sequence 
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Figure 5.5: The pdf of the AC Coefficients from the Football 
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5.4 The Quantization Volume 
The quantization step plays an important role in the compression scheme since it 
reduces the magnitude of the coefficients and produces more zero-valued coefficients; the 
resulting coefficients can thus be represented with a fewer number of bits. However, it is a 
lossy step in the whole compression scheme since some of the coefficients are quantized to a 
zero level, which cannot be restored by the decompressor at a later stage. Lloyd[Lloyd82] 
and Max[Max60] suggested methods to design an optimal quantizer for a given data set by 
using their statistical characteristics. Li JPEG and MPEG, the quantization values are often 
given by some de facto standard quantization tables. Such tables are based on the 2D-DCT 
characteristics and the AC and DC coefficient distributions for some standard test data. 
Nevertheless, when using 3D-DCT, a volume of coefficients rather than a matrix of 
coefficients is involved as described in the previous sections. Our goal is to provide a general 
quantization volume, meaning a volume of values, for the 3D-DCT coefficients since we 
cannot use the values for the 2-D DCT case. 
5.4.1 Shifted Complement Hyperboloid 
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Li the previous section, it was indicated that the distribution of the AC coefficients is 
Laplacian. It is also observed that the dominant coefficients are spread along the major axes 
of the coefficient cube (Figures 5.2 and 5.3), which can be shown to occupy a high 
percentage of the total energy. Mathematically, these dominant coefficients are described by 
y«oo，yovo and %“，defined in section 2. The magnitudes of the coefficients decrease 
exponentially as they are further away from their major axes. Thus, the region or solid in the 
cube, which captures such dominant coefficients corresponds to the shifted complement 
hyperboloid as shown in Figure 5.6. We call the solid shifted complement hyperboloid, since 
it actually represents a complement of the hyperboloid which captures the less significant 
coefficients. The solid on the right side of the figure is the shifted hyperboloid defined by the 
curved surface represented by Equation (5.12) as introduced later in the section. 
V ^ ^ Z， ^ Figure 5.6: 
、 y ^ ( ^ X ^ / ^ The 3D-DCT dominant coeffi-
V X ^^ 7 ) / ^ ^ ~ ~ J cients are concentrated along 
Z ^ — “ — ^ — / y ' - ^ ^ " “ ^ “ 1 the major axes, which are cap-
Dc 厂 ^ / f ： tured by a shifted complement 
/ / / Qh ,, H u h, H hyperboloid. (Left solid) 
/ Sh i f t ed C o m p l e m e n t / , Sh i f ted Hyperbolo id I , 厂 � 
/ Hyperbo lo id | , y ^ 
1 It z 
To model the solid as shown in Figure 5.6, we first consider the first quadrant of the u-v 
plane (w = 0). Assume the solid lies on the first octant, that is u > 0，v > 0 and w > 0. Let us 
consider the 2-D case. The shaded area ofFigure 5.7 is bounded by the hyperbola: 
uv < Q where Q is an arbitrary positive constant (9) 
I —— 
^ satisfies the relation : uv<C^ 
4 w ; ^ 
u 
Similarly, the shaded areas in the v-w and w-u planes can be represented respectively by 
vw < C2 and wu < C3 (10) 
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where C2 and C3 are positive constants. 
Combining (9) and (10), we have 
g{u, V，w) = uvw < ^QC2C3 = C (11) 




V \ The surface of uvw=C 
^ 
X " 
Figure 5.8: A solid under the shaded surface defined by uvw < c' 
We note that the solid includes the three planes u = 0, v = 0 and w = 0，which does 
not accurately describe the shifted complement hyperboloid shown in Figure 5.6. The 
hyperboloid defined by uvw>C' touches the planes u = 0，v = 0，and w = 0 only at infinity. 
However, the data cube mentioned in Figure 5.6 is finite, yet the shifted hyperboloid cuts the 
three planes u-v, v-w, and w-u within a finite distance. Thus, we shift the three axes by 1，and 
define f{u,v,w) = g{u +1’ v +1’ w +1) <C"，where C" is a positive constant. That is 
(w + l)(v + l)(w + l ) < C " (12) 
Expanding Equation (5.12), we have 
uvw + u v +vw +wu +u + v +w + 1 < C " ( 1 3 ) 
L e t C = C ' M w v + v w +wu +u + v + w +1)， 
uvw < C (14) 
Equation (5.14) defines a complement of the shifted hyperboloid uvw > C, which 
should cut the 3 planes within a finite distance. So, the equation can be used to model the 
shifted complement hyperboloid in Figure 5.6. 
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Therefore, Equation (5.14) can be used to define a region for capturing the dominant 
coefficients. The size of the region can be varied by changing the parameter C，thereby 
modifying the number of coefficients to be captured. The region is also referred to as selected 
region as it is used to select the dominant coefficients out of a cube for special consideration 
when designing the quantization volume. 
5.4.2 Quantization Volume 
* 
The quantization volume for a coefficient cube should have an entry for each 
coefficient. The values in the quantization volume should depend on if the corresponding 
coefficients are significant, and also on the underlying quality factor being adopted. The 
magnitudes of such values are important as they affect the extent of compression and the 
quality to be achieved. Considering the dynamic range of the coefficients and the coefficient 
distribution, we can design the quantization values based on the following criteria. 
1. A estimated range of quantizaton values between 20 and 80 as discussed in section 5.2. 
2. The quantization values should facilitate the quantizer to discard the high frequency 
components outside the selected region. 
3. It has been observed that large values of 3D-DCT coefficients are spread along the major 
axes. So, to ensure a high quality for the reconstructed video frames, the quantization 
values should have lower values along the major axes and higher values in the remaining 
part of the cube. 
4. The quantization values should increase as we go down the scan order (defined in next 
section) of the quantized coefficients. 
To fulfil the above criteria, we use the function, as defined below, to generate the 
quantization values for the inside and the outside of the selected region. For the outside ofthe 
region we should have high quantization values which tend to quantize the coefficients to 
zero. For the inside of the region, the quantization values should increase as we move down 
the scan order. As a result of the foregoing considerations, we propose the function (Equation 
5.15) below to generate quantization values. The main reason for using an exponentially 
increasing function here is that the distribution of coefficient values is an exponential decay 
(Laplacian) function. 
‘ g-A"vw for/(M,v,w)<C 
^ v，w ) = ” ( l - ^ T " ) (5.15) 
|^1“1-6如, iovf{u,v,w)>C 
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where (A/, j3,) and (A。，p�) are constants for the inside and the outside of the selected region 
respectively and u,v,w > 0. 
We attempt to determine appropriate values for the parameters A^,A^,Pi,po and C for 
different types of video. The function defined in (15) is a general exponential function with 
its initial amplitudes determined by A/ and A .^ The rate of decay (or the rate at which it 
approaches the maximum value of the function q') can be controlled by the parameters pi and 
po. Moreover, by adjusting the parameter C, different shapes of the selected region can be 
obtained. Typically, we can set the parameter A^ to a high value to filter out the high 
frequency coefficients. To avoid making the exponent part zero when u=0, v=0, or w=0, 
which makes the quantization value negative, we modify Equation (5.15) as below. The 
addition of 1 to the expression for q(u, v, w) when f(u, v, w) < C avoids having a zero 
quantization value. 
‘ -^A("+i)(v+i)(w+i) foif(u,v,w)<C 
q{u, V，w) = A. (1 7A ) +1 (5.16) 
[A^(1 —厂氏("+1)(V+1)(W+1)) for/(M, V，w) > C 
5.5 Scan Order for Quantized 3D-DCT Coefficients 
Another important issue is to order the quantized coefficients for encoding as a last 
step in the compression scheme. There are many ways to order the coefficients. Yeo and Liu 
[Yeo95] suggested the use of an isoplane, u + v + w = K as the scan order for quantized 3D-
DCT coefficients, where K is a constant. This method is a direct extension of the 2D zig-zag 
which is based on u + v = K! where Kj is a constant. This technique however seems to neglect 
the fact that the dominant coefficients in a coefficient cube tend to lie along the major axes, 
and thus fails to effectively account for periodic nature and the distribution of such 
coefficients. In addition, it could not produce many consecutive zeros inside the cube for 
those cases with K > 3. 
A better method is proposed here, which makes use of the quantization values 
generated by Equation (5.16). Based on our experimental results from some sample video 
sequences, we notice that if the magnitudes of the coefficients are sorted in descending order 
before quantization, the larger coefficients correspond to those dominant coefficients within 
the selected region (the shifted complement hyperboloid). This implies that we should order 
the coefficients inside the region first, before those outside. As a result, more consecutive 
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zeros of the quantized coefficients can be grouped together for more efficient encoding. As 
described below, the values generated by Equation (5.16) can also be used to define the scan 
order for the coefficients. This ordering method gives better result compared with Yeo and 
Liu's method because it first orders the more dominant coefficients inside the selected region 
and then those outside. 
Described below is a procedure to determine the scan order for the quantized 
coefficients for a 3D-DCT coefficient cube. 
Step 1 : Set parameter values for Equation (5.16): A,-=255, A^=255, A=0.04,从二0.01，C=10. 
They are determined experimentally, as described in section 6. 
Step 2 : Generate the coefficient numbers, defined by wx64+vx8+w (w,v,w=0,...,7), for an 
8x8x8 cube and the corresponding quantization values (See Table C1 in Appendix 
C) by Equation (5.16). 
Step 3 : Sort Table A1 by the inside quantization value, with the coordinates satisfying uvw < 
C., as the primary key and the coefficient number as the secondary key, the sorted 
data being output to the upper part of Table C2 in Appendix C. 
Step 4: Sort Table A1 by the outside quantization value, with the coordinates satisfying uvw 
> C, as the primary key and the coefficient number as the secondary key, the sorted 
data being output to the lower part of Table C2 in Appendix C. 
The column for the re-ordered coefficient numbers shows the scan order of the 
quantized coefficients. It is noted that only 47 coefficients are inside the selected region, 
which correspond to less than one-eighth of the total coefficients. This implies that many AC 
coefficients may be discarded after quantization. 
5.6 Finding Parameter Values 
The quality of a compressed video is often measured in terms of distortion, whereas 
the performance of a compression scheme can be measured partly in terms of compression 
ratio. The distortion can be described in two ways: one based on some statistical methods 
and the other on the perceptual observation [Lee94, Lohs84, Pickering94, Ran95, Tan96, 
Watson93a, Watson93b, Watson93c] of the reconstructed sequences. A statistical method 
may involve the use of the normalized mean square error (NMSE): 
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M-\N-\ P-\ 
NMSE=-——-yyy(v - y )2 (5.17) 9552 _pZjZ^Z^”m，n’P y'n,n,pJ \ 
m=0 n=0 p=0 
where y^„，p is the original data element and J^ „^ i^s the reconstructed data element; 
M, N, P are the dimensions of a data cube. 
The distortion is also measured in terms of the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) defined by 
the following equation: 
— = 1 一 1 仏 ） （5.18) 
The compression ratio is defined as follows: 
C.R. (Compression Ratio) = o_a lv ideos ize (5.19) 
compressed video size 
Parameter values for equation (5.16) can also be found by the perceptual method, 
which involves finding the just-noticeable-difference threshold by comparing visually the 
reconstructed video and the original video. Besides, the same method can be employed to 
search for parameters for a just-acceptable threshold for the worse acceptable case. This 
method may be subjective and the results could vary from person to person; however, the 
visual quality is more sensible to the human visual system. 
Six video sequences have been used to look for appropriate values for the parameters 
of A,p and C of the quantization values generating function. To ensure the values in the 
quantization volume would not use more than 8 bits, we fix the parameters A, and A � t o 255, 
making the maximum value in the quantization volume not greater than 255. 
The parameter C is first adjusted to search for an appropriate value to define the 
selected region for capturing the dominant coefficients with minimum distortion. Figure 5.9 
shows the number of coefficients captured versus the parameter C. To exclude the decay 
effect of po and 钱 on the generated quantization values, we set ft=0.00001 and /3�=10, 
making the values inside the selected region become 1，and those outside become 255. Under 
this condition, the effect of varying the number of dominant coefficients on both the 
distortion and the visual quality can be examined. It should be noted that, under this 
particular condition, the value of C can be determined without any quantization effect on the 
PSNR and visual quality because the coefficients inside the region will not be quantized as 
they will be divided by 1 and those the outside the region would be discarded since they will 
be divided by 255. 
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Figure 5.10 presents a curve to show the effect of varying the parameter C on the 
distortion {PSNR) and the compression ratio. The same figure also shows that the proposed 
scan order is superior to the 3D zig zag, extended from the traditional 2D zig zag, in terms of 
compression ratio. Li order to compute the compression ratios, we have to produce the 
corresponding compressed video files. To produce such compressed video files, the quantized 
coefficients are encoded by zero run-length encoding (RLE), followed by Huffman encoding 
of the run-length pairs by using a modified JPEG Huffman table. The figure shows the larger 
the parameter C, the lower the PSNR and the higher the compression ratio. However, the 
PSNR measurement cannot actually reflect the visual quality of the reconstructed video 
sequences since it does not account for the blocking effect, and the loss of details due to 
quantization. Further, low PSNR may not imply bad visual quality. The example in Figure 
5.11 shows that the visual quality is still acceptable when the PSNR drops to around 20, with 
C=8. 
Figure 5.9: Number of coefficients inside the selected 
region Verus different values of parameter C 
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Figure 5.10 : PSNR and compression ratio of Miss America 
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Figure 5.11 shows the first reconstructed frame of the Miss America video sequence 
with different values of C. We notice that the visual quality for C > 12 is indistinguishable 
from the original. When C 二 10，the image shows a just-acceptable visual quality. For video 
applications, this C value is considered satisfactory. Figure 5.12 presents plots of the average 
NMSE versus C for different video sequences. They show that different video sequences have 
different NMSE values for different C values. However, the distortions represented by NMSE 
all decrease with an increase in C. Such decrease in distortion becomes insignificant when C 
is increased to 10. 
Figure 5.11 : Reconstructed video frame for different values of C 
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Figure 5.12: Average NMSE Versus different values of 
parameter C for different video sequences 
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To find an appropriate value for pi’ the parameter C is fixed at 10. Figure 5.13 shows 
the results of PSNR and compression ratio versus pi, with pi ranging from 0.0001 to 0.1 for 
the first 8 frames of the Miss America video sequence. The PSNR is inversely proportional to 
p.. To achieve a compression ratio of around 100，an appropriate value of /¾ should be around 
0.04，which gives an acceptable visual quality from our experiments. Figure 5.13 also shows 
that the proposed scan order is superior to the 3D zig zag in terms of compression ratio. 
To find an appropriate value for ft, j8/ is fixed at 0.04. Figure 5.14 presents the 
results of PSNR and compression ratio versus P�’ with P�ranging from 0.0001 to 0.1 for the 
first 8 frames of the Miss America video sequence. The PSNR decreases with an increase in 
Po. To achieve a compression ratio of around 100，an appropriate value for po should be 
around 0.01，which corresponds an acceptable visual quality from our experiments. 
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Figure 5.13: PSNR & compression ratio Versus 
Beta(i) for different scan orders 
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Figure 5.14: PSNR & compression ratio Versus 
Beta(o) for different scan orders 
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5.7 Experimental Results from Using the Proposed Quantization 
Values 
By the time we have determined the appropriate parameter values (C=10, A=0.04 
and Po=O.Ol) for the quantization values generating function, we have also used the function 
to generate the quantization values as shown in the tables in Appendix D, which together 
constitute the values for the quantization volume. 
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The quantization values have been experimented with different video sequences. 
Some experimental results are presented in Figures 5.15. They also show that the 
reconstructed video frames and the original frames do no differ much in visual quality, 
especially for those frames with low activity. Moreover, the compression ratio achieved is 
quite high. If a higher quality is required, the parameter values can be adjusted and another 
set of quantization values can easily be worked out as before. 
5.8 Summary >-
This chapter presents an innovative methodology for designing the values for a 
quantization volume for 3D-DCT coefficients. A quantization values generating function, 
Equation (5.16), has been devised, and an appropriate set of values have been found 
experimentally for its parameters. A novel procedure is also proposed to determine the scan 
order of the quantization values generated by Equation (5.16). The quantization values for a 
3D-DCT coefficient cube thus produced are shown to be effective for quantizing 3D-DCT 
coefficients from various video sequences. Therefore, the proposed quantization volume is 
applicable to general video applications. The compressed video quality is acceptable, and the 
compression ratio is quite high, around 100. Of course, the actual quality and compression 
ratio would depend on the type of video. The quantization volume is particularly useful to 
video conferencing applications where the video frames are homogeneous. For other 
particular video applications, the quantization values can be tuned, if necessary, for better 
visual quality by adjusting the parameters of Equation (5.16) at the expense of a lower 
compression ratio. 
Before designing the values for the quantization volume, the dynamic ranges of the 
DC and AC coefficients from several raw video sequences were examined. The DC 
coefficients are found to range from several hundreds to several thousands, depending on the 
nature of the video; the AC coefficients range from -1000 to +1000. However, many of the 
AC coefficients, other than the dominant ones, are very small in magnitude. Such ranges of 
DC and AC values imply that the quantization values should be around 25 for the DC 
coefficients with 8 bit allocation after quantization, and below 100 for the AC coefficients 
with an average allocation of 4 bits after quantization. 
From the experimental results, the AC coefficients are found to follow the Laplacian 
distribution. This shows that the quantization values can be represented by an exponential 
function. We model the AC coefficients distribution by dividing the cube into two regions 
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known as the shifted complement hyperboloid and the shifted hyperboloid, for capturing 
respectively the dominant AC coefficients and the less significant high frequency AC 
coefficients which may be discarded. The parameters of the function are determined 
experimentally with different video sequences. Jn order to limit 8 bits for quantized DC 
coefficients and 4 bits for quantized AC coefficients, we have ApAo-255, Pi=0.04, j3o=0.01 
and C=10. For C=10, less than 64 of the 511 AC coefficients will be treated as dominant 
coefficients, and the remaining AC coefficients may be discarded after quantization. The 
foregoing parameter values would give rise to low distortion, with a PSNR of 38db, and a 
good visual quality. 
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Figure 5.15 : Comparing original video frames and reconstructed video frames 
based on the proposed quantization volume (C=10, j8p0.04 and j3o=0.01) for 
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The final step of the transform coding is the entropy coding. The entropy coding 
eventually converts the quantized transform domain coefficients into bit-streams for 
transmission or storage. This is a lossless step in the compression scheme. The compression 
ratio will be enhanced by at least two times depending on the statistical distribution of the 
/ 
encoding data and the coding methods [Acharya95, Hamdi, Huang94, Voorhis76] employed. 
Information theory gives us several efficient methods of encoding symbols where the 
likelihood of symbol occurrence varies symbol by symbol. Coding techniques that minimize 
the bits in the representation of random sequences of symbols are known as entropy coding 
techniques. 
There are two major methods of entropy coding, known as Huffman coding [Huff52] 
and arithmetic coding [Nelson96]. Huffman coding represents alphabets or symbols with 
minimum redundancy of integer length codes according to the statistics of the symbols while 
arithmetic coding is not limited to integer-length codes. Huffman coding is computationally 
less expensive to implement and typically gives compression ratios close to those of 
arithmetic coding. Besides, most of the arithmetic algorithms were patented, so the arithmetic 
coding method is less popular than the Huffman coding method. 
6.1.1 Huffman Coding 
Huffman coding is first introduced by D. Huffman on 1952 [Huff52]. It is a statistical 
data compression technique which gives a reduction in the average code length used to 
represent the symbols of an alphabet. The basic idea is that according to the probabilities of 
occurrence of single symbols or a group of symbols, short codes can be used to represent 
frequently occurring symbols or groups of symbols while longer codes are used to represent 
less frequently encountered symbols and groups of symbols. It will produce a minimum 
redundancy code for such symbols or group of symbols. A Huffman code can be built in the 
following steps: 
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1. Rank all symbols in order of probability of occurrence. 
2. Successively combine the two symbols of the lowest probability to form a new composite 
symbol; eventually we will build a binary tree where each node is the probability of all 
nodes beneath it. 
3. The Huffman code is then obtained by scanning the codes from the root to the leaf of a 
given symbol. 
For a given frequency distribution, there are many possible Huffman codes, but the >• 
total compressed length will be the same. It is possible to define a 'canonical' Huffman tree, 
that is, pick one of these alternative trees. Such a canonical tree can then be represented very 
compactly, by transmitting only the bit length of each code. 
Consider an example of encoding the symbols defined in Table 6.1. The amount of 
information transferred in a symbol jc,- ( i 二 0,...,3) that occurs with probability p is: 
/ \ 
I, =log2 — (6.1.1) 
“ UJ 
where I is the number of bits required to represent the amount of information carried by 
'r r 
symbol i,. which defines the Liformation Content, and p ,^ is the probability that symbol 
jc.will occur. The larger the values of the information content (/)，the more the information 
of the symbol contains, thus the less the redundancy of the symbols conveyed. 
The entropy of a code sequence is the average amount of information contained in 
each symbol of the sequence: 
/ \ 
H = J ^ p ( x , ) l o g , — (6.1.2) 
^ UJ 
where H is the entropy of the coding representation. 
Table 6.1 Symbols and the corresponding Huffman Code 
Symbol(;c.) Probability Information content Code 
^ 0.5625 T b I t — 0 
~ 0.1875 2bits m 
~ 0.1875 3bits l_^ 
~ 0.0625 T b i t s 111 — 
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The entropy, H =1.6226 bits, of the sequence gives the theoretical lower bound of 
the bits for representing the information contained in the sequence. Thus the entropy, or its 
approximation, the average code length, of the symbols of Table 6.1 can be approximated by: 
Average Code Length =0 .5625 x l +0.1875 x 2 +0.1875 x 3 +0.0625 x 3 
=1.6875 bits. 
The assignment of the Huffman codes is done by building a Huffman coding tree. For 
the example of Table 6.1，the Huffman tree is illustrated by Figure 6.1. Notice that the tree is 
developed from leaves to root, but the final code is read by traversal from the root to leaf. 
Figure 6.1: Huffman Coding Tree of Table 6.1 
Symbols Code 
^0 0.5625 — ^ 0 
1^ 0.1875 ^ 一 1-0 10 
2^ 0.1875 ^ 0.4375 ^ 110 
3^ 0.0625 j J 0.25 1 111 
By using the algorithm described above, the Huffman codes for arbitrary sequences 
of symbols will work regardless of their relative probabilities. The algorithm is simple 
enough to form the kemel of a real-time algorithm for the adaptive entropy coding of images. 
6.1.2 Arithmetic Coding 
It seems that Huffman is the perfect means of compressing data. However, this is not 
the case. Huffman coding methods are optimal when and only when the symbol probabilities 
are integral powers of 1/2，which is usually not the case. Arithmetic coding can overcome this 
restriction: It achieves the same effect as treating the message as one single unit, and thus the 
theoretical entropy bound to compression efficiency for any source can be attained. 
Arithmetic coding works by representing a number by an interval of real numbers 
between 0 and 1. As the message becomes longer, the interval needed to represent it becomes 
smaller and smaller, and the number of bits needed to specify that interval increases. 
Successive symbols in the message reduce this interval in accordance with the probability of 
that symbol. The more likely symbols reduce the range by less likely symbols, and thus add 
fewer bits to the message. 
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Figure 6.2: An Example of Arithmetic Coding 
Codewords -
1 
L/9 Y Y " " " Details [ ^^1 /32 . | = 1 
Y ^ 15/16 .1111 
^ t ^ 14/16 .1110 
YX shown 
2/3 � 6 / 8 .110 
XYY 4r 10/16 .1010 
XY > XYX ^ 4 / 8 .100 ^ 
X XXY ^ 3 / 8 .011 
XX 
<r 1/4 .01 XXX 
0 
As an example of arithmetic coding, consider the example of two symbols X and Y, 
of probabilities 0.66 and 0.33. To encode this message, we examine the first symbol: If it is 
an X, we choose the lower partition; if it is a Y, we choose the upper partition. Continuing in 
this manner for three symbols, we get the codewords shown on the right side of the diagram 
above - they can be found by simply taking an appropriate location in the interval for that 
particular set of symbols and turning it into a binary fraction, ]n practice, it is also necessary 
to add a special end-of-data symbol, which is not represented in this simple example. 
However, the arithmetic code is not completely efficient, which is due to the 
shortness ofthe message. Only long messages coding can approach 100% efficiency level. 
Now we have an efficient encoding technique, what can we do with it? What we need 
is a technique for building a model of the data which we can use with the encoder. The 
simplest model is a fixed one, for example a table of standard letter frequencies for English 
text which we can use to get letter probabilities. An improvement on this technique is to use 
an adaptive model which adjusts itself to the data being compressed. We can of course 
convert the fixed model into an adaptive one by adjusting the symbol frequencies after each 
new symbol is encoded by allowing the model to track the data being transmitted. However, 
we can do much better than that. 
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Using the symbol probabilities by themselves is not a particularly good estimate of 
the true entropy of the data: We can take into account inter-symbol probabilities as well. The 
best compressors available today take this approach: DMC (Dynamic Markov Coding) starts 
with a zero-order Markov model and gradually extends this initial model as compression 
progresses; PPM (Prediction by Partial Matching) looks for a match of the text to be 
compressed in an order-n context. If no match is found, it drops to an order n-1 context, until 
it reaches order 0. Both of these techniques obtain a much better model of the data to be 
compressed, which, combined with the use of arithmetic coding, results in a superior 
compression performance. 
Apart from the fact that they are relatively new and have not come into general use 
too much yet, there is another major concern: the arithmetic coding consume a rather large 
amount of computing resources, both in terms of CPU power and memory. The building of 
sophisticated models for the compression can chew through a fair amount of memory 
(especially in the case of DMC, where the model can grow without bounds); and the 
arithmetic coding itself involves a fair amount of number crunching. 
6.2 Zero Run-Length Encoding 
After reordering of the quantized coefficients as mentioned in Chapter 5, the 
remaining problem is how to encode these coefficients. It is not efficient to encode the 
coefficients by entropy coding directly. The reason is that after quantization and reordering, a 
lot of zeros can be found in the sequences of the coefficients. A more efficient method to 
encode these sequences of coefficients is to apply zero Run Length Encoding (RLE) first and 
then followed by Huffman coding. This method is also known as Variable Length Coding 
(VLC) method since variable length of the Huffman code is assigned to different run-length 
pairs. 
The idea of RLE is very simple. A run-length pair (run, length) is form for each 
sequence of symbols where run is the consecutive identical symbols, the number of such 
symbols is called length. For example, the sequence "2222222555514" can be represented by 
"(2,6),(5,4),(1,1),(4,1)" in RLE. For Zero Run Length Encoding, only leading zero will be 
encoded with RLE. The other non-zero entries will be coded as usual. This method can be 
found widely used in JPEG and MPEG encoding scheme. 
6.2.1 Variable Length Coding in JPEG 
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6.2.1.1 Coding ofthe DC Coefficients 
bi JPEG, coding of the quantized DC and AC coefficients uses different tables. The 
reason is that blocking artifact comes mainly from the DC coefficient and this artifact is 
sensitive to spatial frequency response by the human visual system. Therefore the DC 
coefficient is treated separately from the other AC coefficients. It is differentially coded by 
the following manner: 
DIFF =DC,-DC._, (6.2.1) 
where Z)C, and DC,_j are the DC value of current and previous block respectively and 
DIFF is the differential value of the two neighborhoods DC values. This method is also 
called Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM). This method greatly reduces the number 
of bits used to represent the DC values since coding the differential values need fewer bits 
than coding the exact DC values. The differential values are then classified into 12 categories 
accordingly. Table 6.2a shows the VLC table for the Luminance DC values while Table 6.2b 
shows the VLC table for the Chrominance DC values. Li fact, the categories can be evaluated 
by Equation 6.2.2. 
Category =Llog2(abs(Z)^))J+l (6.2.2) 
Table 6.2a: VLC Table for the Luminance DC Values 
Category Range ofDIFF Code Length ~~Huffman Code (VLC)~~ 
0 0 2 "00 
1 ~ 1 3 ^ ~ ~ 
2 -3,...,-2,2,...,3 3 STi 
3 -7,...,-4,4,...,7 3 1 ^ 
4 -15,...,-8,8,...,15 3 101 
5 -31,.. . ,-16, 16,. . .31 3 n o 
6 -63,...,-32,32,...,63 4 1110 
7 -127,...,-64,64,...,127 5 11110 
8 -255,...,-128, 128,...,-255 6 111110 ~ ~ 
9 -511,...,-256,256,...,511 7 nTTTIo 
10 -1023, . . . , -512,512, . . . ,1023 8 11111110 
n -2047,.. . ,-1024, 1024,...,2047 9 111111110 
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Table 6.2b : VLC Table for the Chrominance DC Values 
Category Range ofDIFF Code Length VLC Bit Pattern 
0 0 2 00 
1 ~ l 2 m 
2 -3,...,-2,2,...,3 2 10 
3 ~ ； -7 , . . . , -4 ,4 , . , . ,7 3 n o 
4 -15,...,-8,8,...,15 4 1110 
5 -31,...,-16, 16,...31 5 11110 
6 -63,...,-32,32,...,63 6 111110 
7 -127,...,-64,64,...,127 7 1111110 — 
8 -255,...,-128, 128,...,-255 8 11111110 
9 -511,...,-256,256,...,511 9 nTTTTTTo~ 
10 -1023, . . . , -512,512, . . . ,1023 16 1111111110 
n -2047,... ,-1024, 1024,...,2047 U 11111111110 
6.2.1.2 Coding of the AC Coefficients 
The quantized AC coefficients in JPEG are scan-ordered in the zig-zag manner, see 
Figure 6.3，and a VLC is employed. Along the zigzag scan-order, the DCT coefficients 
correspond to a sequence of increasing spatial frequencies and with decreasing in variances, 
in general. Also, the quantization process usually results in many zero coefficients. So, 
efficient VLC table can be developed that represents runs of zero coefficients along the 
zigzag scan, followed by the size of the nonzero coefficient. 
The zigzag scan-ordered coefficients may consist of runs of zeros, which can be 
further compacted by a RLE. Each nonzero AC coefficient is described by a composite (R,S), 
a run-level pair, where R is a 4-bit (0-F)Hex zero-run from the previous nonzero value and S 
represents the 10 (4-bit) categories, as shown in Table 6.2a and Table 6.2b. If the zero-runs 
(the number of consecutive quantized zero coefficients along the zigzag scan in JPEG) are 
greater than 15, then (R,S) = (FO)Hex (15 zero-runs and 1 zero value) will be coded by an 11-
bit VLC called Zero Run Length (ZRL) as shown in Appendix E. Jn addition, if all remaining 
coefficients along the zigzag scan are zero, a special value (^5)=(00)Hex is coded as an EOB 
(end-of-block) code of '1010' or (OA)Hex. 
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DC ^ H ^ j y ^ J/Hy* , H ^ f - ACo7 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 T 
t 7 7 7 7 7 7 J 
7 7 Z 7 7 Z 7 Z ‘ 
^ 7 Z 7 7 Z 7 > 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
AC70 ^ 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 / c v 7 
\ g z z z z z z g 
Figure 6.3 : A zigzag scan of quantized DCT coefficients 
6.2.2 Run-Level Encoding of Quantized 3D-DCTCoefficients 
Encoding the quantized 3D-DCT coefficients is similar to encoding of the JPEG's 
coefficients. The coefficients are reordered according to the scan order depicted by the scan 
ordered indices shown in Appendix C2 incorporated with the shifted complement hyperboloid 
function and the exponential functions as described in chapter 5. After the reordering, more 
consecutive zeros are grouped together. Besides, these consecutive zeros are usually located 
at the end of the coefficient sequence. Therefore, a technique similar to the encoding of the 
JPEG DCT coefficients can be applied here. 
Then, the quantized 3D-DCT coefficients are converted to run-level pairs as 
described in the last section for JPEG. As an example, the reordered, quantized AC 
coefficients are reordered as shown below and can be converted into the run-level pairs (0,6), 
(0,3)，(1,5), (0,1)，（1,4), (0,2), (0,1), (3,3), (0,2), (1,2)，(0,2), (0,1), (EOB). However, there 
may be some exceptional cases and which will be discussed in the next section. 
1 ^ 1| 2| 3| 4| 5| 6| 7| 8| 9| 10| 11| i2| 13| 14| 15 
Values ~ 4 4 7 0 -19 -1 0 -10 ~ 1 0 0 0 _ A 3 _ 0 
C Z ~ 6| 3| -I 5| l | -I 4| 2 1 - - - 3 2 : 
I q ^^ ^^ ^6 ^ ^ n ^ " n ^ ^ ^ I 9 ^ l 0 21 2 2 ^ ^ 2 4 ^ 5 26 2 7 ~ 2 8 2 9 ~ 1 o 
Values ~ ^ 2 1 0 0 0 0 ~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 
Cat. — 2 ~~2 l| -| -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -I -| 
6.3 Frequency Analysis ofthe Run-Length Patterns 
It is not appropriate to use the run-length pattern coding tables of JPEG directly since 
the data ranges of the run-length patterns for 3D-DCT encoding scheme are not the same as 
those for JPEG. Therefore a new set of tables should be developed. There are two choices to 
construct the new tables. The first method is to modify the existing tables of JPEG. The 
second method is to develop a new set of tables according to the statistics of the actual data 
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or to construct some new Huffman tables based on a statistical model. For simplicity, we try 
to analyze the frequency of occurrence of the run-length pattem of the scan-ordered 
quantized 3D-DCT coefficients and then modify the existing JPEG tables. 
6.3.1 The Frequency Distributions of the DC Coefficients 
The frequency distributions of the DC categories for different types of video 
sequences are plotted in Figure 6.4. It can be noted that the distributions of the DC categories 
are spread over the higher values of the categories. It suggests that the JPEG DC Huffman 
table can be modified so that more bits can be assigned to the small category values. Besides, 
the three kinds of the video sequences can be differentiated by the dominant percentage of 
the DC category values. From Figure 6.4，the dominant percentage of the DC category values 
for ‘Miss America' and 'Claire' lie between 3 and 6. The characteristic of these video 
sequences belongs to a kind of 'head and shoulder,. The activities of such video sequences 
are relatively less than the others. As a result, the differential values of adjacent blocks are 
small. However, the sequences ‘Football，and ‘Tennis，have similar ranges of the DC 
categories. The characteristic of these video sequences has a lot of motions like zooming, 
panning. The DC categories are in generally higher than those of the 'head and shoulder, type 
video. The remaining video sequences with the highest ranges of DC categories are ‘Garden， 
and ‘Mobile，. These videos have higher details and much more motions than the others. The 
differences of DC values between two adjacent blocks are large so that most of the 
differential DC values are classified to larger category numbers. 
Figure 6.4 : The Frequency Distributions of DC values of Different 
Video Sequences 
25 n 
- - • - - Miss America 
X - - 乂 
~ • “ C l a i r e + • ^ A ^ 
20-- — + -.Tennis / ^ ^ / ' ^ ^ T V ： . ^ � � 
一 ~ » ~ F o o t b a " / , ' \ / / \ ^ * \ �� \ toP_ 
o t ^ " ^ ^ I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Category No. 
6.3.2 Frequency Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
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The frequency distributions of the quantized AC coefficients over the 256 categories 
are shown in Figures 6.5a - 6.5p. Most of run-level values concentrate on the range ‘Ox，and 
‘xl，in hexadecimal. Less bits should be assigned to those run-level pairs. Li general, the 
percentage of the run-level-categories decreases with increasing the level values and the run 
values except for those values 'xO' in hexadecimal. This observation indicates that the AC 
Huffman table can be used in the 3D-DCT compression scheme similarly. 
However there should be some modifications for some exceptional cases since the 
run of zero may be greater than 15 (OxF). The exceptional cases are expected to occur more 
frequently than those in JPEG since the number of AC coefficients in our 3D-DCT 
compression scheme is eight times more than that in JPEG. There are totally 511 AC 
coefficients in 3D-DCT, so there is a higher chance to get more than 15 consecutive zeros. 
Less bits used to represent the exceptional cases are preferred if this situation occurs quite 
often. Table 6.3 shows the percentage of such exceptional cases in different video sequences. 
The percentages are not too high with respect to the other categories. One of the solution we 
proposed here is to modify the existing JPEG AC Huffman table. The code for (R，S)= 
(00)Hex, which is ‘1010，in binary, is used for representing the exceptional case and now we 
call it the 'exceptional code，. After the exceptional code is the bit code T followed by the 
magnitude of the run of zeros for the runs greater than 15 and the bit pattem '1010' is 
assigned for the end of block (EOB). 
Table 6.3: Percentage of the Exceptional Cases in Different Video Sequences 
Video Sequence Miss America Claire Tennis Football Garden Mobile 
Percentage 0.20% 0.38% 2.78% 1.40% 3.65% 3.22% 
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Figure 6.5a : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (00-0F) for Different Video 
ig Sequences 
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Figure 6.5b : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (10-1F) for Different Video 
Sequences 
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Figure 6.5c : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (20-2F) for Different Video 
e Sequences 
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Figure 6.5d : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (30-3F) for Different Video 
3 Sequences 
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Figure 6.5e : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (40-4F) for Different Video 
^ Sequences 
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Figure 6.5f: The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (50-5F) for Different Video 
1g Sequences 
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Figure 6.5g : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (60-6F) for Different Video 
Sequences 
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Figure 6.5h : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (70-7F) for Different Video 
Sequences 
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Figure 6.5i: The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (80-8F) for Different Video 
1 Sequences 
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Figure 6.5j: The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (90-9F) for Different Video 
1 Sequences 
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Figure 6.5k : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (AO-AF) for Different Video 
Sequences 
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Figure 6.51: The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (BO-BF) for Different 
Video Sequences 
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Figure 6.5m : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (CO-CF) for Different 
。^  Video Sequences 
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Figure 6.5n : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (DO-DF) for Different 
Video Sequences 
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Figure 6.5o : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (EO-EF) for Different Video 
Sequences 
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Figure 6.5p : The Distributions of the AC Coefficients 
versus Run-Level Categories (FO-FF) for Different Video 
Sequences 
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6.4 Huffman Table Design 
Based on the analysis of the distribution of the DC and AC coefficients in the last 
section, we can design or modify the existing JPEG Huffman tables since JPEG Huffman 
table is simple enough for modification. 
6.4.1 DC Huffman Table 
The design of the JPEG DC Huffman tables is based on the assumption that smaller 
magnitudes of the categories should occur more frequently than that of larger magnitudes. 
Therefore Huffman codes with shorter code length are assigned to the smaller magnitudes. 
The DC Huffman table can be modified as Table 6.3 according to the frequency analysis of 
Figure 6.4. These are the optimal code assignments correspond to each video sequence. 
However it is not practical to obtain these tables since no prior knowledge of the statistics of 
each category can be obtained before coding. But in general, optimal code can be assigned by 
averaging all the video sequences. The optimal code for those video sequences can be shown 
in the last column of the Table 6.3. 
The other modification is to add two more categories for the magnitude greater than 
±2047. Category 12 represents the magnitude for ranges -4095,...,-2048, 2048,...,4095 while 
category 13 represents the magnitude for ranges -8191,...,-4096, 4096,...,8191. These two 
categories are added because the DC values may probably have values within those ranges 
which are shown in the dynamic range analysis of the DC values from last chapter. The 
corresponding Huffman codes for categories 12 and 13 are ‘ 1111111110’ and ‘ 11111111110’ 
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respectively. However, it seldom uses those categories since differential coding usually 
reduces the magnitudes of the DC values. 
6.4.2 AC Huffman Table 
The AC Huffman table of JPEG can also be used with little modification in the codec 
algorithms since the distributions of the percentage in each category are similar to the coding 
strategy assignment of the JPEG scheme. The entire Huffman tables for AC coefficients are 
shown in the Appendix E. 
Table 6.3: DC Huffman Table of Luminance for Different Video Sequences 
Category! JPEGCode Code for Code for Code for Code for Code for Code for Optimal 
America Claire Tennis Football Garden Mobile Code 
~ 0 ~ ~ W 111111110 Wi 111111110 111111110 TTTiiiiio 111111110 1111110 
~ i ~ ^ 11111110 111111110 11111110 11111110 11111110 11111110 l l l l l l l l Q -
~ 2 ~ " m 111110 11111110 1111110~~1111110 n i i i i o TTTiiio i i i i i i io 
~ 3 ~ " T o o ToI m 11110 111110 ii i io TIiiio iii io 
~ 4 ~ " T o I oTo ^ 110 n io TTTo i m o m o — 
~ 5 ~ " T T o w ^ 011 110 110 1110 101 
~~6~TTTo TTo 11110 mo ^ oii ioi 一ioo 
~~7~"TnTo TTTo TTo ~m oio oo 2 ^ oio 
~~8~~111110 on 1111110 101 100 010 011 ^ 
~9~1111110~~~1111110~TTTo 111110 Tiiio TTTiio 00 011 
~~Io~~11111110~"TTTTo 111110 n io Tm 100 010 110 
~~n~~111111110 T^ Too 00 mi |ioi |iio | i i i i i o — 
6.5 Implementation Issue 
Five routines are written for both encoding and decoding of the quantized 3D-DCT 
coefficients. Fast implementations of such routines are needed in order to meet the real-time 
software-only requirements. 
• GetCategory - Retum a category of a input magnitude 
• HuffEncode - A routine to encode the DC and the AC coefficients to the bit-stream. 
• HuffDecode - A routine to decode the DC and the AC coefficients from the bit-stream 
• PutBits - Write the bitstream to the file buffer 
• GetBits - Read the bitstream from the file buffer 
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6.5.1 Get Category 
A simple way to implement this function is to use Equation 6.2.2. However, it is not 
an efficient method since the ‘log’ function and the ‘floor’ function takes times. A better 
method is to use bit-wise operations, bit shifts, to get the category number. The algorithm is 
shown in Algorithm 6.1 below. Note that n is the input value and the algorithm retums the 
category number. 
Algorithm 6.1: Get Category 
int GetCategory(int n) // n = input value { 
int X = (n > 0) ？ n : -n; // take absolute value 
int cat = 13; // Start from category 13 
int bit = 0x1000; // Bit mask for each bit 
if (x==0) // category 0 
return (0); 
while ((x Sc bit)= = 0) // repeat until 0 
{ 
cat--; 




return (cat)； // return the category 
2 
6.5.2 Huffman Encode 
The algorithm of Huffman Encode is divided into four sections (steps 1-4 of 
Algorithm 6.2): 
Algorithm 6.2: Huffman Encoding 
1. Find and Write the DC Huffman Code. 
• Find the category of the DC coefficient by calling the function GetCategory. 
• Write the corresponding Huffman code by calling the function PutBits. 
2. Write the DC Magnitude. 
• If the magnitude of the DC is negative, find the one，s complement of the DC value. 
• Write the DC magnitude (in one's complement) to the bit-stream by PutBits function. 
3. Find and Write the AC Huffman Code. 
• Find the run-level pair of the AC coefficients. 
• If there are more than 127 consecutive zeros, ZRL code is put. 
• If there are more than 15 consecutive zeros (run > 15), 
escape code is put then followed by a ‘ 1 ‘ bit. 
Then 7 bits of the magnitude of the value of run is put. 
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• Otherwise, get the category of non-zero AC coefficient 
• Write the Huffman code of the corresponding run-level value. 
4. Write the AC Magnitudes. 
• If the magnitudes of the AC coefficients are negative, find the one's complement of the 
AC values. 
• Write the AC magnitudes (in one's complement) to the bit-stream by PutBits function. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until End of Block (EOB) symbol encountered. Write the EOB 
symbol to the bit-stream. 
6. Retum the bit_count. 
The prototype of the function is: 
long HuffEncode(int *input, unsigned char *output, long bit—count' 
int flag, int qno); 
where 
i n t * i n p u t is the pointer to the run-level pairs buffer, 
u n s i g n e d c h a r * o u t p u t is the resultant output bit-stream, 
l o n g b i t _ c o u n t is the number of bits used in the output bit-stream buffer, 
i n t f l a g is for determining whether it is a luminance or chrominance, 
i n t qno is for choosing quantization tables for adaptive quantization. 
The function retums the number ofbits, b i t _ c o u n t , which is used by the caller. 
6.5.3 Huffman Decode 
The algorithm of Huffman decode is almost the reverse of the Huffman encode 
routine. The algorithm can also be divided into four major sections (steps 1-4 in Algorithm 
6.3): 
Algorithm 6.3: Huffman Decoding 
1. Read and Find the DC Huffman Code. 
• Read the bit-stream calling the function GetBits. 
• Compare the bit patterns with the DC Huffman Code to find the category. 
2. Read the DC Magnitude. 
• Read the DC magnitude according to the number of bits defined in the DC length. 
• If the magnitude of the DC is negative, find the one，s complement of the DC value. 
• Put the DC magnitude to the output buffer. 
3. Read and Find the AC Huffman Codes. 
• Get 16 bits to check for the following types. 
a) Escape code for more than 15 consecutive zeros. 
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b) Double ‘1010，code for end ofblock (EOB). 
c) Normal code for the remaining run-level patterns. 
• After confirming the type of Huffman code, the exact number of bits are read and update 
the pointer of the bit_count. 
4. Read the AC Magnitudes. 
• Read the AC magnitudes (in one's complement) from the bit-stream by GetBits function. 
• If the magnitude of the AC coefficients is negative, obtain the one's complement of the 
AC values. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until End of Block (EOB) symbol encountered. 
6. Retum the bit—count. 
The prototype of the function is: 
long HuffDecode(unsigned char *intput, int *output, long bit_count' 
int flag, int qno); 
where 
u n s i g n e d c h a r * i n p u t is pointer to the bit-stream, 
i n t * o u t p u t is the pointer to the output AC coefficient buffer, 
l o n g b i t _ c o u n t is the number of bits being examined in the bit-stream buffer, 
i n t f l a g is for determining whether it is a luminance or chrominance, 
i n t qno is for choosing quantization tables for adaptive quantization. 
The function returns the number of bits, b i t — c o u n t , which is used by the caller. 
6.5.4 PutBits 
To implement a fast ‘integer，to 'unsigned char，converter is an important issue in 
both reading and writing bit-streams. It is because the bit-stream is represented by an array of 
unsigned char (8-bits) but bit-wise operations or storing bit-pattems are better by using 
integers for representation since integers can offer at most 32-bits memory space. A simple 
and effective method to do such conversion is to use a union data type: 
union tag 
{ int integer; // 32-bit integer 
unsigned char byte[4]； // 4 bytes of unsigned char 
} byte2intj 
The above union data type enables the integer and 4 bytes of unsigned character to 
share the same memory address. One can assign values to the bytes and it will be 
automatically converted to integer data type by accessing the integer variable without any 
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type conversion or bit-pattem packing. The reverse operation is done by assigning value to 
the integer and retrieving them from the unsigned character. 
The above data structure constitutes the heart of the PutBits and GetBits routines. 
The aim for the PutBits routine is to pack bits by providing some bit-pattems from a integer 
value to a bit-stream which is an unsigned character data type according to the number of bits 
to be written. Figure 6.6 illustrate the function of the PutBits routine and the detailed codes 
are shown in Algorithm 6.4 
Figure 6.6: The Functions of PutBits 
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Algorithm 6.4: Put Bits 
long PutBits(int input, unsigned char *output, long bit—count, int 




byte2 int. val=byte2int. v a l » (bit_count%8); 
output[bit_count/8] |= byte2int.byte[2]; 
output[bit_count/8+l] 二 byte2int.byte[l]； 





The prototype of the function is : 




i n t i n p u t is the integer bit-pattems to put to the output buffer, 
u n s i g n e d c h a r * o u t p u t is a pointer to the bit-stream, 
l o n g b i t _ c o u n t is the number of bits used in the output bit-stream buffer, 
i n t 1 en is the number of bits to be put, 
i n t f l a g is for determining whether it is check or update, 
The function retums the number of bits, b i t _ c o u n t , being used to the caller. 
6.5.5 GetBits 
The aim of the GetBits routine is to extract bits by specifying the number of bits 
required to get from the bit-stream. Figure 6.7 illustrate the function of the GetBits routine 
and the detailed codes are shown in Algorithm 6.5 
Figure 6.7: The Functions of GetBits 
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Algorithm 6.5: Get Bits 
long GetBits(unsigned char *input, int *output, long bit_count, int 
len, int flag) 
( 





byte2int.byte[2] &= bit_mask[8-bit_count%8]; 






The prototype of the function is: 
long GetBits(unsigned char *input, int *output, long bit_count, int len, 
int flag); 
where 
u n s i g n e d c h a r * i n p u t is the pointer to the bit-stream buffer, 
i n t * o u t p u t is a pointer to the output integer 
l o n g b i t _ c o u n t is the number of bits used in the output bit-stream buffer, 
i n t l e n is the number of bits to be obtained, 
i n t f l a g is for determining whether it is check or update, 
i n t c o n t is for determining how many bits need to be shifted. 
The function retums the number of bits, b i t _ c o u n t , being used to the caller. 
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Chapter 7 
Contributions, Concluding Remarks and 
Future Work 
7.1 Contributions 
Jn this thesis, we have proposed a 3D-DCT based video compression scheme. The 
proposed scheme makes contributions to the video compression are shown as follows: 
1. The proposed symmetric codec, which no motion estimation is needed for encoding and 
thus no motion vectors is generated for transmission, removes the asymmetric problem 
caused by the time consuming motion estimation in the encoder of MPEG and H.261. 
Instead, the proposed encoder performs forward 3D-DCT, quantization and entropy 
encoding while the proposed decoder performs entropy decoding, dequantization and 
inverse 3D-DCT. Therefore, the encoder and the decoder consume about the same time 
for compression and decompression respectively. This feature makes the codec suitable 
for applications such as video conferencing or live video broadcasting. 
2. The proposed fast 3D-DCT algorithms which are purely recursive and direct. The 
algorithms exploit the regularity and the periodicity of the DCT so that a great number of 
multiplications and additions are reduced and can perform an 8x8x8 data cube in about 1 
millisecond. Moreover, after rearrangement of the input data, a number of steps can be 
reduced by means of recursion. Li addition, The 3D-DCT can be calculated directly by 
treating the data as a volume of data or a cube. These new direct 3D-DCT algorithms 
which are faster than the traditional row-column approach algorithms. The fast 
algorithms are suitable for real-time video compression applications. 
3. This thesis introduces using a signal flow graph to represent the steps of both forward 
and backward 3D-DCT. It is the first signal flow graph for 3D-DCT. The signal flow 
graph makes the data flow in the algorithms clearer to understand. Jn addition, using the 
signal flow graph to represent the recursive 3D-DCT algorithms also makes parallel 
hardware implementation possible. 
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4. A novel approach for designing the quantization volume, which is partitioned into two 
regions called shifted complement hyperboloid and shifted hyperboloid, by using a 
hyperboloid function and some exponential functions is proposed. Li this design, the 
hyperboloid function models the distribution of the dominant quantized coefficients 
while the exponential functions, which are controlled by only five parameters, generate 
the values in the quantization volume. As a result, overheads can be reduced if different 
quantization volume is required for adaptive coding since only five parameters are 
needed to send instead of sending the whole quantization volume, ki addition, using 
perceptual approach for finding parameters in the exponential functions by visual quality 
is simplier than finding parameters by using purely statistical approaches. 
5. A new reordering method, which is based on the hyperboloid function and the values 
generated by the exponential functions as mentioned above, for the quantized coefficients 
is proposed. Jn the method, the coefficients inside the region of shifted complement 
hyperboloid is collected first and then those outside the region. The reordering method 
then sort the quantization values in both regions separately as the ordering indices of the 
quantized coefficients. This reordering method can pack more consecutive zeros together 
for zero run-length coding and so it can obtain better result than using 3-D zigzag 
method. 
6. Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed codec by using 3D-DCT 
can achieve a compression ratio around 100:1 with PSNR above 35db in real time by 
software only for most video-conferencing type videos with at least 15 frames per 
second. Whereas the compression ratio for most software only video conferencing 
applications give only a few tens to one in compression ratio and the frame rate can only 
give below 10 frames per second for software only encoder. Software only solution 
reduces the cost of developing video compression system since the costs for modification 
or upgrading are less than the hardware solution. 
The proposed 3D-DCT based video compression scheme meets the requirements of 
real-time, low-bit rate, and symmetric codec and is particularly suitable for video 
conferencing and live video broadcasting. We hope the proposed video compression can also 
beneficial to the inter-personal communications in the nearest future. 
7.2 Concluding Remarks 
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Li this thesis, we have discussed some problems in video compression. Some of the 
problems can be solved by the proposed 3D-DCT based video compression scheme. Li fact, 
video compression involves problems in many areas such as signal processing, 
communications, information theory, networking, and etc. It is difficult to cope with all the 
problems in this thesis, only some selected areas are addressed. Chapters 1 to 3 present some 
background knowledge in video compression while chapters 4 to 6 discuss the details of the 
proposed compression scheme. 
After extensive studies on the literatures involved in the video compression, many 
challenging problems in low-bit rate applications are still needed to be solved. For example, 
designing a high compression ratio, low distortion, and real time software only codec is the 
major problem. The problems involve converting analog video to digital video, converting 
color spaces, choosing video compression techniques such as transform coding, vector 
quantization, predictive coding, fractal video coding and wavelet video coding as well as the 
problems of the contemporary standards such as Motion JPEG, MPEG and H.261/H.263, 
have been discussed in the introductory chapters 1 to 3. 
A prototype of the proposed 3D-DCT based compression scheme is implemented in 
C by using a Pentium 133MHz PC. The raw video data files which are in SW or CW can be 
obtained in WWW for testing. Assuming the video data are available for the codec and there 
is no channel coding concerned. The proposed scheme have some advantages as shown in the 
follows: 
7.2.1 The advantages 
1. The advantage of using 3D-DCT: The 3D-DCT based video compression scheme makes 
use of the block transform coding that have simple structure and easier to implement. 
Transform coding technique only involved transformation, quantization and entropy 
coding. It is simple enough for both hardware and software implementation. By using 
block transform coding, several video frames are grouped together to form a volume of 
video data. To reduce memory, small blocks, say an 8x8x8 data cube, are taken to 
perform a 3D-DCT. Jn fact, the 3D-DCT can be done in parallel for each individual small 
block ifthe algorithm is done by some parallel machines or some parallel hardware. 
2. The advantage of Fast 3D-DCT algorithms: Fast 3D-DCT algorithms are developed for 
real time and software only solution. Recusive nature of the algorithm simplified the 
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structure of the algorithms for any size of the video data cube. Direct calculation of the 
3D data reduces the number of multiplications and additions. Signal flow graph is also 
presented in the thesis demonstrating the modularity and recursive nature of the 
algorithms. 
3. The advantage of new quantizer design: Quantization involves a hyperboloid function 
which divides the transformed video data cube into two regions so that the dominant 
coefficients can be included inside one region and can quantized separately. Exponential 
Y 
functions to generate the quantization values can also be used as the scan order indices of 
the quantized coefficients. This method is better than the traditional 3D zig-zag method. 
The proposed quantization volume design is better than just applying or modifying the 
JPEG and the MPEG quantization tables. 
4. A simple but effective modification of the JPEG Huffman table for the run-level pairs of 
the quantized coefficients is presented. Since the distributions of the run-level pairs of 
the quantized coefficients are similar to the JPEG's, we can use the Huffman table for 
JPEG directly with little modification. The major change is due to the ranges of the run-
level pairs of the our compression are larger than that of JPEG. As a result, more 
categories for DC and few more Huffman codes for handling the exceptional cases of AC 
coefficients are added. 
5. The advantage of modifying the Huffman Tables: By simply modifying the Huffman 
tables of JPEG, they can be directly used in the proposed 3D-DCT based video 
compression scheme. 
7.2.2 Experimental Results 
Experiment result shows the time for performing a 8x8x8 DCT, required less than 1 
milli-second which corresponds to 15 fps for QCJF video by using a Pentium 133MHz PC. 
Desktop real time video compression can be done in real time by software only. Experimental 
result also shows the visual quality of the video can be as high as 35db in PSNR by using 3D-
DCT but the compression ratio can be as high as 100:1. 
7.3 Future Work 
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For further improvement of the proposed 3D-DCT based video compression scheme, 
some techniques can be employed in order to enhance the performance of the codec. The 
techniques are discussed as follows: 
7.3.1 Integer Discrete Cosine Transform Algorithms 
The implementation of the discrete cosine transform is done by real arithmetic. 
Floating point multiplication is regarded as a computational intensive job for computer 
calculation. Besides, implementing real arithmetic by hardware is more complex than 
implementing integer arithmetic. Therefore if we can implement the discrete cosine transform 
by using integer arithmetic, the computational cost can be reduced so that the time for both 
forward and inverse transform can be further reduced. However, the truncation error is 
introduced that the distortion is increased. 
Cham and et al. [Cham91] proposed 13 sets of basis vectors for integer cosine 
transform. However, we cannot use such basis vectors directly because they are designed for 
1-D integer cosine transform. We have developed a directly, fast algorithm for 3D-DCT that 
some modifications for the algorithm for integer cosine transform should be made. The major 
problem to be solved is to reduce the scaling factors of the basis vectors. Since the 
calculation requires higher precision or more bits by using integers to represent the data when 
the data are multiplied by the cosine basis vector for three times. 
Preliminary experimental result shows the time for calculating an 8x8x8 3D-DCT 
can be reduced by an half. Therefore, it is worthy to explore further by using integer cosine 
transform for some real-time video compression applications. 
7.3.2 Adaptive Quantization 
Many existing standards allow customized quantization table supplied during 
transmission. Some adaptive techniques [Agha91, Aposto94, Chen77, Chen84, Christ93, 
Gimlett75, Habibi77, Lee94, Orlega94, Ortega96, Pearl90, Yama93] can be employed in 
order to get better results in both visual quality and bit-rate reduction. Those techniques can 
also be applied on the proposed 3D-DCT based video compression scheme. 
Adaptive quantization can be done by both rate-distortion approach or perceptual 
quality measurement approach. We can predefined several sets of quantization volume. Then 
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use some criteria such as the characteristic of the distributions of transformed coefficients to 
select different set of quantization volume. The criteria can be thresholds, distortion 
measurements such as MSE or even perceptual visual quality measurements. For example, 
we can categorize the characteristics of the coefficients distribution according to different 
motion patterns or pixel arrangements. Besides, we can categorize the quantization volume 
by using thresholds on MSE. Each category corresponds to a specific quantization volume. 
The visual quality and compression ratio can be improved by using adaptive approach. 
7.3.3 Adaptive Huffman Table Design 
The Huffman table design can also be done adaptively. According to the probability 
of the run-level patterns occurrence, adaptive Huffman table can be developed by using 
standard Huffman table generation methods. These methods can give optimal bit-allocation 
for each cube. The drawback of using adaptive Huffman table is that we need to supply the 
generated Huffman table to the receiver. It is not practical if the Huffman table is sent for 
each individual cube. 
However, some modifications can be done in order to give more practical result. By 
grouping several cubes into a macro block and assign Huffman code adaptively within the 
macro block. The bit-rate can be reduced more than that using the de facto Huffman Table. 
Moreover, several ‘typical，Huffman tables can also be pre-defined in both sender and 
receiver so that the sender only need to supply the index of Huffman table used. Furthermore, 
we can also supply only the parameters of the quantization volume generating functions 
which the overhead can be reduced greatly. 
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Appendix A 
The detailed steps in the simplification of Equation 4.29 
Let us consider (4.17): g8 = A2 ® B2 W C2^ with assumption that 
U^,V,H-1 =^2u+Uv+l,2.-l =0 , a t w = 0 
<v-i,u. =A„+Uv—I，2u’+1 =0 , a t v = 0 
^u,v-i,H-i = A " + U v - U u . - 1 = 0 ,atv = 0 , w = 0 
«^-l’v,w =flu-l2v+lM+l =0，atM=0 
w V i , v , u - i = ^ » - i , 2 v + U H - i = 0 > a t u = 0 ,w=0 
^ u - l , v - l , H = 5 ^ 2 u - l , 2 v - l , 2 u . l = 0 , a t U = 0 , V = 0 
^ V l , v - l , u - l = ^ . - l , 2 v - l , 2 u - l =0，at U = 0，v = 0，w =0 
From trigonometric identity 
/ , ^ ( 2 m + l ) ^ ( 2 m + l ) ( 2 M + l ) _^(2m+l)2u , ^ ( 2 m + l ) 2 ( u + l ) ^^hM ^^2M ~ ^^lM ^^^lM 
_^(2m+l)u ,^ {2m+l)(M+l) 
-^h{M/2) T*"^ "^ 2(M/2) 
The above identities can be written as: 
40 _ A^ _ ^(2m+l){2u+l) 49 _/7r (2m+l)�-l[r (2m+l)« r (2m+l)(«+l) 
A2^ „ = A^ 2«+1 - ^hM or A2^，„ - K^^S2M ) [^^2iM/2)十 C*^2(M/2) 
( m r ' A 2 = [A^ ' '+{A^ 'y ] (A-1) 
(m)- 'B2 = [B ' ' '+{B^"y] (A-2) 
(03)-iC2 = [C"2+(C"2)i] (A-3) 
"l/(2C.l^) 1 
where ^ = H{2Csl^) u=0,...,{^)-l 
_ l/(2C.,V)_ 
'\l{2Cs\,) 
小。 l / ( 2C4) v=0，...，( f ) - l <P2 = . \ ‘ 
_ l/(2C5,V)_ 
_l/(2C4) 
职 二 M{lCs],) 冰二0’...，(+)-1 
M{lCslp')_ 
and (A-,2)i = A - , [B^^ ) ^ = B ^ ; { c ^ % ,^  < ， 二 （ A _ 4 ) 
\ /m,u \ z^,v \ '尸’》 
Now by pre-multiplying ^8 by 02'^ and post-multiplying by ¢3"^ ,and then pre-multiplying 
®(4.17)by 01_i while note that <E>f = 01,cI)2r=02,<I)3r=03 , we have 
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f8 =(<l>l)-i ®[(02)-^g8(03)"'' 
=^(A''')®\B'''w\c'''yU{A^'')^\B'''W{iC'''yY' 
J L J ^ 
+ (A^2)@[(B" /2 ) i^ lcM)r ] + (A^2)@|"(^"/2)i^((CN2)i)^ 
+ {A^"f®[B"'W(C"'Y]^(A"'y(^[B"'W((C"'fY' 
+ ( C ^ l 0 [ ( B " 2 ) l M ^ ( C : M ) l + (A^2)l0|"(5iV/2y^((CN2)l)r-
(A-5) 
From (4.T2) and using the following facts 
_ : ; M = c 4 r ) M = o ; 
( ^ 2 ) ; ; ^ = C . ™ = 0 ; 
(03);V = C . ^ = 0 
we obtain 
w = 0，...，| — l，v = 0，...’| — l，w = 0，...，^-l 
[A^'')®UB''y{{C'''yjyA^^'®[B'^'W\{C'''Y' 
where #!„,,,. = #„，,“ = 4+uv+u>v-i (A_0 
(4^2)@[(5/^/2)1谈（〔"2)7~]二4似/2@[五"/2州八2(〔"2)厂 
where W2,,_,, = W„,_i_,. = A"+uv-u>v+i (A_7) 
( A ^ / 2 ) @ [ ( , / 2 y # ( ( C m ) i ) q = ,/2@[^AW2#3(CP/2)r 
where W3„,,,,. = W„,,_,^ ,_, = ^Luv-uw-i (A_8) 
[A^")<S)[{B"')W{C"'Y] = A^"®[B"'WA{C"'y' 
where W�,�,.=W„_i,^,, = iL—uv+uw+i (八一9) 
(广2)、「(,卞(((："2)1,1 = 广 2 @ [ 广 化 ( 〔 ' " , -
where 论5„，^，,. = w;_,,.._i = ^Luv+uw-i (A_10) 
(八似'2)1@[(5"/2)1论（〔？/2,] = ,"@[召"/2评^6(^：尸,厂 
一 — 
where W6„, ,, = ^_i ,K, 二 4-uv-UH.+i (A_U) 
(A^,2y0[(5"/2y#((CP/2) l )q = , /2@[BAn2#7(C, /2)r 
_ “^  
where #7„，,’,=电々_丨’“ =^Luv-uw-i (八-⑵ 
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g8=(01)- '®[(02)-^g8(03)" '" 
= A ^ / 2 @ [ , / 2 # ( C P / 2 ) r ] + ^ / 2 0[B"/2&(CP/2)r]+...+AM/2@[5"/2^7(CP/Y-
.. =A^'^ ®\B^'\W +Wl+W2+...^Wl)x{C^'^y' ‘ 
= A^"^[B"'GHC"'y' 
(A-13) 
which is a 3-D ( | ) x ( f ) x ( | ) IDCT where 
G^=W +Wl+W2+...+W7 
_ . . . . (A-14) 
, “ ^ 2 u + l , 2 v + l , 2 H ' + l ^ " ^ 2 u + l , 2 v + l , 2 n ' - l + ^ 2 u +1,2v -l,2w +1 + ' • - + ^ 2 u - 1 , 2 v - 1 , 2 i v - 1 
similar for 
gl = gl(03)-i，g2 = (¢2)-1 g2, Gl, Gl. etc. 
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Appendix A 
The Program Listing of the Fast DCT Algorithms 
A sample program fragment listing of the Fast DCT Algorithms in C is presented. 
// Global Variables 
#define MAX 8 
int dim=MAX; 
const int MAX2=MAX/2; 
const int> MAX2POW3 =MAX2 *MAX2 *MAX2 ; 
const int MAX2POW31=(MAX2+2)*(MAX2+2)*(MAX2+2)*sizeof(floaU; 
const int MAXPOW2 =MAX*MAX; 
const int MAXPOW3 =MAX*MAX*MAX; 
float C=(float)sqrt(8.0/(float)(M*N*P))； 



























float hlha,h2ha,h3ha,h4ha,h5ha,h6ha,h7ha,h8ha； float hlhb,h2hb,h3hb,h4hb,h5hb,h6hb,h7hb,h8hb; 
float *pah0=&opah[0*MAX2P0W3/8]； float *pahl=&opah[l*MAX2POW3/8]; 















const int c4sft000=0; const int c4sft001=l; 
const, int c4sft010=2; const int c4sft011=3； 
const int c4sftl00=4; const int c4sftl01=5; 
const int c4sftllO=6; const int c4sftlll=7; ‘ 
const int c8sft000=0; const int c8sft001=l; 
const int c8sft010=4; const int c8sft011=5; 
const int c8sftl00=16; const int c8sftl01=17; 
const int c8sftll0=20; const int c8sftlll=21; 
const int twopowl=2; const int twopow2=4； 
const int twopow3=8； const int twopow4=16； 
const int twopow6=64； const int twopow9=512； 
const int gindex =1; 
const int^ gdim =twopow3; 
const int gdim2 =twopow2； 
const int gdimpow3 =twopow9； 
const int gdim2pow2 =twopow4; 
const int gdim2pow3 =twopow6; 
const int hindex =0 ； 
const int hdim =twopow2 ； 
const int hdim2 =twopowl; 
const int hdimpow3 =twopow6； 
const int hdim2pow2 =twopow2； 
const int hdim2pow3 =twopow3; 
II Forward DCT 
void DCT3g(float *in, float *out) { 
register int i,j,k,l; 
for (i=0;i<gdimpow3；i++) 
opag[i]=*(in+adrevg[gindex][i]); 
for (i=0；i<gdim2pow3；i++) { 
hlga=*(pagO+i)+*(pagl+i); 
h2ga=*{pagO + i)-*(pagl+i); 
h3ga=*(pag2 + i)+*(pag3 + i); 
h4ga=*(pag2 + i)-*(pag3 + i); 
h5ga=*(pag4 + i)+*(pag5+i); 
h6ga=*(pag4+i)-*(pag5+i); 
h7ga=*(pag6 + i)+*(pag7+i); 
h8ga=*(pag6 + i)-*(pag7 + i); 
hlgb=hlga+h3ga; h2gb=h2ga+h4ga; h3gb=hlga-h3ga; h4gb=h2ga-h4ga; 
h5gb=h5ga+h7ga; h6gb=h6ga+h8ga; h7gb=h5ga-h7ga; h8gb=h6ga-h8ga; 
*(pagO+i) = hlgb+h5gb; 
*(pagl+i) = (h2gb+h6gb)* *{pcl[gindex]+i); 
* (pag2+i) = (h3gb+h7gb) * * (pc2 [gindex-] +i); 
*(pag3+i) = (h4gb+h8gb)* *(pc3[gindex]+i); 
*(pag4+i) = (hlgb-h5gb)* *(pc4[gindex]+i); 
*(pag5+i) = (h2gb-h6gb)* *(pc5[gindex]+i); 
*(pag6+i) 二 (h3gb-h7gb)* *(pc6[gindex]+i); 







for (1=0；l<gdim2pow3；1++) { 
if (k== gdim2){ k=0; j++;} 











if (j<c4sft011 ScSc k<c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 3))=*(pbg3 + l)+*(pbg3+l+c8sft001) 
+*(pbg3+l+c8sft010)+*(pbg3+l+c8sft011); 
else if (j<c4sft011 ScSc k==c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow33))=*{pbg3+l)+*(pbg3+l+c8sft010); 





*(out+*(l+gdim2pow34))=*(pbg4+l)+*(pbg4 + l+c8sftl00); 
else 
*(out+*{l+gdim2pow34))=*(pbg4+l)； 
if (i<c4sft011 ScSc k<c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 5))=*(pbg5+l)+*(pbg5+l+c8sft001) + 
*(pbg5+l+c8sftl00)+*(pbg5+l+c8sftl01)； 
else if {i<c4sft011 && k==c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow35))=*(pbg5+l)+*(pbg5+l+c8sftl00)； 
else if (i==c4sft011 && k<c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 5))=*(pbg5+l)+*(pbg5 + l+c8sft001); 
else 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 5)):*(pbg5+l); 
if (i<c4sft011 ScSc j<c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 6))=*(pbg6+l)+*(pbg6+l+c8sft010)+ 
*(pbg6+l+c8sftl00)+*(pbg6+l+c8sftll0); 
else if (i<c4sft011 && j==c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 6))=*(pbg6 + l)+*(pbg6 + l+c8sftl00)； 
else if (i==c4sft011 && j<c4sft011) 
* (out+*(l+gdim2pow3 6) )=* (pbg6 + D + * (pbg6 + l+c8sft010)； 
else 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow3 6))=*(pbg6+l); 




else if (i<c4sft011 && j<c4sft011 && k==c4sft011) 
* (out+*(l+gdim2pow37) ) =* (pbg7 + D + * (pbg7+l+c8sft010) + 
* (pbg7+l+c8sftl00)+*(pbg7+l+c8sftll0)； 
else if (i<c4sft011 && j==c4sft011 && k<c4sft011) 
* (out+*(l+gdim2pow37) )=* (pbg7+D+* (pbg7+l+c8sft001) + 
*(pbg7+l+c8sftl00)+*(pbg7+l+c8sftl01)； 
else if (i<c4sft011 && j==c4sft011 && k==c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow37))=*(pbg7+l)+*(pbg7+l+c8sftl00); 
else if (i==c4sft011 Sc& j<c4sft011 && k<c4sft011) 
* (out+*{l+gdim2pow37))=* (pbg7+l)+* (pbg7+l+c8sft00D + 
*(pbg7+l+c8sft010)+*(pbg7+l+c8sft011); 
else if (i==c4sft011 && j<c4sft011 && k==c4sft011) 
*(out+*(l+gdim2pow37) ) 二* (pbg7+D+* (pbg7 + l+c8sft010); 






void DCT3h(float *in, float *out) { 













hlhb=hlha+h3ha; h2hb=h2ha+h4ha; h3hb=hlha-h3ha; h4hb=h2ha-h4ha; 
h5hb=h5ha+h7ha; h6hb=h6ha+h8ha; h7hb=h5ha-h7ha; h8hb=h6ha-h8ha; 
*(p^hO+i) = hlhb+h5hb; 
*(pahl+i) = (h2hb+h6hb)* *(pcl[hindex]+i)； 
*(pah2+i) = (h3hb+h7hb)* *(pc2[hindex]+i); 
*(pah3+i) = (h4hb+h8hb)* *(pc3[hindex]+i); 
*(pah4+i) = (hlhb-h5hb)* *(pc4[hindex]+i)； 
*(pah5+i) = (h2hb-h6hb)* *(pc5[hindex]+i)； 
*(pah6+i) = {h3hb-h7hb)* *(pc6[hindex]+i); 
*(pah7+i) = (h4hb-h8hb)* *(pc7[hindex]+i); 
} 
for (i=0；i<hdim2pow3；i++) { 
hla = *a[i]; 
h2a = *(a[i]+c4sft001); 
h3a = *(a[i]+c4sft010); 
h4a = *(a[i]+c4sft011)； 
h5a = *(a[i]+c4sftl00); 
h6a = *(a[i]+c4sftl01); 
h7a = *(a[i]+c4sftll0)； 
h8a = *(a[i]+c4sftlll); 
hlb=hla+h2a; h2b=hla-h2a; h3b=h3a+h4a; h4b=h3a-h4a; 
h5b=h5a+h6a; h6b=h5a-h6a; h7b=h7a+h8a; h8b=h7a-h8a; 
hla=hlb+h3b; h2a=h2b+h4b; h3a=hlb-h3b; h4a=h2b-h4b; 
h5a=h5b+h7b; h6a=h6b+h8b; h7a=h5b-h7b; h8a=h6b-h8b; 
if (i==0) { 
*(out+ac3mulg[hindex] [0]) = (hla+h5a); 
*(out+admulg[hindex][1]) = (h2a+h6a)*Cl4a; 
*(out+admulg[hindex][2]) = (h3a+h7a)*C14a; 
*(out+admulg[hindex][3]) = (h4a+h8a)*Cl4b; 
*(out+admulg[hindex][4]) = (hla-h5a)*C14a; 
* (out+ac3mulg[hindex] [5] ) = (h2a-h6a) *Cl4b; 
*(out+admulg[hindex][6]) 二 （h3a-h7a)*Cl4b; 
*(out+admulg[hindex][7]) 二 (h4a-h8a)*Cl4c; 
} 
else { 
*(b[i]) = (hla+h5a); 
*(b[i]+c4sft001) = (h2a+h6a)*Cl4a; 
*(b[i]+c4sft010) = (h3a+h7a)*C14a; 
*(b[i]+c4sft011) = (h4a+h8a)*C14b; 
*(b[i]+c4sftl00) = (hla-h5a)*C14a; 
*(b[i]+c4sftl01) = (h2a-h6a)*C14b; 
*(b[i]+c4sftll0) = (h3a-h7a)*C14b; 






for (k=0;k<hdim2;k++) { 
1++； 
if (k<c4sft001) 








if (j<c4sft001 ScSc k<c4sft001) ‘ 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow33))=*(pbh3+l)+*(pbh3+l+c4sft001)+ 
*(pbh3+l+c4sft010)+*(pbh3+l+c4sft011); 
else if {j<c4sft001 && k==c4sft001) 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow33))=*(pbh3+l)+*(pbh3+l+c4sft010); 








if (i<c4sft001 ScSc k<c4sft001) 
*{out+*(l+hdim2pow3 5)):*(pbh5+l)+*(pbh5+l+c4sft001)+ 
*(pbh5+l+c4sftl00)+*(pbh5+l+c4sftl01); 
else if (i<c4sft001 && k==c4sft001) 
* (out+*(l+hdim2pow3 5) )=* (pbh5+D+* (pbh5 + l+c4sftl00); 




if (i<c4sft001 ScSc j<c4sft001) 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow3 6))=*(pbh6+l)+*(pbh6+l+c4sft010)+ 
*(pbh6+l+c4sftl00)+*(pbh6+l+c4sftll0)； 
else if (i<c4sft001 && j==c4sft001) 
* (out+*(l+hdim2pow3 6) ) =* (pbh6+D+* (pbh6 + l+c4sftl00)； 
else if (i==c4sft001 && j<c4sft001) 
* (out+*(l+hdim2pow3 6) ) =* (pbh6 + D + * (pbh6 + l+c4sft010); 
else 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow3 6))=*(pbh6+l); 
if (i<c4sft001 &Sc j<c4sft001 && k<c4sft001) 
* (out+*(l+hdim2pow37) ) 二* (pbh7 + D + * (pbh7 + l+c4sft001) + 
* (pbh7 + l+c4sft010)+* (pbh7 + l+c4sftOlD + 
* (pbh7 + l+c4sftl00)+* (pbh7 + l+c4sftlOD + 
*(pbh7+l+c4sftll0)+*(pbh7+l+c4sftlll); 
else if (i<c4sft001 && j<c4sft001 && k==c4sft001) 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow37))二*(pbh7+l)+*(pbh7+l+c4sft010)+ 
*{pbh7+l+c4sftl00)+*(pbh7+l+c4sftllO); 
else if (i<c4sft001 && j==c4sft001 && k<c4sft001) 
* (out+* (l+hdim2pow37) ) =* (pbh7 + D + * (pbh7 + l+c4sft00D + 
*(pbh7+l+c4sftl00)+*(pbh7+l+c4sftl01)； 
else if (i<c4sft001 && j==c4sft001 && k==c4sft001) 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow37))=*(pbh7+l)+*(pbh7+l+c4sftl00); 
else if (i==c4sft001 && j<c4sft001 && k<c4sft001) 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow37))=*(pbh7+l)+*(pbh7+l+c4sft001)+ 
*(pbh7+l+c4sft010)+*{pbh7+l+c4sft011); 
else if (i==c4sft001 && j<c4sft001 && k==c4sft001) 
*(out+*(l+hdim2pow37))=*(pbh7+l)+*(pbh7+l+c4sft010); 






// Inverse DCT 
void IDCT3g(float *in, float *out) { 






for (j = 0；j <gdim2；j ++) -




* (pbgl+D=* (pagl+l)+* (pagl+l-c8sft001); 
else 
* {pbgl+D=* (pagl+l)； 
^ if (j>c4sft000) 
*(pbg2+l)=*(pag2+l)+*(pag2+l-c8sft010); 
else 
*(pbg2 + l)=*(pag2 + l)； 
if (j>c4sft000 Sc& k>c4sft000) 
* (pbg3+l)=* (pag3+D+* (pag3 + l-c8sft00D + 
*(pag3+l-c8sft010)+*(pag3+l-c8sft011)； 
else if (j>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft011) 
* (pbg3+D=* (pag3+D+* (pag3 + l-c8sft010)； 
else if (j!=c4sft011 && k>c4sft000) 
* (pbg3+D=* (pag3 + D + * (pag3 + l-c8sft001)； 
else 
* (pbg3+D=* (pag3 + l); 
if (i>c4sft000) 
* (pbg4+D=* (pag4 + l)+* (pag4 + l-c8sftl00)； 
else 
* (pbg4 + D = * (pag4 + l)； 
if (i>c4sft000 ScSc k>c4sft000) 
* (pbg5+D=* (pag5 + D + * (pag5 + l-c8sft001) + 
*(pag5+l-c8sftl00)+*(pag5+l-c8sftl01)； 
else if (i>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft011) 
*(pbg5+l)=*(pag5+l)+*(pag5+l-c8sftl00)； 
else if (i!=c4sft011 &Sc k>c4sft000) 
* (pbg5 + l)=* (pag5 + D + * (pag5 + l-c8sft001)； 
else 
*(pbg5+l)=*(pag5+l); 
if (i>c4sft000 && j>c4sft000) 
* (pbg6 + D = * (pag6 + l)+* (pag6 + l-c8sft010) + 
*(pag6+l-c8sftl00)+*(pag6+l-c8sftll0); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j!=c4sft011) 
* (pbg6 + l)=* (pag6 + D + * (pag6 + l-c8sftl00)； 
else if (i!=c4sft011 &Sc j>c4sft000) 
* (pbg6 + D = * (pag6+l)+* (pag6 + l-c8sft010)； 
else 
* (pbg6 + D = * (pag6 + l); 
if (i>c4sft000 ScSc j>c4sft000 && k>c4sft000) 
* (pbg7 + D = * (pag7+D+* (pag7+l-c8sft00D + 
*(pag7+l-c8sft010)+*(pag7+l-c8sft011)+ 
* (pag7+l-c8sftl00)+* (pag7+l-c8sftlOD + 
*(pag7+l-c8sftll0)+*(pag7+l-c8sftlll); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft011) 
*(pbg7+l)=*(pag7+l)+*(pag7+l-c8sft010)+ 
*(pag7 + l-c8sftl00)+*(pag7 + l-c8sftll0); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j!=c4sft011 && k>c4sft000) 
* (pbg7 + D = * (pag7 + D + * (pag7 + l-c8sft001) + 
*(pag7+l-c8sftl00)+*(pag7+l-c8sftl01); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j !=c4sft011 ScSc k!=c4sft011) 
* (pbg7 + D = * (pag7+D+* (pag7 + l-c8sftl00); 
else if (i!=c4sft011 && j>c4sft:000 && k>c4sft000) 
* {pbg7+D=* (pag7 + D + * (pag7 + l-c8sft00D + 
*(pag7+l-c8sft010)+*(pag7+l-c8sft011)； 
else if (i!=c4sft011 && j>c4sft000 ScSc k!=c4sft011) 
* (pbg7 + D = * (pag7 + D + * (pag7 + l-c8sft010); 
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else if {i!=c4sft011 && j!=c4sft011 && k>c4sft000) 
*(pbg7+l)=*(pag7 + l)+*(pag7+l-c8sft001)； 
else 




IDCT3h(pbg4,pag4) ； IDCT3h{pbg5,pag5)； 
IDCT3h{pbg6,pag6)； IDCT3h(pbg7,pag7)； 
for (i=0;i<gdim2pow3；i++) { 
hlga=(*(pagO+i)+(*(pagl+i))* *(pcl[gindex]+i)); 
h2ga=(*(pagO+i)-(*(pagl+i))* *(pcl[gindex]+i)); 
h3ga=(*(pag2+i)* *(pc2[gindex]+i))+(*(pag3+i)* *(pc3[gindex]+i)); 
h4ga=(*{pag2+i)* *{pc2[gindex]+i))-(*(pag3+i)* *(pc3[gindex]+i)); 
h5ga=(*(pag4+i)* *(pc4[gindex]+i))+(*(pag5+i)* *(pc5[gindex]+i)); 
h6ga={*(pag4+i)* *(pc4[gindex]+i))_(*(pag5+i)* *(pc5[gindex]+i))； 
h7ga=(*(pag6+i)* *(pc6[gindex]+i))+(*(pag7+i)* *(pc7[gindex]+i)); 
h8ga=(*(pag6+i)* *(pc6[gindex]+i))-(*(pag7+i)* *(pc7[gindex]+i)); 
hlgb=hlga+h3ga; h2gb=h2ga+h4ga; h3gb=hlga-h3ga; h4gb=h2ga-h4ga; 
h5gb=h5ga+h7ga; h6gb=h6ga+h8ga; h7gb=h5ga-h7ga; h8gb=h6ga-h8ga; 
*(pagO+i) = hlgb+h5gb; 
*(pagl+i) = h2gb+h6gb; 
*(pag2+i) = h3gb+h7gb; 
*(pag3+i) = h4gb+h8gb; 
*(pag4+i) = hlgb-h5gb; 
*(pag5+i) = h2gb-h6gb; 
*(pag6+i) = h3gb-h7gb; 





void IDCT3h(float *in, float *out) { 










* (pbhl+D=* (pahl+D+* (pahl+l-c4sft001)； 
else 
* (pbhl+D=* (pahl+l); 
if (j>c4sft000) 
* (pbh2+D=* (pah2 + D + * (pah2 + l-c4sft010)； 
else 
* (pbh2 + D = * (pah2 + l); 
if (j>c4sft000 ScSc k>c4sft000) 
* (pbh3 + l) =* (pah3+D+* (pah3 + l-c4sft00D + 
*(pah3+l-c4sft010)+*(pah3 + l-c4sft011); 
else if (j>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft001) 
* (pbh3 + D = * (pah3 + D + * (pah3+l-c4sft010); 
else if (j!=c4sft001 && k>c4sft000) 
*(pbh3 + l)=*(pah3 + l)+*(pah3 + l-c4sft001); 
else 
* (pbh3 + D = * (pah3 + l); 
if (i>c4sft000) 
* (pbh4+D=* (pah4 + D + * (pah4 + l-c4sftl00); 
else 
*(pbh4+l)=*(pah4 + l); 
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if (i>c4sft000 ScSc k>c4sft000) 
* {pbh5 + D = * (pah5 + D + * (pah5 + l-c4sft001) + 
*(pah5+l-c4sftl00)+*(pah5+l-c4sftl01); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft001) 
* (pbh5 + D = * (pah5 + l)+* (pah5 + l-c4sftl00); 




if (i>c4sft000 ScSc j>c4sft000) 
* (pbh6 + D = * (pah6 + D + * (pah6+l-c4sft010) + 
*(pah6+l-c4sftl00)+*(pah6+l-c4sftll0); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j!=c4sft001) 
* (pbh6 + D = * {pah6 + D + * (pah6 + l-c4sftl00); 
else if (i!=c4sft001 && j>c4sft000) 
* (pbh6 + D = * (pah6 + D + * (pah6+l-c4sft010)； 
else 
‘ * (pbh6 + D = * (pah6 + l); 
if (i>c4sft000 ScSc j>c4sft000 && k>c4sft000) 




else if (i>c4sft000 && j>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft001) 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7 + D + * (pah7 + l-c4sft010) + 
*(pah7+l-c4sftl00)+*(pah7+l-c4sftll0); 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j !=c4sft001 && k>c4sft_) 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7 + D + * {pah7 + l-c4sft001) + 
*(pah7+l-c4sftl00)+*{pah7+l-c4sftl01)； 
else if (i>c4sft000 && j!=c4sft001 && k!=c4sft001) 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7 + D + * (pah7+l-c4sftl00)； 
else if (i!=c4sft001 && j>c4sft000 && k>c4sft000) 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7 + l)+* (pah7 + l-c4sft001) + 
*(pah7+l-c4sft010)+*(pah7+l-c4sft011)； 
else if (i!=c4sft001 && j>c4sft000 && k!=c4sft001) 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7 + D + * (pah7 + l-c4sft010)； 
else if (i!=c4sft001 && j!=c4sft001 && k>c4sft000) 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7 + l)+* (pah7 + l-c4sft001); 
else 
* (pbh7 + D = * (pah7+l)； 
} 
for (i=0;i<MAX;i++) { 
hl = *(b[i]); 
h2 = *(b[i]+c4sft001) * Cl4a; 
h3 = *(b[i]+c4sft010) * C14a; 
h4 = *(b[i]+c4sft011) * C14b; 
h5 = *(b[i]+c4sftl00) * Cl4a; 
h6 = *(b[i]+c4sftl01) * C14b; 
h7 = *(b[i]+c4sftll0) * Cl4b; 
h8 = *(b[i]+c4sftlll) * C14c; 
hla=hl+h2; h2a=hl-h2; h3a=h3+h4; h4a=h3-h4; 
h5a=h5+h6; h6a=h5-h6; h7a=h7+h8; h8a=h7-h8; 
hlb=hla+h3a; h2b=h2a+h4a; h3b=hla-h3a; h4b=h2a-h4a; 
h5b=h5a+h7a; h6b=h6a+h8a; h7b=h5a-h7a; h8b=h6a-h8a; 
*(a[i]) = hlb+h5b; 
*(a[i]+c4sft001) = h2b+h6b; 
*(a[i]+c4sft010) =h3b+h7b; 
*(a[i]+c4sft011) = h4b+h8b; 
*(a[i]+c4sftl00) = hlb-h5b; 
*(a[i]+c4sftl01) = h2b-h6b; 
*(a[i]+c4sftll0) = h3b-h7b; 
*(a[i]+c4sftlll) = h4b-h8b; 
} 
for (i=0；i<hdim2pow3；i++) 
{ hlha=(*(pahO+i)+(*(pahl+i))* *(pcl[hindex]+i)); 
h2ha=(*(pahO+i)-(*(pahl+i))* *(pcl[hindex]+i)); 
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h3ha=(*(pah2+i)* *(pc2[hindex]+i))+{*(pah3+i)* *(pc3[hindex]+i))； 
h4ha=(*(pah2+i)* *(pc2[hindex]+i))-(*(pah3+i)* *(pc3[hindex]+i)); 
h5ha=(*(pah4+i)* *(pc4[hindex]+i))+{*(pah5+i)* *(pc5[hindex]+i)); 
h6ha=(*(pah4+i)* *(pc4[hindex]+i))-(*(pah5+i)* *(pc5[hindex]+i)); 
h7ha={*(pah6+i)* *(pc6[hindex]+i))+(*{pah7+i)* *(pc7[hindex]+i)); 
h8ha=(*(pah6+i)* *(pc6[hindex]+i))-{*(pah7+i)* *(pc7[hindex]+i))； 
hlhb=hlha+h3ha; h2hb=h2ha+h4ha; h3hb=hlha-h3ha; h4hb=h2ha-h4ha; 
h5hb=h5ha+h7ha； h6hb=h6ha+h8ha； h7hb=h5ha-h7ha; h8hb=h6ha-h8ha; 
*(pahO+i) 二 hlhb+h5hb; 
*(pahl+i) = h2hb+h6hb; 
*(pah2+i) = h3hb+h7hb; 
*(pah3+i) = h4hb+h8hb; 
*{pah4+i) = hlhb-h5hb; 
*(pah5+i) = h2hb-h6hb; 
*(pah6+i) = h3hb-h7hb; 
*(pah7+i) = h4hb-h8hb; } > 
for (i=0；i<hdimpow3；i++) 




Tables of scan order indices and quantization values based on the 
parameter settings: A,-=255, A,=255, Pi=0.04, j8,=0.01 and C=10 for 
Equation (5.16) 
The procedure to construct Tables C1 and C2 is described in section 5.5. 
Table C1 : Table of quantization values Table C2 : Table of scan order indices. 
generated by Equation (5.16) Re-ordered Coor.No.~~ Sorted I n s i d e t h e ~ 
^ 1 _ _ 2 ‘ Coef.No. {wvu) Quant. Val. region? 
Coef. No. ‘ Coor. No. Quant. Inside the (scan 
{wvu) V ^ region? order) 
0 000 1 Yes 0 — 000 1 ~ Y e s 
1 — 001 10 Yes 1 — 001 l 0 ~ Y e s — 
2 — 002 20 Yes 8 010 10 Yes 
3 — 003 29 Yes 64 100 10 Yes 
4 一 004 38 Yes 2 — 002 — 20 ~ Y e s 
5 一 005 47 Yes 16 020 — 20 ~ Y e s 
6 006 55 Yes 128 — 200 20 ~ ~ Y e s 
7 007 63 Yes 3 — 003 29 ~ ~ Y e s 
8 一 010 10 Yes 9 “ 011 29 — Yes 
9 011 一 29 Yes 24 — 030 29 ~ Y e s 
10 012 — 47 Yes 65 — 101 29 ~ Y e s 
11 013 — 6 3 Yes 72 — 110 29 ~ ~ Y e s 
12 014 — 78 Yes . — . . 
13 — 015 28 No . 一 . . 
14 - 016 33 No 96 “ 140 78 — Yes 
15 “ 017 37 No 257 “ 401 78 — Yes 
] ] ] ^ ^ | ] ^ ^ ] ^ ^ I ^ ^ 264 410 — 78 Yes 
16 一 020 一 20 Yes 一 — 
17 “ 021 — 47 Yes 13 “ 015 28 No 
18 “ 022 70 Yes 19 023 ‘ 28 No 
— 26 032 28 No 
, • • ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ _^_^ ^^_ 
498 — 762 —207 No 438 — 666 246 No 
499 763 227 — N o 445 “ 675 246 — No 
500 — 764 239 No 494 — 756 246 No 
501 765 — 246 No 501 765 “ 246 No 
502 766 ~ 2 4 9 No ~ " 383 — 577 ~ 2 4 9 No 
503 767 - 252 No 439 667 — 249 No 
504 — 770 - 120 一N o 446 676 ~ 249 No 
505 771 - 184 No 495 757 ~ 249 No 
506 — 772 217 No 502 766 249 No 
507 773 - 235 No 509 775 — 249 No 
508 - 774 - 244 No 447 677 — 252 No 
509 — 775 249 No 503 一 767 252 No 
510 776 ~ 2 5 2 No ~ ~ 510 776 252 No 
511 777 253 No 511 777 253 No 
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Appendix A 
Tables of values for the quantization volume generated by Equation (5.16) 
using ApA,-255, A=0.04，j^=0.01 and C=10 ‘ 
w = 0 
v \ u 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
zi^m"^i^"^^^^iF^^"^r^i^r"z^ 
Z Z r : 3 3 T : 2 i ~ ^ : 4 ] " ^ : 6 i T : 7 l T " : 2 i T : i [ r : � f 
[::2^丁二4^丁二7^丁二21丁二3】1"二4^1二1€「二】1 
3 - "29T l63 T" l 28T ~M丁 1^6T" J 4 T 二 62 [ _ 69 
3 Z T ^ 3 3 8 T Z 7 8 T j 5 T Z 4 6 T j 6 T Z 6 6 T _ 7 ? r _ K 
；^ ^ :二 4 ]丁二2 1丁二4 3丁二5 ^丁二6 ]丁: 7 ] 1 "二1 1 [ _ 1 1 
^ :二5】丁二3】丁二41丁二6^丁_71丁_8^1 _ 1 [「_1返 
7 r"63T"~37T"~54T~69^"84^~97T l 5 7 [ 120 
w = 1 





4 - -7"§T"-4^T=63T":jjJ_i@�_iIC�_i^�_i j i 
Z^::2lT:5F^:7]T:li�3Ii�]i€�J^T-i^ 
^ ; ; ; ^ : : 3 � T : 6 i T : 8 ] i : i 3 [ r _ i i [ � _ i l i r _ i � [ T " j � [ 7 "37T"69T""97T"l2QT 140 7 l5lY lllY 184 
w = 2 
v \ u 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7_ 
^__20 _47 _ 7 0 ' _28_' _ 3 ^ _ 4 2 ' _ 4 8 ' _54 
]； ^ ^ : 二 4 ]丁二 2 ^ 丁二 ]乏厂二】 1厂二 1 [ [ _ 互 7 " _ 1 1 厂 _ 1 1 
Zll^::73T:4Fr:i5r:^�ji�_iM�_il[�_iiC zi^::2i~r:5F^:3f[=if�jii[-i�€[-iZi�-iif 
z i z - : 3 S i : 6 i " ^ : i 2 � 3 i i � _ i � i � _ i S [ r _ i ¥ r _ i i [ 
]；；^^:二41丁二7]丁二1》【[二1】€厂一1互[一1][厂_1^7_1狂. 
^ - - 4 " § T - 8 ^ T " n i T = i j I � ] l [ � _ i l l � _ i M T j g t 
7 \T4T~91T~130Y~i5TY~mY mY 207r2T7 
w = 3 
v \ u 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1_ 
0~ 29 63 28 37 _46* _ 5 4 ' _ 6 2 ' _69 
11^-二6】丁二31厂二31厂二19厂二¥厂一11厂_1豆€厂一1& 
Z Z I ! - : 2 i T : l I「： i f � : i f r _ i � S � _ i i i l ~ _ i I i � _ i l ^；. 
z z i ! : 3 i ~ r : i E � : i z � ] i i r _ i ] 5 � _ i i f � _ i i L r _ i i i . ZZZ:3]~r:li[]I[�3IC[3^�—i^�-i^[-2^-
r - - 5 r r - " ^ 7 T — i 3 5 T ] i f r : i j � [ _ i i I � j g f � _ 2 ] j ! . 
ZZ^=6;^T3�^�:i]i�:i^�_il^�-2^�i9r_2^ 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































A 16-bit VLC table for the AC run-levels 
Run/Size Code Length Code Word Run/Size Code Length Code Word 
0/0 (EOB) 4 1010 5/1 7 1111010 
0/1 2 00 5/2 11 11111110111 
0/2 2 01 5/3 16 1111111110011110 
0/3 3 100 5/4 16 1111111110011111 
0/4 4 1011 5/5 16 1111111110100000 
0/5 5 11010 5/6 16 1111111110100001 
0/6 ^ 7 1111000 5/7 16 1111111110100010 
0/7 8 11111000 5/8 16 1111111110100011 
0/8 10 1111110110 5/9 16 1111111110100100 
0/9 16 1111111110000010 5/A 16 1111111110100101 
0/A 16 1111111110000011 6/1 7 1111011 
1/1 4 1100 6/2 12 111111110110 
1/2 5 11011 6/3 16 1111111110100110 
1/3 7 1111001 6/4 16 1111111110100111 
1/4 9 111110110 6/5 16 1111111110101000 
1/5 11 11111110110 6/6 16 1111111110101001 
1/6 16 1111111110000100 6/7 16 1111111110101010 
1/7 16 1111111110000101 6/8 16 1111111110101011 
1/8 16 1111111110000110 6/9 16 1111111110101100 
1/9 16 1111111110000111 6/A 16 1111111110101101 
1/A 16 1111111110001000 7/1 8 11111010 
2/1 5 11100 7/2 12 111111110111 
2/2 8 11111001 7/3 16 1111111110101110 
2/3 10 1111110111 7/4 16 1111111110101111 
2/4 12 111111110100 7/5 16 1111111110110000 
2/5 16 1111111110001001 7/6 16 1111111110110001 
2/6 16 1111111110001010 7/7 16 1111111110110010 
2/7 16 1111111110001011 7/8 16 1111111110110011 
2/8 16 1111111110001100 7/9 16 1111111110110100 
2/9 16 1111111110001101 7/A 16 1111111110110101 
2/A 16 1111111110001110 8/1 9 111111000 
3/1 6 111010 8/2 15 111111111000000 
3/2 9 111110111 8/3 16 1111111110110110 
3/3 12 111111110101 8/4 16 1111111110110111 
3/4 16 1111111110001111 8/5 16 1111111110111000 
3/5 16 1111111110010000 8/6 16 1111111110111001 
3/6 16 1111111110010001 8/7 16 1111111110111010 
3/7 16 1111111110010010 8/8 16 1111111110111011 
3/8 16 1111111110010011 8/9 16 1111111110111100 
3/9 16 1111111110010100 8/A 16 1111111110111101 
3/A 16 1111111110010101 9/1 9 111111001 
4/1 6 111011 9/2 16 1111111110111110 
4/2 10 1111111000 9/3 16 1111111110111111 
4/3 16 1111111110010110 9/4 16 1111111111000000 
4/4 16 1111111110010111 9/5 16 1111111111000001 
4/5 16 1111111110011000 9/6 16 1111111111000010 
4/6 16 1111111110011001 9/7 16 1111111111000011 
4/7 16 1111111110011010 9/8 16 1111111111000100 
4/8 16 1111111110011011 9/9 16 1111111111000101 
4/9 16 1111111110011100 9/A 16 1111111111000110 
4/A 16 1111111110011101 
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Run/Size Code Length Code Word Run/Size Code Length Code Word 
A/1 9 111111010 D/1 11 11111111000 
A/2 16 1111111111000111 D/2 16 1111111111100010 
A/3 16 1111111111001000 D/3 16 1111111111100011 
A/4 16 1111111111001001 D/4 16 1111111111100100 
A/5 16 1111111111001010 D/5 16 1111111111100101 
A/6 16 1111111111001011 D/6 16 1111111111100110 
A/7 16 1111111111001100 D/7 16 1111111111100111 
A/8 16 1111111111001101 D/8 16 1111111111101000 
A/9 16 1111111111001110 D/9 16 1111111111101001 
A/A 16 1111111111001111 D/A 16 1111111111101010 
B/1 10 1111111001 E/1 16 1111111111101011 
B/2 16 1111111111010000 E/2 16 1111111111101100 
B/3 16 1111111111010001 E/3 16 1111111111101101 
B/4 16 1111111111010010 E/4 16 1111111111101110 
B/5 16 1111111111010011 E/5 16 1111111111101111 
B/6 16 1111111111010100 E/6 16 1111111111110000 
B/7 16 1111111111010101 E/7 16 1111111111110001 
B/8 16 1111111111010110 E/8 16 1111111111110010 
B/9 16 1111111111010111 E/9 16 1111111111110011 
B/A 16 1111111111011000 E/A 16 1111111111110100 
C/1 10 1111111010 F/0 (ZRL) 11 11111111001 
C/2 16 1111111111011001 F/1 16 1111111111110101 
C/3 16 1111111111011010 F/2 16 1111111111110110 
C/4 16 1111111111011011 F/3 16 1111111111110111 
C/5 16 1111111111011100 F/4 16 1111111111111000 
C/6 16 1111111111011101 F/5 16 1111111111111001 
C/7 16 1111111111011110 F/6 16 1111111111111010 
C/8 16 1111111111011111 F/7 16 1111111111111011 
C/9 16 1111111111100000 F/8 16 1111111111111100 
C/A 16 1111111111100001 F/9 16 1111111111111101 
F/A 16 1111111111111110 
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